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The Third International Conference on Advances in Signal, Image and Video Processing (SIGNAL
2018), held between May 20 - 24, 2018 - Nice, France, continued the inaugural event considering the
challenges mentioned above. Having these motivations in mind, the goal of this conference was to bring
together researchers and industry and form a forum for fruitful discussions, networking, and ideas.
Signal, video and image processing constitutes the basis of communications systems. With the
proliferation of portable/implantable devices, embedded signal processing became widely used, despite
that most of the common users are not aware of this issue. New signal, image and video processing
algorithms and methods, in the context of a growing-wide range of domains (communications,
medicine, finance, education, etc.) have been proposed, developed and deployed. Moreover, since the
implementation platforms experience an exponential growth in terms of their performance, many signal
processing techniques are reconsidered and adapted in the framework of new applications. Having
these motivations in mind, the goal of this conference was to bring together researchers and industry
and form a forum for fruitful discussions, networking, and ideas.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SIGNAL 2018 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to SIGNAL 2018. We truly believe that,
thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the SIGNAL 2018 organizing committee
for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.
We hope that SIGNAL 2018 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of signal
processing.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope that Nice provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved
some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Abstract—This short paper describes the accelerated signal processing for the search of radio pulsars recorded by Big Scanning
Antenna telescope at Pushchino Radio Astronomy Observatory.
Acceleration is achieved by parallelization of computations on
multiprocessor systems and, especially, on Graphics Processing
Units. Parallelization provides computational speeds sufficient for
signal processing and pulsar detection in the observations in realtime.
Keywords–Statistical signal processing; Big data analysis; Monitoring and control systems; Radio astronomy applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Big Scanning Antenna (BSA) is a unique instrument used
at Pushchino Radio Astronomy Observatory of Lebedev Physical Institute. This radio telescope has the structure of a phased
array of size 187 m x 384 m (10 football fields, see Figure 1).
It has no moving parts, consists of 16,384 half-wave dipoles
located in a grid of 64 dipoles in 256 lines. The telescope
performs simultaneous measurements along the meridian plane
and uses the rotation of the Earth to scan the celestial sphere.
The telescope has a working frequency band of 109-113 MHz.
It is one of the most sensitive telescopes in the world in
this frequency range. The telescope is used in a number of
projects: in studying pulsars, dynamic processes in near solar
and interplanetary plasma, analyzing the structure of compact
radio sources, studying active galactic nuclei [1]–[3].
The signal of the radio telescope consists of 1536 channels, representing simultaneous measurements in 48 spatial
directions (beams) and 32 frequency bands. Each measurement
represents a stream of 32-bit numbers taken at a frequency of
about 80 Hz, so the total density of the data stream from the
telescope is about 4 Mbps.
A typical one-hour observation is shown in Figure 2. The
image is similar to a snapshot of a night sky from an ordinary
optical telescope, the difference is that here the signal is
recorded in the radio range and only the sources of periodic
signals are reconstructed. The typical signal level is so small
that it is usually not visible directly in the observation data and
is extracted from noise only by special processing algorithms.
The telescope simultaneously detects the signal in 32
frequency bands, in which the signal manifests a phase shift.
The reason for this shift is the dispersion in the interstellar
medium, i.e., the propagation velocity of radio waves deviates
from the speed of light in a vacuum and begins to depend on
the frequency. As a result, the signals in different frequency
bands arrive at different time. The shift is proportional to the
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total propagation time of the signal, i.e., the distance to the
source. Thus, the phase shift of the signal in frequency bands
allows to measure the distance to the source.
Similar effects appear in Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI), [4]–[6]. When looking for narrow band radio
signals from deep space, one needs to account for Doppler
drift due to the relative motion of the telescope and the
signal source. Doppler drift is time dependent, since the Earth
is rotating together with the telescope fixed on its surface.
Also, the source of the signal is presumably located on the
surface of a planet or orbits around a planet. The both effects,
frequency dependent time shift in the search of pulsars and
time dependent frequency shift for SETI, lead to the signal
smearing over the exposition time, like shaking the camera
smears the snapshot. To increase the sensitivity of detection,
the both type of effects should be compensated on processing
stage.
In [7] [8], we described a method of statistical accumulation, specially developed for the search for pulsar signals. The
method consists in computing the integral of the form
Z
corr(T, a, b) = df dt s(t, f ) ∆((t − (a + bf ))/T ), (1)
where s(t, f ) is the signal depending on time and frequency,
∆() is the periodic delta function, T is the period, a+bf is the
phase shift, linearly depending on frequency. The integral over
the frequency-time plane defines the functional scalar product
of the measured signal with the expected waveform, i.e.,
periodically repeating pulses with the phase shift proportional
to frequency variation. When the signal is normalized to unity,
the integral represents a correlator of the signal with the
expected shape. The method consists in finding the signal
parameters (T, a, b) maximizing this correlator.
The reconstructed signal parameters: the period T , the
common phase a and the frequency shift b represent individual
characteristics of the pulsar. The period is determined by the
rotation speed of the pulsar, the phase describes the profile of
the pulse, the shift can be used to determine the distance to
the source.
This paper is devoted to the acceleration of the processing
of signals of this kind. The processing is computationally expensive and requires massive parallelization. For acceleration
we use multiple Central Processing Units (CPUs), Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs) and compare their performance in
application to the search of pulsars.
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Figure 1. BSA telescope at Pushchino Radio Astronomy Observatory. On the left: satellite view. On the right: phased array structure.

Figure 2. A typical one-hour observation. The window 21◦ × 15◦ of the celestial sphere is shown, grayscale represents the intensity of the signal in the
interval 0...15 dB. Intensity spots correspond to the sources of periodic signals, pulsars.

Figure 3. Signal processing algorithms. On the left: the result of folding algorithm, peaks in six frequency bands arrive at different times due to dispersion on
the interstellar medium. In the center: matching algorithm collects peaks together and increases the resulting intensity. The horizontal axis represents the
elapsed time, measured in data points. The vertical axis represents signal-to-noise ratio. On the right: processing time tp as a function of processing window
size tw. Real time zone is marked by gray color.
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Algorithm folding(T,x,y):

Algorithm matching(dp,yt,s):

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

T - probe period, x - input signal,
y - output
consts: np - num.datapoints,
nf - num.freq.bands

{ int nT=(int)(np/T), nphase=(int)T;
// loop over phase
for(int j=0;j<nphase;j++){
// loop over periods
for(int i=0,n=0;i<nT;i++){
float t=T*(i+(float)j/nphase);
if(t<np-1){ int i0=(int)t; n++;
// loop over freq.bands
for(int f=0;f<nf;f++)
y[f+nf*j]+=x[f+nf*i0];
}
}
// normalization
if(n>0)for(int f=0;f<nf;f++)
y[f+nf*j]/=sqrt(n);
}
}

dp - probe dispersion parameter
yt - input (transposed array from the prev.alg.)
s - output signal
max_sum, phase_max - output signal metric

{ int nphase=(int)T;
// loop over freq.bands
for(int f=0;f<nf;f++){
int d0=dp*(nf-1-f),d1=nphase*f;
int i0=d0%nphase+d1,i1=(nf*nphase-d0)%nphase;
// loop over phase, with a jump at j=i1
for(int j=0,k=i0;j<i1;j++,k++)s[j]+=yt[k];
for(int j=i1,k=d1;j<nphase;j++,k++)s[j]+=yt[k];
}
// normalization
for(int j=0;j<nphase;j++){ s[j]/=sqrt(nf);
// metric evaluation
if(s[j]>max_sum){ max_sum=s[j]; phase_max=j; }
}
}

Figure 4. Signal processing algorithms.

Recently, multiprocessor architectures and GPUs have been
used to accelerate the processing of astrophysical signals,
also, for the search of pulsars. In particular, [9] [10] describe
the implementation of Fourier Domain Acceleration Search
Method, using GPU acceleration for the search of pulsars with
Square Kilometre Array telescope. In [11] GPU acceleration
is applied for pulsar signal processing on Goldstone Apple
Valley radio telescope. In the present paper, we concentrate
on the usage of multiple CPUs and GPUs for acceleration of
signal processing from BSA radio telescope.
In Section II, we describe general computational aspects of
signal processing algorithms used for the search of pulsars. In
Section III, we present the acceleration of computation using
multiprocessor systems. The obtained results are summarized
in Section IV.
II.

S IGNAL PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

Calculating in (1) the integral over the time dt, it can be
converted to the sum of the signal over the periods T , i.e., the
signal folding over the trial period in each frequency band.
The integral over the frequency df then corresponds to the
matching of the signals in different frequency bands, taking
into account the shift between the bands. The principle of the
reconstruction methods is shown in Figure 3, the prototype
algorithms are shown in Figure 4.
The processing is a multiple summation of data segments
in different combinations, requiring extremely intensive computations. The estimates of [7], [8] show the computational
complexity of the order O(Nf Nb Np2 log(T1 /T0 )), where Nf
is the number of frequency bands, Nb is the number of
observation beams, Np is the number of data points taken in
the analysis, T0,1 is the search limits for the period. Previously,
to process one-hour observation in less than one hour, the
coarser, shortened data consisting of 6 frequency bands with a
time resolution of 0.1 sec have been considered. In this paper,
we investigate the possibility of processing complete data in
real time, which requires additional acceleration of processing
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methods. For this purpose, we use a massive parallelization of
computations.
III. ACCELERATION OF SIGNAL PROCESSING
At first, the full one-hour data occupying 1.8 GB are cut
into segments, containing observations in every beam in a
given time window tw, which we consider as a parameter in
our study. In order not to loose the signals spreaded across
the cut borders, we use an additional collocated segmentation,
shifted by tw/2. This doubles the total processing time, but
guarantees the reconstruction of all signals. The optimal value
for tw is related with the size of the beam and constitutes
3-5min. Reducing the window size is possible, but leads to
sensitivity loss, i.e., reducing tw by factor k reduces the
sensitivity by factor k 1/2 . An important aspect is a capability of
the algorithms to perform in real-time, i.e., to have processing
time not more than the time of data capture.
After the data splitting, each segment is processed in parallel, using the maximum number of available processors. We
have experimented with Intel 3GHz CPUs vs 0.812TFLOPS
Nvidia Quadro K620 GPU. The processing time tp as a
function of window size tw is shown on Figure 3 right. Real
time zone corresponds to tp ≤ tw and is displayed on this
figure in gray. One CPU cannot reach the real time zone for
all values of tw. When using 16 CPUs, the required real-time
reconstruction speed is achieved for all tw. For the variant
with collocated segmentation, 32 CPUs should be used.
At large tw, processing on GPU brings only insignificant
advantage over 1CPU variant and is also located outside the
real time zone. At about tw = 2.5 min, the data in processing
window start to match shared memory of the device, bringing
performance boost by a factor 15. Then, GPU outperforms
16CPU variant and is located completely in real time zone.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The accelerated signal processing for the search of radio pulsars recorded by Big Scanning Antenna telescope
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at Pushchino Radio Astronomy Observatory has been presented. For this purpose the parallelization of computations
on multiprocessor systems has been implemented. Typically,
16 CPU systems are sufficient for real-time processing of raw
data from the radio telescope. The best results are achieved
with GPU processing, which ensures the maximum degree
of parallelization of computations. Here, below the threshold
tw < 2.5 min, the data in processing window match shared
memory of the device, providing a significant 15x performance
boost. This allows to reach the computational speed, sufficient
with a margin to process the signal from the radio telescope
and to reconstruct pulsars from the observations in real-time.
Our further plans include the development of efficient algorithms, separating near Earth Radio Frequency Interference
(RFI) from deep space signals. Interference from terrestrial and
near-Earth radio sources poses a serious problem for detection
of weak radio signals. In practice, the telescope receives high
gain signal from the main beam and low gain signals from all
possible directions. Low gain signals are not correlated with
the position of the main beam and penetrate the telescope
through the side lobes. On the other hand, the near-Earth
RFI has a significantly higher intensity than the deep space
signals. Therefore, at the output of the telescope, near-Earth
RFI can overexpose the intensity of the sought-for signals.
The main idea for filtering algorithms is to use correlation
between different beams to select those signals highly localized
on celestial sphere, i.e., deep space signals.
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Abstract— The goal of this research is to design and develop an

The goal of this study is to design and develop an
end-to-end system based on computer vision and machine
learning to monitor, track, count, and manage traffic,
particularly to monitor and count pedestrians and bicyclists in
real-time.

end-to-end system based on computer vision and machine
learning to monitor, count, and manage traffic. The end goal of
this study is to make our urban transportation safer for our
people, especially for pedestrians and bicyclists, who are the
most vulnerable components of traffic collisions. Several
methods have been proposed for traffic vision, particularly for
pedestrian recognition. However, when we want to implement it
in real-time in the scale of a large city like Los Angles, and on
live video streams captured by regular traffic cameras, we have
to deal with many challenges. This paper introduces the main
challenges in traffic vision in practice, and proposes an
effective end-to-end system for traffic vision, detection,
tracking, and counting to address the challenges.
Keywords - Computer Vision; Machine Learning; Kalman
Filter; Object Detection.

I.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

More than 50% of the world’s population now live in
urban areas. By 2050, 66% of the world’s population is
projected to be urban [1][2]. As urban populations rise, it is
essential for city planners and designers to focus more on
designing smart cities and addressing the main challenges
such as traffic issues, and the impacts of increased vehicle use.
According to the U.S. Department of Transportation
(USDOT), the number of traffic fatalities has increased by
nearly 6% in 2016 [3]. The city of Los Angeles has one of the
highest rates of traffic death among large U.S. cities. Every
year, more than 200 people die in traffic accidents only in the
city of Los Angeles. The most vulnerable components of the
traffic collisions are pedestrians and bicyclists (accounted for
almost half of the fatalities). Thus, it is essential to develop
intelligent transportation systems, and human-centered traffic
approaches to protect our pedestrians and bicyclists and
ensure that they can travel safely, efficiently, and comfortably
to their destinations.
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Traffic monitoring has become a very popular and
important field of research and study in the past couple of
years. Several methods have been proposed for traffic vision,
particularly for pedestrian detection [4][5]. However, when
we want to do it in practice, in real-time on video streams
captured by regular traffic cameras, and when we want to
implement it in the scale of a large city, it will be very different
from lab settings and we have to deal with many challenges.
This paper particularly introduces the main practical
challenges in traffic vision, and proposes an effective
end-to-end system for traffic vision, detection, tracking, and
counting, and addresses the main challenges in this field.
II.

PRACTICAL CHALLENGES IN TRAFFIC VISION

Here are some of the main challenges and difficulties that
a traffic vision system may face:
•

Poor quality of videos because of camera low
resolution, light conditions, dirty or unadjusted lens, or
weather conditions.

•

Dealing with stretched, convex, or squeezed videos
collected by traffic cameras and wide-angle lenses.
Undesired angle, location, and direction of the camera.
Camera vibration and shake because of wind or the cars
passing by.

•
•
•
•
•

Light distortion at night by passing cars.
Inconsistent light change during the day time and
shadow effect.
Moving or stationary objects that may block the target
view.
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Figure 1 illustrates some examples of difficult situations.
In Figure 1-(a), the pedestrian is partially visible. The view is
blocked by the wall. In Figure 1-(b) the light condition is poor
and inconsistent, it is even difficult to detect the pedestrian
with human eye. The video is stretched and convex (as we see,
the curb line in the left is completely converted to a curve). In
Figure 1-(c), the pedestrian is hardly visible because of
extreme shadow and inconsistent light.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1. Examples of difficult situations: (a) Undesired location and
direction of camera, and also camera vibration; (b) Light condition is poor
and inconsistent, also the video is stretched and convex; (c) Extreme
shadow, light change during the day time, inconsistent lighting.

III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND METHOD

We have developed an end-to-end system including a
series of image/video processing, computer vision algorithms,
Machine Learning, and optimal state estimator algorithms that
receive video streams in real-time, and monitor, recognize,
track, and count pedestrians and cyclists in the video. The next
sections describe the 3 main parts of the system: 1) raw video
processing, 2) feature engineering and Machine Learning for
object detection, and 3) trajectory prediction for traffic
tracking and counting.
A. Video Processing
Figure 2 shows the system architecture. The first step in
an end-to-end traffic vision system is raw video
preprocessing, which includes a series of standard algorithms
for quality enhancement, and brightness and contrast
adjustment. In the case of wide-angle lenses that may make
the image convex, we can also use correction algorithms to
convert the video back to more natural view.
The next step in our system is background estimation and
subtraction (we can also call it foreground detection or
moving object detection). In this concept, any moving object
is considered as foreground, and any stationary object in a
period of time (i.e., an object with fixed location in a number
of sequential frames) is considered as background. We have
tried several effective algorithms for background
estimation/subtraction including frame differencing, mean
filter, running Gaussian average, and mixture of Gaussian
modeling (MOG) [6][7]. It turned out that mixture of
Gaussian modeling (MOG), and also mean filtering achieved
the best results for background subtraction. Figure 3 shows
the results of background subtraction (i.e., moving object
detection) based on mean filtering.
It is important to notice that the background continuously
changes during the day-time because the sunlight direction
and intensity changes. Figure 4 shows the estimated
background of a video captured by a traffic camera at
7:06AM and another time at 7:19AM. As we see, the
background has significantly changed in only 13 minutes.
Thus, we need to continuously estimate and update the

Video Streams
from Traffic
Camera

Video
Preprocessing
and Quality
Enhancements

Foreground/
Background
Estimation and
Extraction

Computer
Vision Feature
Extraction

Object/Contour
Detection

Results and
Statistics

Pedestrian
Tracking and
Counting

Trajectory Map
Generation

Trajectory
Prediction in
Sequential
Frames

Machine
Learning for
Human
Recognition

Computer
Vision Feature
Extraction

Machine
Learning
Training

Figure 2. End-to-end system architecture.
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background to always have the best background subtraction
performance.
We have to notice that background removal not only
improves the performance and accuracy of object recognition
algorithm (i.e., the next step, which is machine learning
algorithm), but also significantly reduces the computational
load of the object recognition algorithm by reducing the size
of the area of interest. This will be even more important when
we want to use computationally expensive machine learning
algorithms such as Convolutional Neural Networks
(ConvNet also known as CNN) [13].

(a)

(b)

extraction, feature selection, and/or dimensionality reduction.
We have tried many different types of features and machine
learning algorithms for object recognition.
One of the most effective and popular features are
Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features [8] that
along with SVM classifier can form an effective method for
pedestrian recognition [8]. HOG is a feature descriptor that
counts occurrences of gradient orientation in localized
portions of an image [8]. It has been proven to be one of the
most effective hand-made features that can be used for object
recognition.
We have also tried deep learning methods, particularly
the Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNet) including RCNN (Region-based Convolutional Network), and YOLO
(You Only Look Once) algorithms [9][10][11]. A big
advantage of ConvNet methods compared to other classic
machine learning algorithms is that there is no need to
generate and use hand-made features for ConvNet. The
algorithm automatically learns to generate the best set of
convolutional features that can best represent the image.
However, ConvNet is computationally expensive and
sometimes very difficult to run in real-time on high-framerate videos. In addition, when the training dataset is not large
enough, it is usually hard to train a deep neural network. In
this case, Transfer Learning methods that take advantage of
a pre-trained neural network model on another dataset can be
very helpful to ease and expedite the training stage.
Figure 5-(a) shows our pedestrian detection results using
HOG features and SVM classifier. Figure 5-(b) shows our
results using YOLO algorithm.

(c)
Figure 3. Background subtraction: (a) Original video frame, (b) Estimated
background, (c) Moving objects after background subtraction.

(a)

Figure 4. Background change in only 13 minutes.

B. Machine Learning for Object Detection
The next step is to extract and select the best set of
computer vision features that can be used in machine learning
algorithms for object detection. Depending on the type of
machine learning algorithm, this step may include feature
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(b)
Figure 5. Pedestrian detection using machine learning algorithms. (a) using
HOG features and SVM classifier, (b) using YOLO.
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C. Trajectory Prediction for Traffic Tracking and Counting
After detecting a target object (e.g., a pedestrian or
bicyclist) in several sequential frames, we use Optimal State
Estimator to estimate the Trajectory of each target object.
Since several objects may exist in each frame at a time (e.g.,
several pedestrians walking together in same direction or
different directions), it is essential to estimate the trajectory of
each object individually.
To this end, we use Kalman Filter [12] as an optimal state
estimator to predict the next location of the object and estimate
the trajectory of the object over time. This allows us to track
each object individually during the video. For example,
suppose that we want to track a pedestrian. We use Kalman
filter to predict the next location of the pedestrian in next
frame based on its previous locations and walking pace. Then,
after receiving the next frame, we compare our prediction with
the actual pedestrian detected in next frame. This comparison
tells us if this pedestrian was the same person in previous
frame, or it is a new one. If the predicted location and actual
location match, we consider this pedestrian as previous one,
and continue completing the trajectory of this pedestrian (see
Figure 6). Using this approach, we can build a trajectory map
including individual trajectories for all pedestrians in the
video, and then track each pedestrian from the first frame he
enters until the last frame when he moves out.
Every time we detect a pedestrian whose location does not
match to any of the previously predicted locations (i.e., it does
not locate on any of the existing estimated trajectories), we
consider that person as a new pedestrian and consequently,
increment the pedestrian counter. This will allow us to track
and count each pedestrian everywhere in the video, and avoid
double counting them in sequential frames.

commitment to reduce traffic fatalities. The main goal of
LA’s Vision Zero is to eliminate all traffic fatalities by 2025.
Since the most vulnerable components of traffic accidents are
pedestrians and bicyclists, it is essential to develop intelligent
transportation systems, and human-centered traffic
approaches to protect pedestrians and bicyclists. This paper
introduced an effective end-to-end system based on computer
vision and machine learning to detect, monitor, track, and
count pedestrians and bicyclists in real-time. This approach
particularly enables us to recognize and monitor busy
intersections that are prone to traffic accidents, and allows us
to control and manage traffic in those intersections to protect
our pedestrians and bicyclists.
The California State University Los Angeles in
partnership with the Los Angeles Department of
Transportation (LADOT), the City of Los Angeles’ Data
Science Federation, and Toyota Mobility Foundation has
developed this effective and scalable system to detect,
monitor, track, and count pedestrians and bicyclists in
real-time. This system is potentially scalable to the 56,000
miles of streets in Los Angeles. Despite of many practical
challenges (mentioned in Section II), the developed system
works very well with the existing regular traffic cameras and
therefore, there is no need to install any special or new
cameras for this purpose. This system will help to increase
safety and traffic flow through better traffic management and
planning. This would be transferrable to other cities and
municipalities as well. Figure 7 shows some of the results for
pedestrian and bicyclist detection, tracking, and counting on
real video streams captured by traffic cameras in Los
Angeles.

Figure 6. Location prediction and Trajectory estimation.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The city of Los Angeles has one of the highest rates of traffic
death among large U.S. cities. Fortunately, the city has
launched the Vision Zero initiative as a strategy and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. System results on real-time traffic video streams: (a) Bicyclist
tracking and counting, (b) Pedestrian tracking and counting.
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Abstract- Depth map of an image provides information about
the distance of the objects in the image to the stereoscopic
camera. This information is widely employed in three
dimensional visualization of stereoscopic images. Depth map of
an image can be evaluated by calculating the disparity values of
objects in the image. Disparity is the planar difference between
corresponding points in an image pair, captured by a
stereoscopic camera. In this work, we propose a fast and
accurate method for evaluating the disparity values of images
captured by a digital stereoscopic camera system. The
stereovision system, evaluating the disparity values, runs on a
field programmable gate array chip and uses an off the shelf
stereo camera module to capture stereo images. The disparity
values, evaluated by the system, show good match with the
theoretical values.
Keywords: Computer stereovision; stereoscopic
disparity; depth map; image segmentation; FPGA.

I.

camera;

INTRODUCTION

The ability of the human eye to see in three dimensions
and judge the distance of an object is called depth perception
[1]. Creating a virtual depth perception by using stereoscopic
images has been studied even in the first years of
photography. Digital images captured by a stereo camera
system can be used to estimate the corresponding depths of
objects in the images. This process is called depth map
generation and it has become a popular research area in
recent years with the development of computers capable of
processing digital images in real time [2]. The application
areas of evaluating depth information from a stereoscopic
image cover a wide range, from movie industry to smart
surveillance systems, even smart robots and the video games.
Depth maps help us to identify the distance of any point in
the image to the camera.
Several methods have been proposed to acquire the depth
information of an image including stereo with two or more
cameras, triangulating light stripers, millimeter wavelength
radar, and scanning and flash Light Detection And Ranging
(LIDAR). Radar and Lidar use the time of flight information
of an electromagnetic pulse or a laser pulse to estimate the
distance of an object to the observation point. Generally, they
are used in combination with a camera to evaluate a depth
map of an image. Triangulating light stripers project laser or
visible light stripes on objects and the shape and the distance
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of the object is estimated according to the deformation of the
stripe [3].
Most widely used method for depth map generation is to
employ stereo camera pairs. A stereo camera pair consists of
two identical cameras in a line. Construction of depth map
using a stereo camera is based on finding pixels
corresponding to the identical objects in the images captured
by both cameras and evaluating the distance based on the
difference of the location of the objects. This difference is
called the disparity and it is given in more detail in Section 2.
An automatic depth map estimation technique from a
single input image has been proposed by Battiato [2]. Their
method is based on first classifying digital images as indoor,
outdoor with geometric elements or outdoor without
geometric elements and estimating the depth map. They first
detect vanishing lines in an image and characterize the depth
gradients, which are assigned according to these lines.
Holzzman and Hochgatterer presented a solution for mobile
devices with a single camera [4]. They use multiple images
and the inertial sensors of the phone to generate the depth
map. Aldavert and colleagues presented a stereo camera
based method to align obstacle maps and matches between
features in the stereo image pairs [5]. They use GaussNewton algorithm to evaluate the relation and the geometry
of the corresponding map. Fua proposed a parallel algorithm
for stereoscopic depth map generation [6]. His technique
used correlation to calculate the sparse disparity values of
pixels. Then these values are interpolated and a dense depth
map is evaluated. The performance of the algorithm is
significant. A super resolution depth map generation
technique assisted by a stereo vision system has been
proposed by Yang et. al. [7]. They use a low-resolution depth
map as input, we recover a high-resolution depth map and
color stereo image pair to evaluate a high-resolution depth
map for the corresponding image. A Kinect® sensor and a
stereo camera based depth map estimation system is
proposed by the same research group [8]. In this method,
they employed a kinect sensor instead of a low resolution
depth map to acquire a high resolution depth map. The
system proposed by Meier et al. produces disparity maps and
optical flow field at 127 fps and 376x240 pixels resolution
based on block matching [9]. Their system focuses on
evaluating the velocity of Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) for
a robust operation of navigation control loops which makes
estimation speed a critical parameter. Another method using
FPGA is proposed by Wang et. al. [10]. Their system gives
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the user to adjust the system according to the image
resolution, disparity range and parallelism degree for
optimization of the performance. Results are superior
according to the comparison tables presented in the article.
In this paper, an FPGA based stereovision technique is
employed to evaluate the disparity value of an object in a
scene. While evaluating the disparity value, the geometrical
and computational parameters of a stereovision system are
also examined. The most appropriate disparity values are
chosen from possible disparities. By employing the camera
system parameters with these disparit values, all the objects
at a certain distance in a scene can be segmented. The
proposed stereo vision system works on the Digilent’s
Genesys® board which includes a Virtex® 5 FPGA by
Xilinx corporation. The Digilent® Vmod® Cam is used as
the stereo camera while the display is a generic computer
screen with an HDMI interface.
This paper is organized as follows. A brief introduction
about disparity techniques is presented in Section II and
FPGA implementation of the proposed method is introduced
in Section III. Experimental results of the implemented
hardware on the built testbed are presented in Section VI and
the results are concluded in Section V.
II.

The scene can be segmented according to the depth
information by using stereo cameras. Objects with similar
distances with the camera will be segmented separately from
the rest of the image.
A.

FPGA Implementation
The hardware is implemented using Verilog HDL on
Xilinx® ISE 14.5 and implemented on Xilinx® Virtex-5®
XC5VLX50T FPGA chip. The FPGA development board is
GenesysTM and the stereo camera board is VmodCAMTM.
Both of them have the Digilent brand [12] and [13].
In Figure 2, the general structure of the implemented
hardware is given as a block diagram. The first block is the
camera driver block. The camera board has two independent
cameras that are integrated. The frames from left and the
right cameras are buffered in the block RAMs.
The second block is the Disparity Map calculator block.
In this block, the frames are stored as the left and the right
images in the block RAMs. The first block is used to
generate the disparity map with the disparity value that is
given externally. The generated disparity map is buffered in
the block RAM. The third block is the clock generator, which
generates necessary clocks for the other blocks by using the
100 MHz system clock [14].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Disparity can be determined as the dissimilarity of the
right and left images that are acquired by a stereo camera
system [11]. Each camera of the stereo system captures the
same view from a different angle of view as presented in
Figure 1. Parameters and in Figure 1 are the distance
between points in image plane corresponding to the same
scene point three dimensional and their camera center. B is
the baseline of the stereo camera and f is the focal length of
camera [11]. Disparity is defined as;
(1)
Here, d is the disparity, B is the baseline, f is the focal
length and the Z is the distance from camera to object
captured. Thus, the disparity of a point in a scene is inversely
proportional to the difference in distance of corresponding
image points and their camera centers. By using this
information, the depth of all pixels in a stereoscopic image
can be found.

Figure 1. The relation between disparity (x-x’), baseline (B), focal
length (f) and the distance (Z) between camera and the object “X”
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Figure 2. General Structure of hardware
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The last block works as the HDMI driver. This block
initializes the HDMI transmitter IC and sends the contents of
left camera data, right camera data and the disparity map to
the HDMI IC. This block also has a pixel clock and digital
video synchronous signal generator to drive the HDMI chip.
With the help of this block instant test results are viewed.
B.

Disparity Map Generator Block
The aim in this block is to provide that the objects in
different distance from cameras can be segmented by using
stereovision with the disparity information.
The disparity map is generated by keeping one of the
frames constant, and shifting the other as much as the given
value horizontally. After the shifting operation, the images
are subtracted from each other and these subtraction values
are stored. This difference frame is the disparity map of the
scene for the given disparity value. To calculate the
disparities, right image frame is shifted vertically as the value
of the disparity register in hardware.

During the tests, these objects are positioned at several
distances (only result for one meter is presented in this work)
from the cameras. Another variable to be evaluated during
the experiment is the disparity value, which is entered
manually during calibration process. Several experiments
were performed with different disparity values at a fixed
distance to validate the disparity value. The results are
displayed on the LCD screen located at the side of the
testbed.

C.

Disparity Value EvaluatiOn
To evaluate the disparity value of an object located at a
certain distance a test bed is built and some standard test
objects are manufactured. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) shows the test
bed and the test objects, respectively (in B, the ruler is 30
cm). Here, background of the test bed is made up of white
fabric to make the objects visible.
In Figure 4(a),(b), the test setup is shown;

(a)

Test object
(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Stereo camera and FPGA development board in (a), and
disparity demonstration in (b)

(b)

The rectangular object is positioned at 1 meter from the
stereo camera. Firstly, the registers for the disparity is zero
so; the result stream is not at the correct disparity level. This
case can be observed in Figure 5(a) by observing the white
pixels around the rectangular object on the screen. Each

Figure 3. The test bed(a) and the test objects (b)
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white pixel means that the corresponding pixels do not match
and difference is high.
The next operation is to find the correct disparity level of
the object at one meter from the cameras. By using equation
(1), it can be calculated that the disparity value of
(0010110)2=(22)10 is the appropriate value for one meter
distance. In Figure 6, it can be seen that the slide switch
values are set to the appropriate disparity value evaluated
theoretically.
As seen in Figure 6, if the disparity value is set to the
correct value for the object distance, the left and the right
images of the object almost overlap totally in the disparity
map and the white surrounding around the rectangular image
almost disappears. This means that, the adjusted disparity
value is true? In order to validate the result, the disparity
values (0010111)2=(21)10 and (0010101)2=(23)10 are also
tested as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. It can
be observed that when these disparity levels are entered to
the switch, white surrounding around the rectangle object
starts to appear.

Figure 7. Disparity map for (0010101)2=(21)10 disparity level at one
meter from the cameras

Figure 8. Disparity map for (0010111)2=(23)10 disparity level at one
meter from the cameras

III.
Figure 5. The disparity map for a zero disparity level at 1 meter
distance. from the cameras

As a result for the 1 meter test, we are able to determine
the correct disparity value by finding the one with minimum
number of white pixels around any object.

Figure 6. The appropriate disparity value of (0010110)2=(22)10 for
one meter distance from the cameras
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RESULTS

This setup is tested from 25 cm to 3 m by 25 cm steps and
the appropriate disparity levels are observed and compared
with the calculated disparity levels. For each distance
disparity values from 0 to 127 are entered as the disparity
value are entered to the system and the one with minimum
number of white pixels is determined as the correct disparity
value for the corresponding distance.
The theoretical value of the disparity values are also
evaluated by using the disparity formula given in equation
(1). Here, the cameras has 3.81 mm lens (f in equation (1))
and distance between cameras is 6.3 cm (similar to human
eyes). The formula gives the disparity result in cm when the
other parameters are in cm. These disparity values are
changed to pixel value by dividing them to pixel width of the
image sensor. The image sensors are 2.2 µm x 2.2 µm and
the pixels were downscaled because of the limited amount of
memory inside the FPGA chip. Thus, the pixel width is
assumed here, 4 times of real value (2.2×4=8.8 µm) because
of the 1/16 representation of pixels.
As it can be seen from Figure 9 and Table 1, the observed
and the calculated disparity values have no difference bigger
than 8 pixels. This situation can be named as the system
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tolerance (max. 4 pixels from right and 4 pixels from left
image).

better match with theoretical values in the near zones than
they are in the far zones. On the other hand, it must be noted
that the observed values depend on the observer and they can
vary only a few pixels.
One remarkable property of this implementation is that,
no external components rather than the FPGA chip are used.
This makes it a tiny application and applicable to any Virtex
5 board independent of the board design while it can still be
applied to other FPGA chips with minor changes in the code.
A.

Figure 9. Comparison of the observed and calculated disparity values
TABLE 1. VALUES OF THE GRAPH IN FIGURE 12

Distance
from
cameras (m)
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00

Calculated
Disparity (pixels)

Observed
Disparity (pixels)

109
54
36
27
22
18
15
13
12
11
10
9

111
51
31
22
15
12
8
7
6
4
3
2

The differences are almost stable after 0.5 m from the
cameras, in the near zone (in 0.25 m and 0.5 m) they are
smaller than the others.
IV.
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Abstract—Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) can be split
into event detection, classification and energy tracking. Different
algorithms have already been proposed for the respective tasks.
Each algorithm has been verified based on publicly available data
sets to assess its performance. The two types of data sets that
currently exist can be distinguished into two types: laboratory
measurements and data sets from real world environment. In
general, the available laboratory measurements provide data
of individual devices; these are only of limited use for overall
benchmark tests. Measurements, in which several devices have
been active simultaneously, only exist in real scenario datasets.
Nevertheless, the assignment of reference data in real scenarios is
somehow problematic: issues are, for example, the synchronization between reference data and measured data, absence or excess
of events and the number of on and off cycles of each device
respectively. Furthermore, the probability distribution of the
devices, as well as long measurement cycles with correspondingly
large amounts of data, but low number of events, are challenging.
Therefore, it is very difficult to compare the current NILM
algorithms. Home Equipment Laboratory Dataset (HELD1) has
multiple switching on and off events of several devices acting
individually and/or simultaneously. Since the individual devices
can be controlled separately, the reference data is available in a
very high quality. Thus, high number of events can be generated
within a short measuring time. In addition, the dataset contains
different complex scenarios of various numbers of appliances.
The objective of this data set is to offer a better basis to enhance
the comparability between the individual NILM approaches.
Keywords–NILM dataset; feature extraction; feed forward neural net; supervised classification.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the past years, Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM)
has gained more and more attention. The initial idea of NonIntrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) has been to determine
the consumption of individual devices. The visualization of
the amount of power that is consumed by individual devices
[1] should raise the consumers consciousness. NILM in the
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) context focuses on analyzing
the behavior of persons in need of care to detect critical
situations [2]. NILM can be split into the following aspects:
event detection, classification, and tracking. Depending on the
application, the complexity of the task is quite different. In the
AAL context, a classification of the devices is necessary. To
measure the power consumption of each single device, which
was the primary idea of NILM, it is necessary to track the
power consumption of the individual devices additionally.
Thus, the requirements for data sets vary from task to
task. Apart from fundamental aspects, such as resolution,
sampling rate, and waveform capturing, the reference data are
of utmost importance. The reference data are needed for a
successful training and the evaluation of the algorithms results.
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It is extremely important that the reference data are reliable,
otherwise the training of the algorithms will be incorrect. For
example a supervised classifier needs information about the
device and the position of the event. During the evaluation of
the tests, the results will be compared with the reference data.
Inconsistent reference data leads to an unreliable assessment
of the tested algorithms.
Most of the public data sets, e.g., Blued [3], Redd [4] or
UK-Dale [5] have been recorded in real scenarios. In Table I
several public data sets have been compared. The advantage
of such an approach is that the different modalities for the use
of appliances are realistic. However, the use of real scenarios
has drawbacks, too: extremely long periods of time have to
be measured in order to obtain sufficient switching-on and
switching-off cycles for each consumer. And, if the measuring
period is to short, the risk persists that some consumers have
not been switched on or off. Such a situation is particularly
problematic with respect to classification. In the case of
measuring over a very long period like months or years, the
danger, that errors will occur during the generation of reference
data rises. Having measurement campaigns where data have
been sampled at a high rate, the amount of data being generated
over a period of years is enormous. Additional difficulties in
the generation of reference data, rises from complex devices
such as washing machines or dishwashers. It is difficult to
map the reference data of the internal consumers of complex
devices. Therefore, in general, events of these devices are not
marked in the data sets.
Other data sets, such as PLAID [6], WHITED [7] and
COOLL [8]) have been recorded under laboratory conditions.
Here, individual loads are measured independent of each other.
In these data sets, there are no scenarios prevalent where
several devices are operated simultaneously. Nevertheless, the
advantage of these data sets is that many on / off cycles are
available in a short period of time. These data sets enable
a good examination of device-specific properties, especially
since a very high sampling rate of up to 100 kHz has been
applied. However, these data sets are far removed from real
conditions, since only one load was activated at the same time.
Due to fluctuations in the grid and also phase shifts, it is not
possible to simply combine the individual measurements by
superpositioning. Thus, there is no straight forward method to
simulate multiple consumers being active at the same time.
Due to the afore mentioned aspects, our goal has been
to generate a new data set based on real measurements from
real consumers, which are switched on and off randomly by a
personal computer. In the proposed experimental setup, up to
ten different consumers can be active at the same time. The
advantage of this laboratory setup is that the appliances are
switched on and off at a higher frequency than in an ordinary
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utilization. Additionally, it is possible to adjust the frequency
distribution of the switch-on and switch-off cycles of the
individual consumers individually. Combinations of devices
with different power consumption and scenarios, combined
with various numbers of appliances being active at the same
time, were recorded.

PC

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF NILM DATASETS
samplerate
aggregate
measurement

samplerate
ground
truth

duration

single/ multiple
devices/ laboratory data set

REDD [4]
BLUED [3]
PLAID [6]
WHITED [7]
COOLL [8]
UK-DALE [5]
ECO [9]
SustData [10]
HELD1

1sec / 15kHz
12kHz
30kHz
44kHz
100kHz
16kHz
1sec
50Hz
4kHz

3sec
event based
6sec
1sec
50Hz
event based

3 to 19 days
8 days
5sec
5sec
6sec
3-17 months
8 months
5 years
scenario

-/yes/no
-/yes/no
yes/no/yes
yes/no/yes
yes/no/yes
-/yes/no
-/yes/no
-/yes/no
yes/yes/yes

Since the new data set HELD1 has been recorded under
laboratory conditions, the reference data are available in very
high quality. Current and voltage data are available, along
with reference data consisting of on and off events of the
corresponding device ID. The data set is hosted public and
free to use for anyone; it is hosted at [11].
The paper is structured as follows: The dataset including
the measurement system and scenarios is described in Sec. II.
Feature extraction is presented in Sec. III followed by the
classification in Sec. IV, which introduces a feedforward neural
net. Sec. V presents the results followed by the conclusion in
Sec. VI.

L1
N

In the HELD1 data set, up to 18 different consumers are
used. Their characteristics are given in Table II. The appliances
are selected simple consumers, which do not have any major
internal load switching.
Some appliances did not work reliably during the measurement campaign, thus, their measurements were excluded from
the dataset. Therefore, the numbering of the devices in Table II
is not continuous.
Some of the used devices are shown in Fig. 2.
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Switching Box

L1 N
Ap.
1

L1 N
Ap.

... 10

Figure 1. Block diagram of the measurement system; ADC means analog
digital converter, Ap. appliance, L1 phase 1, N neutral line, PC personal
computer

TABLE II. DEVICE LIST

II. HELD1 DATASET
This section describes the measurement system, and the
different measurement scenarios of the HELD1 dataset. In
addition, the power distribution of the existing consumers in
the record is presented.
A. Measurement system
The measuring system, see Fig. 1, has already been
described in detail in [12]. The sampling rate for current
and voltage is 4 kHz. To avoid aliasing, a low-pass filter
with a cutoff frequency of 1.3 kHz is applied before
sampling. The analog-digital converter operates with
16
√ bits which16 corresponds to a theoretical resolution of
2 · 63 A/2
= 0.961 mA being equal to 0.61 W. In
reality, current and voltage measurements have a noise of
≈ 16 mA and ≈ ±2 V when the inputs shorted to ground.
This corresponds to ±8 mA · 230 V = ±1.84 W.

Sensor

dataset

Measurement
box with ADC

ID

Name

P(W)

001
002
003
005
007
009
010
011
013
014
015
016
017
019
020
021
022
023

Toaster
Hairdryer (setting 2)
Radio
Vacuum Cleaner (red)
Hair Straightener
Heat Gun (setting 1)
Router
Desk Lamp
Refrigerator (white)
Refrigerator (blue)
Fluorescent Lamp
Light Bulb Box
Kettle
Hairdryer (setting 1)
Heat Gun (setting 2)
Fan
Multifunction Tool (Dremel
LED lamp

998
1155
6.2
424
56
820
9.2
20
170
190
40
20
2100
500
1603
22
30
1

R

)

B. Measurement scenarios
The data set is divided into four consecutive measurements:
•
•
•
•

Training data (consisting of individual measurements,
100 on / off events per device)
Test measurement one (max. one device being active
at the same time)
Test measurement two (up to four active devices being
active at the same time)
Test measurement three (up to six devices being active
at the same time)

In test measurements, each device was turned on and off
in total 20 times. Additionally during the test measurements,
the devices were randomly switched on and off under consideration of the corresponding scenario. For all scenarios, the
minimum time distance between two events is three seconds.
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Figure 4. Detailed illustration of the active and reactive power of the
different devices in the lower power range shown in Fig. 3

Figure 2. Illustration of random selected individual appliances with
corresponding device ID

C. Power distribution of the appliances
In Fig. 3, different power distributions of the consumers
are shown. A few individual consumers (e.g., refrigerator or

III. F EATURE E XTRACTION
Before performing a classification, it is necessary to extract
the different features out of the given data. Most frequently,
active power P and the reactive power Q has been used
as features in context of NILM. Harmonics are used as
additional features to reduce the probability of overlapping
features. Moreover, the use of harmonics benefits from the high
frequency sampling. The harmonics H ∈ R7 are calculated for
each device D as shown in Equ. (1).
Z +∞
HD (ω) =
s(t)e−jωt ω = 50, 100, . . . , 350 Hz (1)
−∞

Since more than one load can be switched on at the same
time, the difference between the signal (P , Q, H) before and
after the event is calculated. This principle is visualized in
Fig. 5 with a real power signal. Two windows including 4000
sampling points are used. The 8000 sampling points before
and after the event are not considered. The switching on and
P(n)

N2 = 8000

N1 = 4000

Figure 3. Power distribution of the individual consumers

kettle) have two different clusters of power distribution. The
reason can be found in a different power consumption between
the switching on and the switching off steady state in these
appliances. Fig. 4 shows a zoomed extract of Fig. 3 in the lower
power range, due to better visalization. Figures 3 and 4 result
from the training data record, where only one device is active at
the same time. If several devices are active simultaneously, the
overall noise level is increased. This results in larger clusters
of the individual appliances which leads to a higher probability
of overlapping clusters in test dataset two and three.
Most devices can already be separated by P and Q (see
Fig. 3 and 4). However, some clusters show overlapping data,
e.g., the clusters of the hair straightener, multifunction tool
(Dremel R , radio, LED lamp or the two refrigerators. The idea
is that the distinctiveness of these devices can be improved by
adding the harmonics to the feature space of P and Q.
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...
N1 = 4000

...

...

N2 = 8000

...
n

n
samples

Detected event

Figure 5. Representation of the feature extraction based on the real power

off events are handled as two independent features. The result
is a doubling of the clusters in the feature space. In general, on
and off events usually differ only in the sign. This utilization
increases the feature space but does not result in a disadvantage
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during the classification, because switching on and off events
can easily be distinguished.
P (n− ) =
P (n+ ) =

N1
1 X
(P (n − l − N2 ))
N1

(2)

1
N1

(3)

l=1
N1
X

(P (n + l + N2 ))

l=1

∆P = P (n+ ) − P (n− )

(4)

The calculation of Q and H is analogous to the calculation of
P which is given in Equ. (2), (3) and (4). The normalization
of the signals is as follows:
(5)

0.9

Q̃D = ∆QD − min(∆QD )

(6)

0.8

H̃D (ω) = ∆HD − min(∆HD (ω))

(7)

P̃18

Q̃, S̃ are combined into the
S̃1
..  .
. 

Q̃18

S̃18

(8)

Z =X ·Y

(10)

Every column m of X is divided by the maximum of the m-th
column of X (Equ. (9) and (10)). X(·, m) means that the m-th
column of the matrix X is used. By multiplication of X and
Y , the matrix Z is calculated.
IV. C LASSIFICATION
In order to generate a reference value for the classification
of HELD1, the individual measurements were used as training
values. The features have been chosen as described in Sec. III.
As classification method, a feedforward net, as shown in Fig. 6,
is applied. During the training phase, the values for weights
w and bias b have been determined. For the training, scaled
conjugate gradient back-propagation [13] has been chosen.

9

Output
Output

w
+
b

w
+
b

...

...

200

36
36

Figure 6. Overview of the applied feedforward neural network, whereas
weights are depicted with w and bias with b.

∆P , ∆Q and the first seven harmonics are used as input
of the neural network. Thus, the total input is nine dimensions.
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max
mean
min

0.5
0.4

0.2
0.1

The last step in the normalization procedure is as follows:


1
0 ...
0
max(X(·,1))


..
..
..
(9)
Y =

.
.
.
1
0
0 . . . max(X(·,9))

Hidden

0.6

0.3



Q̃1
..
.

0.7

Accuracy

The individual waveforms P̃ ,
matrix

P̃1
 ..
X= .

Feedforward Network

1

P̃D = ∆PD − min(∆PD )

ω = 50, 100, ..., 350

Input

The number of consumers to be distinguished defines the corresponding number of dimensions of the output. Additionally,
as on and off events are treated as separate events, the number
of outputs is doubled. In order to find the required size of the
neural network, the number of hidden layers has been varied
between one and 500. The accuracy of the achieved result is
visualized in Fig. 7. The results were obtained by application
of the test measurements ‘0003’, ‘0116’ and ‘0201’. In order
to determine the lower, upper, and average values of the results
for the corresponding number of hidden layers, each neural net
has been trained in total 100 times.
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0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

No of hidden layers

Figure 7. Result of the classification according to different numbers of
hidden layers

An accuracy of ≈ 90 % can be achieved with about 200
hidden layers (Fig. 7). A further enlargement of the net has
no positive effect on the achieved accuracy and the result of
classification. The variance of results can be explained by the
random initialization of each neural net for every new initiated
training. The optimization problem is not convex, therefore
local minima prevail.
V.

R ESULTS

The individual classification result of each measurement
file is listed in Table III to VII. Table III shows the results of
test measurement two, where only one device was active at one
time. The overall recognition rate is ≈ 93.15 %. In order to
identify the occurring errors, the results of measurement ‘0076’
are exemplified in Table IV. Target values are plotted in the
columns, whereas the actual values are given in corresponding
row. Each device in this measurement had in total 40 events.
For ID nine, there are only 39 events, since the last event
was immediately before the end of the recorded measurement;
thus no feature could be calculated. In this measurement, six
different consumers were used. The devices with ID 3, 11 and
21 were detected incorrectly. These devices were not included
in the measurement file ‘0076’ but the neural net had been
trained with all available devices.
Since both refrigerators (ID 13 and 14) are showing almost similar consumption characteristics, these devices have
been randomly mixed, which leads to an increase of wrong
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TABLE III. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF TEST
MEASUREMENT ONE
Measurement File

No. of Events

Accuracy

0076
0077
0078
0079
0080
0117
0118
0119
0120
0202
0203
0204
0205

240
240
240
240
240
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

88.285%
87.342%
86.611%
89.121%
87.029%
91.729%
90.727%
88.446%
88.722%
98.496%
97.744%
99.499%
99.749%

TABLE VI. CONVERSION MATRIX OF THE CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT ‘0194’
Dev. ID
actual
set
3
5
7
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
19
21
23

3
5
9
11
13
14
16
17
19
21

3

5

9

11

13

14

16

17

19

21

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
33
17
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
3
23
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
39
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
38
0

0
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
1
0

assignments. All other devices have been identified correctly
with an accuracy of ≈ 97 % in measurement ‘0076’.
TABLE V. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF TEST
MEASUREMENT TWO
Measurement File

No. of Events

Accuracy

0005
0008
0009
0011
0171
0172
0173
0175
0192
0193
0194
0195
0206
0207
0208
0209
0210

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

57.789%
52.393%
57.868%
55.138%
59.25%
62.907%
56.391%
59.649%
59.649%
61.905%
66.165%
64.16%
73.434%
68.672%
45.614%
67.92%
66.667%

Table V contains scenario test measurement two with up
to four devices active at the same time. The total recognition
rate is 60.92 %. Table VI shows the results of measurement
‘0194’ exemplarily. Again, the two refrigerators are the major
source of error. The detection rate for the nine remaining
devices in measurement ‘0194’ is 72 %. As several devices
are operated simultaneously, the probability of mis-detection
increased, especially for small consumers.
Table VII presents the results of scenario test measurement
three with up to six devices active at the same time. The overall
recognition rate reveals 58.85 %.
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5

7

9

10

11

13

14

15

16

17

19

21

23

0
36
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
33
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
29
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
5
0
2
28
0
6
0
1
4
0
0
0

1
3
1
1
7
1
0
22
0
1
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
4
1
4
0
0
0
29
0
4
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
32
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
26
0
0

3
0
1
4
0
1
0
4
0
0
2
6
0
0

14
0
0
0
4
3
0
1
0
9
0
0
0
0

TABLE VII. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF TEST
MEASUREMENT THREE

TABLE IV. CONVERSION MATRIX OF THE CLASSIFICATION
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT ‘0076’
Dev. ID
actual
set

3
20
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0

Measurement File

No. of Events

Accuracy

0241
0242
0243
0244
0245

400
400
400
400
400

58.897%
58.145%
61.654%
58.647%
56.892%

VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents HELD1 as a data set for NILM which
has been recorded under laboratory conditions. The primary
advantage of this data set is the reliable reference data. Further
advantages are the identical probability distribution for all
consumers as well as a high density of events within the
recorded data. This reduces the size of measurement data
and the calculation effort. To the knowledge of the authors,
this is the first data set being published in context of NILM,
that provides measurements under laboratory conditions with
several consumers being active at the same time. Therefore,
the dataset reflects realistic scenarios. For supervised learning,
individual measurements with 100 switch-on and switch-off
cycles are available. A classification procedure using neural
networks for the allocation of first reference values is presented. In the future, the data set will be supplemented with
further measurements to offer even more different scenarios.
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Abstract—The main aim of this study was to compare the
performance of different pre-processing algorithms when
coupled with Support vector machine as the classifier to
differentiate live fish based on their diet received during
cultivation using hyperspectral imagery system. Rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) were fed either a fish meal-based diet
or a 100 % plant-based diet. Hyperspectral images were made
using a push-broom hyperspectral imaging system in the
spectral region of 394-1009 nm. Six spectral pre-treatment
methods were used, including Savitzky-Golay, First Derivative,
Second Derivative, Standard Normal Variate and
Multiplicative Scatter Correction were employed to improve
the robustness and performance of the classifier. According to
the criteria of correct classification rate and Kappa coefficient,
the support vector machine with linear kernel when coupled
with Savitzky-Golay pre-processing was determined as the best
method for classifying live fish due to their diet.

on the sample must be measured to obtain the representative
color profile, which sometimes is destructive [7].
Researchers also used consumer grade cameras as a noninvasive tool for measuring skin color parameters. Digital
images from consumer-grade cameras can overcome the
deficiencies of visual and instrumental techniques and offer
an objective measurement of color and other physical factors
[8]. Wallat et al. [9] demonstrated how a compact true color
camera could be employed for objective measurement of the
skin color of live goldfish (Carassius auratus). Zatkova et al.
[10] utilized a digital camera to estimate changes in skin
color of wels catfish (Silurus glanis). They showed the
feasibility of digital cameras for monitoring skin color
changes due to diet alteration. Colihueque et al. [11]
developed a method for estimating skin color, spottiness and
darkness using consumer digital camera and digital image
analysis for categorizing cultured rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss). Costa et al. [12] used a digital
camera to analyze skin color to discriminate the effects of
seabass fed organic or commercial diet. Segade et al. [13]
also showed the effect of diet on seahorse (Hippocampus
hippocampus) body color using images obtained from
consumer-grade digital cameras. Consumer-grade cameras
provide the capability to rapidly scan both larger areas, as
well as smaller details but can only study color in Visible
(Vis) bands. Furthermore, all above-mentioned studies have
not described the interaction of light in Near Infrared (NIR)
bands to show the chromatic changes on the fish skin.
Hyperspectral Imagery (HSI) is an emerging technology
that integrates both spectroscopy and imaging in a single
system; it has potential to capture the subtle spectral
difference under different physiological and pathological
conditions. HSI is enabling simultaneous acquisition of
spatial and spectral information from an object. The system
has the ability to image the same scene in hundreds of
contiguous narrow wavebands, from the visible to the shortwave infrared region of electromagnetic spectrum (400-2500
nm). In other words, HSI has higher spatial resolution than
the multispectral image, which is obtained by consumer
grade digital cameras.
The main challenge limiting the application of
hyperspectral for fish discrimination is finding suitable data
pre-processing and classification strategy. Choosing the most
robust technique can help to achieve a more reliable

Keywords-Hyperspectral;
Pre-processing
classification; Support vector machine;Fish diet.

I.

algorithms;

INTRODUCTION

Researchers have used different optical sensors for
measuring and determining light interaction with fish skin.
Several studies used colorimeters to determine skin color,
which usually provides readings in XYZ, RGB and CIE Lab
color space [1]. These instruments allow accurate and
reproducible measurements of the color with no influence by
the observed or surroundings [2]. For instance, Yi et al. [3]
used portable Minolta Chroma meter to show the effect of
astaxanthin and xanthophylls as carotenoid sources on
growth and skin color of large yellow croaker. Some also
used visible and Near Infrared (Vis/NIR) spectroscopy to
document the color changes on the fish skin. Lin et al. [4]
showed a satisfactory application of Vis/NIR spectroscopy to
detect bruises in Pacific pink salmon (Oncorhynchus
gorbuscha) through the skin. Costa et al. [5] used Vis/NIR
spectroscopy of skin to differentiate the sea bass
(Dicentrarchus labrax) with 87% accuracy at 48hr postmortem quality cultured in the tank from sea cage. Although
fish skin color described with proximal sensors is accurate,
their use has been criticized due to the small area measured
by the machine, and that aspect of the overall colors are lost
[6]. Also, for accurate measurement, the surface color should
be quite uniform or homogenous and that may many points
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classification model. In order to remove inappropriate
information, which cannot be handled correctly by the
classifier, pre-processing approaches are used. Usually, these
approaches aim to decrease the noise and enhance possible
spectral features. The most widely used spectral preprocessing methods can be commonly divided into three
groups, namely smoothing, baseline removal, and scaling
[14]. The first category is smoothing such as Savitzky-Golay
(SG), which is used for noise reduction; the second category
is baseline removal, such as the First Derivative (FD) and
Second Derivative (SD), which is used for correcting
background signals or baseline that is far away from zero
level. Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC) is also
another popular transformation method used to remove the
scatter effects on spectral data. Another group is range
scaling, this method is applicable when the total intensity in
the spectra is sample-dependent, and samples need to be
scaled in such a way that intensities can be compared.
Standard Normal Variate (SNV) is one of the popular preprocessing methods, which centering and scaling each
individual spectrum for correcting the multiplicative
interferences of light scatter [15]. To the best of our
knowledge, comparison of different pre-processing methods
has not yet been commonly used as a forensic method to
determine live fish diets based on their skin. The main aim of
this study was to compare the performance of different preprocessing algorithms when coupled with Support vector
machine as a classifier to differentiate live fish based on their
diet received during cultivation using hyperspectral imagery
system. In section 2, Materials and methods will be
described. Afterward, results and discussion will be provided
in section 3. Finally, the conclusion will be presented in
section 4.
II.

images of rainbow trout in a dark room to avoid the
interference due to stray light and to get pure spectral
reflectance. This system includes a high-performance CCD
camera (Photonfocus 1312 CL) along with focus lens, a
spectrograph (Specim V10E, Spectral Imaging Ltd., Oulu,
Finland) attached to the camera acquire hyperspectral images
in the wavelength range of 393-1009 nm, an illumination
source (150 W halogen lamp attached to a fiber optic line
light positioned at an angle of 45 degree to the moving table
to reduce the shadowing effects), a moving table and a
computer system equipped with an image acquisition
software (SpectralScanner, DV optics).
To acquire the spectral and spatial information, each
rainbow trout was placed on the sample loading device and
they conveyed to the camera field of view (FoV) of the
camera with adjusted speed (1.6 mm/s) and exposure time
(10 s) to be scanned line by line. The procedure was
controlled and implemented by image acquisition software
(Specim Lumo software, Spectral Imaging Ltd., Oulu,
Finland). The raw hyperspectral image for each sample
consisted of several congruent images representing
intensities at 784 wavelength bands from 393 to 1009 nm.
Due to the low signal-to-noise rate at the two ends of the
spectral ranges, only the wavelength ranging from 400
to1000 nm wavelength was used. Totally, 160 hyperspectral
images were created, recorded and stored in raw format
before being processed. Before measurement, each fish
mildly anesthetized with Benzocaine to reduce the
movement and minimize the stress. The surface of each
rainbow trout also was wiped with piece of tissue paper to
remove extra water from skin before data acquisition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Fish and Cultural Condition
The fish species were produced at INRA-PEIMA (Sizun,
France). Experiments were designed in a split-block design
with three replications for each diet; therefore, 80 fish were
fed a commercial based diet (3 tanks) and 80 were fed a
plant-based diet (3 tanks). After three weeks, all fish were
used for hyperspectral image acquisition.
B. Diets and Feeding Controls
Diets were manufactured at the INRA NUMEA facility
of Donzacq (France). The Fish meal-based diet contained
fishmeal and fish oil as protein and lipid source respectively.
Plant based diet (PBD) is contained a mixture of wheat
gluten, extruded peas, corn gluten meal, soybean meal and
white lupin as protein sources; and the combination of palm
seed, rapeseed and linseed oil, rich in saturated, monounsaturated and n-3 poly-unsaturated fatty acids,
respectively, as the lipid source. A mineral and a vitamin
premix equally were added to both diets.
C. Image Acquisition
A push-broom, line-scanning reflectance hyperspectral
imaging system was used to acquire the hyperspectral
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Figure 1. Schematic demonstration of the main components of the used
hyperspectral imaging system

D. Hyperspectral Image Calibration
The acquired hyperspectral images were corrected using
(1).
Ii= (Ri - Di) / (Wi - Di)

(1)

where I is the corrected hyperspectral image, R is the raw
hyperspectral image, W is the white reference image and D
is the dark reference image, as well as i is the pixel index.
Afterward, the reflectance spectrum from the region of
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interest (ROI) was computed by averaging the spectral value
of all pixels in the ROI for each sample using the
Environment for Visualizing Images software (ENVI 5.3,
Harris geospatial solutions, FL, USA).
E. Spectral Pre-processing
Six forms of spectra pre-processing were used in this
study to remove the non-constituent-related effects in spectra
data and to develop optimal classifier model. The six forms
were SG smoothing with second order polynomial fit and 11
smoothing points, the FD and SD transformation, MSC and
SNV.
F. Classifier
After pre-treatment, Support vector machine (SVM) with
the linear kernel as a classifier was employed to develop the
classification models for discriminating two different diets.
The dataset from 160 hyperspectral for rainbow trout was
divided into training set (80% of total samples) used to
develop the classifier models and a validation set (20% of
total samples) used to assess the prediction accuracy of each
model. Further details can be found in Vapnik [16]. R
package Caret [17] used for SVM classification model.
G. Evaluation of Classification
The classifier was evaluated through the analysis of
correct classification rate (CCR, %) and Cohen’s Kappa
coefficient in the validation set. CCR can be calculated using
(2).
CCR= (N1 / N0 ) ´ 100

(2)

Table 1 shows the average CCRs for testing set with six
spectral pre-processing techniques based on the whole
spectral range. When the raw and pre-processed spectra were
used to build the classification models, CCRs ranged
between 0.740 and 0.871. After application of SD,
classification accuracy decreased compare to classification
using spectra without pre-processing, however, application
of SG, FD, SNV and MSC improved the classification
compared to raw spectra. Thus, spectral pre-processing of
SD was not helpful and to some extend reduced the accuracy
of classification, but other pre-processing treatments
improved the performance of classifier for the full range of
wavelengths.
TABLE I.

MODEL PERFORMANCE FOR IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENT
DIET ON VALIDATION SET

Method

CCR

Kappa

Raw- SVM

0.741

0.485

SG-SVM

0.871

0.741

FD-SVM

0.806

0.612

SD-SVM

0.730

0.483

SNV-SVM

0.774

0.548

MSC-SVM

0.838

0.676

The best performance for classification with the highest
CCR of 0.871 and Kappa coefficient of 0.740 achieved when
smoothing solely used as a pre-processing method for full
wavelength.

IV. CONCLUSION
The present study provided an alternative tool for the
classification of live fish based on their information acquired
from skin using hyperspectral images. Overall, classification
K= (Pr(a) – Pr (e)) / (1 – Pr(e))
(3) models established showed good performance when SG used
as pre-treatment of spectra. Further studies should be carried
out to not only improve the classification accuracy using
where Pr(a) is observed agreement and Pr(e) is
different machine learning algorithms but also increasing
probability of random agreement.
classification power for online evaluation of fish skin at
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
industrial scale.
The raw spectra of the two diets were shown in Figure 1.
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Abstract— The Fuzzy C-means (FCM) is one of the most
efficient algorithms used in various studies, which aims at
segmenting the masses in mammogram images, thus to build a
Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system capable of helping
the physicians for an early diagnosis of the breast cancer. In
this paper, we will introduce a new approach using FCM
algorithm, in order to extract the mass from Region-ofInterested (ROI). The proposed method aims at avoiding the
limitations of cluster number estimation in FCM by selecting
as input data, the set of pixels, which are able to provide us the
information required to perform the mass segmentation by
fixing two clusters only. The Gray Level Occurrence Matrix
(GLCM) is used to extract the texture features for getting the
optimal threshold, which separate between selected set and the
other sets of the pixels that influence on the mass boundary
accuracy. The performance of the proposed method is
evaluated by specificity, sensitivity, accuracy and overlap. The
results obtained from experiments show a good efficiency at
the different measures used in this study.
Keywords- Mammograms;
Segmentation; Texture features.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is one of the most common dangerous
diseases in women. According to the World Health
Organization, every year, breast cancer kills more than
500,000 women around the world [1]. Although several
imaging techniques, such as sonography and magnetic
resonance imaging plays important role in breast cancer
diagnosis, X-ray mammography is still the most effective
screening technique for the early detection of breast cancer
[2].
In the last few decades a large amount of researches has
been conducted to detect and segment breast cancer in
mammograms images. Soares et al. [3] used taxonomic
indexes to describe the texture of the regions of interest.
Then, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) was proposed to
classify the regions as mass and non-mass. Younesi and al.
[4] developed a segmentation method for detection of masses
in mammogram images using adaptive thresholding method
and fuzzy entropy feature. Anitha et al. [5] proposed an
automatic method to identify the suspicious mass region by
using a Dual Stage Adaptive Thresholding (DuSAT).
Cordeiro and al. [4] proposed an adaptive semi-supervised
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version of the Grow-Cut algorithm to perform
mammographic image segmentation. This method is
achieved based on automatic selection of internal points
using the differential evolution optimization algorithm and
modification of cellular automata evolution rules by
introducing Gaussian fuzzy membership functions. Nija et al.
[5] investigated combining several image enhancement
algorithms in order to enhance the performance of masses
segmentation. The results of this investigation showed that a
particular combination of image enhancing algorithms that
includes Contrast - Limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (CLAHE) and Median Filtering is an effective
way to enhance the appearance of the breast region in
mammogram images to be further segmented and classified.
Extracting the mass from Region of Interest (ROI) is a
difficult task in mammography Computer-Aided Diagnosis
(CAD) due to several factors, such as low contrast, density,
indistinct borders and ill-defined shapes of the mass. Fuzzy
clustering is more efficient than traditional techniques to
handle the fuzziness of mammograms. On the other hand,
choosing an optimal number of clusters is a big challenge for
automating segmentation of masses by clustering.
In this paper, we aim to develop an automated system for
mass segmentation in mammograms using FCM algorithm
setting two cluster only (C=2). In order to achieve this goal,
we select as FCM-input the set of pixels that enable us to get
meaningful information from Region of Interest (ROI). This
set of pixels is limited by maximum intensity of ROI and an
optimal threshold given by a decrement operator, we get this
optimal threshold when big changes happen in texture
features.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows :
Section 2 presents the materials and methods used in this
work. Section 3 describes the experimental results obtained
from the evaluation of the proposed methods. Finally,
Section 4 presents the conclusion.
II.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The proposed method consists of three main stages:
Firstly, median filter and contrast limited adaptive histogram
equalization are applied for enhancing the contrast and
quality of images. Secondly, a decrement operator L is used
to find an appropriate threshold by increasing the number of
pixels (FCM-input). At every decrement process, we monitor
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the changes in texture features levels on the area of mass
cluster after applying fuzzy c-means clustering with a fixed
number of clusters c = 2, where, the set of input data that is
subjected to process of clustering should be within a range
limited by maximum of intensity M and a threshold test Ti
initialized by T0 = M – L. Finally, we choose the value of
threshold test, which makes big changes in texture features
levels on the mass area as a suitable threshold Top. Figure 1
describes the evolution of input-data and texture features
selection in each step of threshold test decrementation.
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local minimum by updating the fuzzy membership function
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Figure 1. Process of choosing an optimal threshold

A. Contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization
The Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
(CLAHE) technique [6] is a special case of Adaptive
Histogram Equalization (AHE) [7]. This technique operates
on regional areas of pixels in the image called tiles rather
than on the entire image. Histograms are calculated from
these tiles, producing local histograms. These local
histograms are then equalized for getting a uniform
distribution. Then, the neighboring tiles are combined based
on bilinear interpolation to remove artificially induced
boundaries. In this study, we use CLAHE technique to
enhance the contrast of image and reduce edge-shadowing
effects produced in homogeneous regions and,
consequently, improve the accuracy of texture features
results.
B. Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)
The Fuzzy C-means algorithm was first introduced by
Dunn [8] and improved by Bezdek [9]. This algorithm
partitions a set of object data X = { 𝑥1, 𝑥2, ….., 𝑥3} into a
number of c classes so that items in the same class are as
similar as possible, based on minimizing the following
quadratic objective function :
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Cluster_1

Cluster_2

unclassified pixels

Figure 2. The result of segmentation on image Mdb10.

C. Texture features
Statistical texture features have been proven to be useful
in classifying masses and normal breast tissues [10][11]. In
this work, we examined a set of three texture features
(energy, contrast, and homogeneity) from mass area
(cluster_1) to identify the most suitable threshold that
enables us to extract the boundaries of mass by clustering.
The process of texture features selection is achieved using
Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM).
D. Gray-level co-occurrence matrix
The Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is a
tabulation of how often different combinations of pixel
brightness values (grey levels) occur in an image with the
change of distance d (distance to the neighbor pixel: 1, 2, ..
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etc) and by varying directions (rotation angle of an offset:
0º, 45º, 90º, 135º) [12]. A number of studies have compared
texture feature extraction schemes based on the secondorder gray-level statistics, the co-occurrence statistics, graylevel run-length statistics, and Fourier power spectrum. The
co-occurrence features were found to be the best of these
methods. [13]. In our approach, the GLCM is computed at a
distance of d = 1 and for the direction of θ = 0°, 45°, 90 °,
135 ° on cluster_1 area. Based on the authors’ database, the
smallest masses area is within a 8x8 window. For this
reason we use a tile of size 8x8.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the experiments, the MiniMIAS database was used. It
contains 322 mammographic images from left and right
breast of 161 patients. The mammograms are digitized at a
resolution of 1024 X 1024 pixels and at 8-bit grey scale
level.
After many tests, it was found that the best features for
distinguishing between masses and normal breast tissues are
the features of GLCM constructed at the direction of 0°. At
this direction, the GLCM gives a homogeneity value for the
masses area in the range [0.9–1], contrast in [0–0.2], and
energy in [0.6–1]. Similarly, for normal breast tissue area,
the GLCM gives the homogeneity in the range [0.61–0.8],
contrast in [0.26–0.71], and energy in [0.14–0.39]. It is
observed that the texture features for normal breast tissues
and masses area are highly discriminated. In this study, we
examined the texture features after the process of clustering
in order to find a threshold that allows us to extract the
boundaries of tumor with high accuracy. Figure 2 shows the
values of texture features during the process of threshold
decrementing for image Mdb10.

Figure 3. Contrast, Energy and homogeneity values using block size 8 × 8

To evaluate the performance of segmentation all masses
are manually marked by radiologist based on the visual
criteria.
Assuming that A is the area marked by radiologist and B
is the area marked by the system, the area overlap metric
(AOM) is given by:
AOM(A, B) = Area(A∩B) / Area(A∪B)

(5)

In this work, the test by the measure of overlap (AOM)
yielded a mean of 81% for the segmented images.
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we developed a novel method for
automated detection of masses in mammogram images. The
proposed work utilizes fuzzy c-means algorithm to extract
the tumor from region of interest, where the FCM input data
are verified by using the GLCM feature texture in order to
automate the process of segmentation.
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Abstract— Getting "smarter" Energy by means of advanced
electrical and computer engineering tools is the theme of our
digital age. This paper presents a new concept for virtual data
generation in the context of non-intrusive load monitoring,
where the goal is to fill in the gap when aggregate measurements
are needed along with individuals ones. We develop a method to
generate aggregate measurements starting from single original
measurements. The performance of standard NILM tools and
algorithms on both original and "virtual" data is compared
using own lab measurements.
Keywords- Smart meters; Non-intrusive load monitoring;
Event detection; feature exrtraction; classification; signal
processing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Self-healing reliable smart Grids are sought-after all over
the world. Non-Intrusive load monitoring is one of the major
tools for such ambition; as it delivers detailed information of
the energy consumption in a certain facility/building, which
can be very useful for various objectives.
Ever since Hart's pioneering work[1] , several approaches
were presented over the years [2]; but they were mostly
tailored to specific measurements, be it self-collected or from
publically available data sets; such measurements were made
with a specific application in mind, making them not entirely
suitable for extracting and processing of newly adapted
features, e.g., harmonical properties in transient states of the
current signal [3]. Machine learning algorithms along with
advanced signal processing techniques are ready to exploit
such features to deliver the best possible identification of
electrical appliances.
While several datasets were made publically available in
the last decade, they were still not optimal for extracting
important features such as harmonical properties. The
majority of them were limited to aggregate measurements
only or single measurements only, or lacking enough
sampling rate in one of them, as shown in Table1.
The question to be addressed in this work is: if only single
measurements are available, can we use them for
'synthesizing' whole measurements without actually measure
again? it will suffice then for producers to provide interested
customers with a list of stand-alone measurements of their
device, enabling them to test many scenarios of consumption
before actually putting any constellation of devices together,
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TABLE I.

PUBLIC DATASETS WITH MEASUREMENTS TYPES

Dataset
REDD
BLUED
PLAID
UKDALE
WHITED
COOLL

Type of measurements
whole-house measurements only [4]
whole-house measurements only [5]
individual measurements only [6]
whole-house measurements, single measurements
with low sampling rate [7]
individual measurements only [8]
individual measurements only [9]

which is of high importance for big factories and sensitive
facilities.
This paper introduces a procedure to generate an
approximately identical version of the real whole
measurements using single measurements only. The similarity
of the resulted signal to the original one will be judged
according to the perspective of NILM algorithms.
The remainder of the paper will be organized as follows;
In section II, the general data-construction scheme is
presented and basic concepts behind it are explained, Section
III is devoted to numerical comparisons and tests. Finally,
Section IV briefly presents the main conclusions of our study.
II.

GENERAL SCHEME AND BASIC CONCEPTS

A flow chart for the proposed procedure is depicted in
Figure 1.
Input1: individual measurements:
current and voltage signals, and
associated faulty GT

Events indices correction

Input 2: events scenario of the signal
to be constructed

FIT-PS

Extraction of operation
modes of appliances

Construction algorithm: generation of individual
signals of the correct appliance in the correct time
interval, then summation

Virtual Aggregate Measurement

Figure 1. General scheme for virtual aggregation procedure
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Figure 1 can be translated to a step-by-step plan for
constructing the desired virtual aggregate signal out of real
individual measurements:

Input 1: Operational modes of appliances
Input 2: vector of events

Step 1. Convert real single measurements to " Frequency
Invariant Transformation of Periodic Signals "
representation (FIT-PS ) [10].

Generate individual signal !%

Init: i = 1

!" = !" + !%

Init: !" = noise

i=i +1

Step 2. Correct event indices.
Step 3. Extract operational modes for each appliance.

Virtual aggregate signal !"

Step 4. Generate the targeted current signals according to the
desired scenario, adding steady-state periods to meet
the desired length, as in Figure 2.
Step 5. Sum the generated current signals according to the
desired scenario.
In the following, we will clarify the concepts behind those
steps:
A. Phase preserving reconstruction
The general model for reconstructed signal can be written
as:
&

I" =

δ % I% + 𝑣

1

%'(

where I" is the aggregate current signal,
N is the number of the appliances,
I% , i = 1, ⋯ , N : are the current signals of the
individual appliances
𝛿% , i = 1, ⋯ , 𝑁 indicates the state of the
corresponding appliance as:
δ% =

1,
0,

if the i"7 appliance is ′ON @
if the i"7 appliance is ′OFF′

2

𝑣 is the additive noise term, which will be assumed to be
AWGN with zero mean and appropriate variance.
the loads of the appliances are complex in general, which
creates a phase shift between the current signal and the
respective voltage signal, this shift can take different values
for different appliances.
If we assume the total signal to be composed of two
appliances only, and their current signals are given by:
I( = AeEFG , IH = AeEFI

Figure 2. Construction algorithm

Equation (5) shows the dependence of the total signal
amplitude on the phase difference between the signals I( and
IH , which implies that a simple addition as in (1) will not be
correct unless all current signals are added with emphasis on
their relative phase.
Fortunately, voltage signal stays almost intact and can be
considered a reliable phase reference, so current signals of the
individual appliances are converted to FIT-PS representation,
which takes the zero-crossing point (from negative to positive)
in the voltage signal as a phase reference[10].
B. operational modes extraction
Some appliances have more than one operational mode in
general, where we define an operational mode as a distinctive
subset of the current signal of a certain device; that can
comprise both transient state and part of a steady state. An
example is depicted in Figure 3 for a refrigerator.
These operational modes differ from each other and must
be taken into account when constructing the virtual aggregate
signal. Each operational mode has a different power level in
its transient or steady state or both, which can be used to
choose the most appropriate one in the construction
procedure. Simple structure appliances have only one
operational mode in general, e.g., Lamp.
The individual measurements of a certain appliance
should be long enough to be able to extract all of their
operational modes. The extraction is done as follows:
•

3

•

4

•

Then the total current signal will be obtained as:
I = 2Ae

E

FG KFI
H

I = 2A cos
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For each event, we take a window starting at the event
index and containing both transient state and a part of
the steady state.
The power level in the steady state of that window is
calculated, then compared with the levels of the
previously extracted operational modes of the
appliance; it will be added as a new mode if it differs
from those previously detected.
a new sequence number is assigned to the new mode
and will be checked again in other occurrences (as the
current signal drawn by some appliances will change
its operational modes in a sequential manner) .
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Operational modes of a refrigerator

15

Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3

10

Amplitude (A)

5

Figure 4. Typical sequence of processes in NILM system
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0.6

0.7

Time (s)

Figure 3. Example of 3 operational modes of a refrigerator

C. Event indices correction
Dealing with faulty reference data is an inevitable problem
with the vast majority of datasets, so we need to be sure that
all events are precise to avoid errors when extracting
operational modes.
To correct an event index:
• A window around the possible inaccurate index is taken,
it should contain only one event, and be long enough to
account for the supposed maximum error (to be set
according to training data if possible).
•

The event type is checked, if it is an ‘off’ event, it will be
flipped to unify the correction procedure.

•

The average between the maximum amplitude of the first
few periods in the window and its global maximum is
calculated and set as new threshold (yielding better
accuracy for low power appliances compared to
averaging on the peaks of the last periods in the window).

•

The precise event index is the first index in the window
where the amplitude exceeds the calculated threshold.

A. Collecting single & aggregate measurements
The measurement system developed previously at our lab
[11] was used to collect individual and aggregate
measurements; as it enables us to define the set of switching
events beforehand. The sampling frequency is set to 4 KHz
for both current and voltage signals. Those measurements are
part of a public Dataset to be made available in the near future.
Tab. II contains a list of all appliances considered for our
tests,
this chosen group includes high and low power
appliances.
The real measurements were conducted as follows:
§ Single measurements for each appliance were
taken with 80 pairs of On-Off events, each active
cycle was kept running 10 seconds to get
transient state and part of the steady state.
§

Aggregate measurements, where appliance were
switched On and Off randomly, but only 4
appliances can be active on the same time at
most.

§

A minimum temporal distance of 3 seconds was
kept between events.

The virtual aggregate measurements were then generated
according to the same scenarios of events followed in the real
ones. In Figure 5, an example of those measurements is
depicted.
Now that both types of measurements are available, we
move to testing NILM tools.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND TESTS
In this section, Numerical experiments are to be conducted
to test the hypothesis of "suitability of the resulted virtual
aggregate signal for training and testing NILM algorithms ".
To do that, the performance of standard NILM algorithms
on such generated data will be compared against their
performance on an original aggregate signal that has the same
scenario of events and appliances. Figure 4 shows a classical
chain of processes for typical NILM system.
The comparison will be conducted between the results of
standard event detection, feature extraction and classification
algorithms on both original aggregate measurements and
constructed aggregate measurements. we will use own
measurements since the available public datasets are
incomplete for our purpose, and to avoid any internal source
of error in their reference data.
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Figure 5. Original and constructed signals together (top), with 2 magnified
reigns where they were identical (middle), and most different (bottom)
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TABLE II.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LIST OF APPLIANCES

NAME
Radio
Heat gun (setting 1)
Router
Black desk lamp
Light bulb box
Kettle
Black hairdryer (setting 1)
Fan
Rotary tool (Dremel)
LED lamp

B. Feature extraction

NOMINAL POWER (W)
6
820
9
20
20
2100
500
22
30
1

we started with a set of steady state features at first, as in
most classical NILM literature[2,3], active and reactive
powers P and Q were chosen, along with the mean power of
the harmonics.
if multiple appliance are active at the same time, a
subtraction procedure is done at each event to extract a steady
state window suitable for calculating those features of interest,
as shown in Figure 6.

A. Event Detection
Two different event detectors were used here, the first one
is based on the work of Hart [1], while the second is an FBE
Event detector [12]. they were applied on the original
measurements as well as the constructed ones, and the results
are given in the tables III and IV respectively
the following performance metrics were used:
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃
𝑃RSTUVV =
, 𝑃YRSTZ[Z\] =
𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑃

(6)

where TP is the number of true detected events,
FN is the number of missed events,
FP is the number of false alarms.

Signal Type
Original
Constructed
Original
Constructed

Thr
(W)
1
1
15
15

TABLE IV.
Signal Type
Original
Constructed
Original
Constructed
Original
Constructed

Thr
(W)
1
1
5
5
15
15

TP

FN

FP

1411
1448
958
959

189
152
162
161

3417
5542
31
0

Precall
%
88.19
90.50
85.54
85.62

Pprecision
%
29.23
20.72
96.87
100

FBE-BASED EVENT DETECTOR RESULTS

Total
Event
1600
1600
1440
1440
1120
1120
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TP

FN

FP

1439
1480
1285
1322
1113
1090

161
120
155
118
7
26

135
97
53
7
37
0

Precall
%
89.94
92.50
89.24
91.81
99.38
97.32
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In Figure 6, we compare the selected steady-state features:
Pb , P, Q, PH , Po , Pp for two different appliances, a kettle which
consumes high power (~ 2 KW), and a Radio that consumes 6
W only, where in each sub-plot, the horizontal axis is for event
indices while the vertical is for the power.
while the signals (features) are not identical, yet they are
very close to each other, which will be reflected in
classification results in the next section.
C. classification

HART EVENT DETECTOR RESULTS

Total
Event
1600
1600
1120
1120

where θ is the phase difference between voltage and
current signals.
A band-pass filter is applied on the current signal for each
harmonic component fl,m = nfn, where n is the harmonic
number, and fn is the fundamental frequency. Then the mean
harmonic power is given by:
Pm = V def ∗ Im,def

The threshold for Hart Event detector was set to 15W as
going below that will result in detecting too many false events
due to the high variations of the noise.
Appliances below the chosen threshold were treated as
noise in all event-detection tests since the comparison is the
main goal here. For FBE detector, several thresholds were
chosen and the results are shown in Table IV.
from the tables, both event detectors show a slightly better
performance on the constructed measurements (less than 5%).
TABLE III.

while taking the phase and the transient state length into
account (assuming that events are well separated which is the
case for these measurements).
Apparent, active and reactive powers can then be
calculated as:
Pb = Vdef ∗ Idef
7
P = Pb ∗ cos θ
8
Q = Pb ∗ sin θ
9

Pprecision
%
91.42
93.85
96.04
99.47
96.78
100

Two standard classifiers [13] were implemented to
compare their performance on both types of measurements,
the first one is based on a feed-forward neural network
(FFNN) while the other one is a support vector machine
(SVM) classifier.
both classifiers were trained using extracted features from
individual measurements, then tested on the original and
constructed virtual measurements respectively.
To simplify the classification process, a power threshold
of 25 W was applied to divide the appliances into 2 groups:
high power appliances and low power appliances; the features
are then fed to the corresponding FFNN subnet (or SVM subclassifier respectively).
In Table V and VI, results of both classifiers are listed.
Both classifiers delivered slightly better results when
applied on constructed measurements, which can be attributed
to the higher noise level in the original measurements and the
fact that their steady-state features may have more variations
and outliers.
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Figure 6. steady state features comparison for : a high power appliance (Kettle, left), a low power appliance (Radio, right)

TABLE V.

PERFORMANCE OF FFNN CLASSIFIER
Classifier: FFNN

%
Original
Constructed

TABLE VI.

High power applinces

Low power appliances

96.9
100

87.9
89.6

PERFORMANCE OF SVM CLASSIFIER
Classifier: SVM
High power applinces

%
Original
Constructed

Low power appliances

RBF

Linear

Polynomial

RBF

Linear

Polynomial

89.7
99.4

90.6
82.2

96.3
100

85.4
90.6

81.9
78.8

86.3
90.6
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In Figure 7, the detailed confusion matrices for FFNN
classifier are also shown, where the two tables on the right side
are for constructed measurements, and the tables on the left
side are for original measurements.
FFNN correctly classified nearly all of the samples in the
test set on both types of measurements in the high power
category. Although the overall accuracy rate is very close in
low power category, yet a closer look yields differences in
misclassification rate among the individual appliances, for
example: the Radio (ID=1) was misclassified as Router only
once in the original measurements table, while it was
misclassified 8 times as Router in the constructed
measurements table. This can be attributed to the difference
between the modeled additive noise and the real one.
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FFNN subnet for high power appliances, Original measurements
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This paper presents a promising approach for
constructing virtual aggregate measurements from original
single measurements, enabling better use of available NILM
datasets for training and testing Disaggregation algorithms.
Application of standard algorithms for event detection
and classification on both types of measurements showed
very similar performance. In the future, the noise model will
be improved further and virtual single measurements will be
tested in a similar manner.
The concept of phase-preserving summation/subtraction
will be also used in different disaggregation approaches, e.g.,
predictive maintenance.
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Abstract— An increasing number of new publications in the
field of multimedia forensics requires thinking about definition
of terms in this new research area, as well as relationships with
existing disciplines. Some image analysis methods used in
forensic discipline are presented in this paper. The focus is on
Principal Component Analysis, Error Level Analysis, as well
as on Wavelet Transformation. Methods of digital photo
forensics, picture formats and formatting, as well as some
examples of different forensics tools are presented theoretically
and practically on real cases.
Keywords-multimedia, forensics, digital photos, images,
JPEG.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Blind multimedia forensics is a relatively new research
direction in multimedia security [1]. It aims at the detection
of altered media content, but does not assume any
embedded security scheme. Video footage, scanned images,
as well as digital and analog photographs can be the target
for manipulations [2]. In this paper, we limit ourselves to
digital photographs. From a forensics perspective, several
changes in a photograph are widely acceptable. For
instance, it is well accepted to improve the image quality,
e.g., to enhance the contrast, de-noise an image, or highlight
important regions. Forensics investigators search for
changes in an image that create a different statement of the
image. Thus, an “image forgery” is semantically defined, by
considering the information communicated by the original
image and the tampered image. The creation of forgeries
can be motivated politically, economically, commercially,
socially, or individualistically [3].
Digital cameras and video software have made it easier
than ever to create high quality pictures and movies. Social
Networking Sites, such as MySpace, Google Video, and
Flickr make it trivial to distribute pictures, and many are
picked up by the mass media. However, there is a problem:
how can you tell if a video or picture is real? Is it computer
generated or modified? In a world where pictures are more
influential than words, being able to distinguish fact from
fiction in a systematic way is essential.
Images have power. Whether it is the space shuttle
exploding during launch, man walking on the moon, or
soldiers raising a flag on Iwo Jima during World War II,
refuges from Syria, powerful images have influence on the
society. The advent of sophisticated digital imaging
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software and photo-realistic graphics allows artists to
strengthen images or convey alternate meanings.
Unfortunately, many altered pictures are presented as “real”.
Photography lost its innocence many years ago. Only a
few decades after Niepce created the first photograph in
1814, photographs were already being manipulated. With
the advent of high-resolution digital cameras, powerful
personal computers and sophisticated photo-editing
software, the manipulation of photos is becoming more
common. Here, we briefly provide examples of photo
tampering throughout history, starting in the middle 1800s.
In each case, the original photo is shown on the right and the
altered photo is shown on the left.
Figure 1 represents the photograph made by famed
photographer Mathew Brady, General Sherman is seen
posing with his generals. General Francis P. Blair, shown in
the far right, was inserted into this photograph.

Figure 1. General Sherman with his generals (1865) [4]

Figure 2 presents the doctored photograph, where Mao
Tse-tung, shown on the far right, had Po Ku removed from
the original photograph, after Po Ku fell out of favor with
Mao.

Figure 2. Mao Tse-tung (1936) [4]
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In the doctored photo, shown in Figure 3, of Queen
Elizabeth and Canadian Prime Minister in Banff, Alberta,
English King George VI was removed from the original
photograph. This photo was used on an election poster for
the Prime Minister. It is hypothesized that the Prime
Minister had the photo altered because a photo of just him
and the Queen painted him in a more powerful light [4].

Figure 3. Queen Elizabeth, Canadian Prime Minister and King George VI
(1939) [4]

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the image analysis used in digital forensic
discipline, such as Principal Component Analysis. Section III
describes Error Level Analysis, another method for digital
photographs analysis. Some examples carried out by online
forensic tool are presented by using this analysis. The
wavelet transformation is pointed out in the next section.
Finally, we outline some directions for research in the field
of digital image forensics
II.

IMAGE ANALYSIS TOOLS

The following terms are used throughout this paper:
 Computer Generated (CG). An image created
entirely with computer software. For example,
every scene from the movie Toy Story is computer
generated image.
 Digital photo. A photograph from a digital camera
or scanned image that has not been manipulated.
 Digitally enhanced photo. A digital photo that has
been
manipulated.
This
includes
minor
manipulations, such as cropping and red eye
reduction, to major re-coloring or digitally
combining with other images.
 Photo-shopping. Adobe Photoshop is a popular
tool that can digitally enhance images. Images that
have been modified using Photoshop or similar
drawing tools (e.g., Gimp, Corel Draw, MS Paint)
are described as being “photo-shopped” or
“shopped”. The quality of the shopped image
depends on both the tool and the artist. Many
shopped images are obvious, while others can be
very subtle.
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA). An
analysis approach based on data clustering.
Wavelet Transformations. An analysis method
based on signal decomposition.

Image format analysis can confirm metadata in
accuracies and detect the last tool that modified an image [5].
However, format analysis does not evaluate the image itself.
Methods, such as principal component analysis, error level
analysis, and wavelet transformations permit the
identification of specific image manipulations.
A. Principal Component Analysis
The Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) image
compression standard is currently the most commonly used
image format for digital photographs. Most consumer
cameras store the picture already in the JPEG format. The
main advantages are the simplicity of the format, spatially
local compression operations, and the fact that it is an open
standard. JPEG compression is lossy, thus every time an
image is stored in this format, content is slightly changed.
This property has been the starting point for developing
forensic algorithms. The information loss enables analysts to
distinguish whether an image has been compressed once or
multiple times with the JPEG algorithm [6]. Depending on
the scenario, an answer to this question can be very useful in
practice. For instance, assume that a photographer claims
that an image is directly copied from his camera. Thus, the
image should be single-compressed. Evidence that the
image, or a part of it, is double-compressed can deliver an
initial suspicion to a forensic investigator [7].
The image rendered from a JPEG file is not a perfect
copy of the original image. Each time a JPEG image is
resaved by a graphics editor, the image loses quality – even
if the editing tool made no picture changes. This leads to a
problem with quantization table analysis: if an image is
saved at 75%, loaded into a drawing program, and resaved
at 90%, then the quantization tables will reflect 90% while
the image quality is 67.5% (90% of 75%).
Errors within a JPEG appear as blocky artifacts and
color distortions. The blocky artifacts appear on the 8x8
pixel boundaries used by the JPEG algorithm. In many
cases, the JPEG artifacts are too subtle for the human eye to
detect. However, PCA tool can identify these JPEG
artifacts.
For image analysis, PCA is used to identify the color
spectrum within the image. Consider an entire image that is
plotted based on the pixel colors (R, G, B) is mapped to (x, y,
z), as presented in Figure 4. Most images have a narrow
range of colors that appear as a large cluster when plotted.
PC1 identifies the widest range across the color set. When
two images are spliced to get her from different color sets,
they usually end up forming two distinct clusters. With PCA,
areas within the picture that come from different clusters will
have noticeably different values [8].
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containing the modifications are no longer at the same error
level as the rest of the unmodified image [8].
Error Level Analysis (ELA) works by intentionally
resaving the image at known error rate, such as 95%, and
then computing the difference between the images. If there is
virtually no change, then the cell has reached its local
minima for error at that quality level. However, if there is a
large amount of change, then the pixels are not at their local
minima and are effectively “original”. Figure 6 presents an
example of picture manipulation that is used in advertising
for “Old Spice” company.

Figure 4. Sample scatter plot of an image and principal components [8]

In 2006, Andrea Bertaccini was awarded the “CG
Choice Award” from the CG Society for the rendering of
Buzz Aldrin’s famous moon-walk, that is presented in
Figure 5. According to the artist, the picture was based the
original NASA photo. However, details within the picture
suggest additional resources.

Figure 5. Image by Andrea Bertaccini and PC1 analysis [8]

The artist stated that the image was created using
3DSMAX and post-processed using Combustion and
Photoshop tool. The quantization matrix matches
Photoshop’s “high (8)” quality, equivalent to a JPEG saved
at 89%. However, using the PC1 line shows a significant
number of artifacts that resemble a quality around 40%. This
suggests that the image was saved multiple times.
III.

ERROR LEVEL ANALYSIS

JPEG is a lossy format, but the amount of error
introduced by each resave is not linear. A 90% image
resaved at 90% is equivalent to a one-time save of 81%.
Similarly, saving an image at 75% and then resaving it at
90% (75% to 90%) will generate virtually the same image
as 90% to 75%, or saved once at 67.5%. The amount of
error is limited to the 8x8 cells used by the JPEG algorithm;
after roughly 64 resaves, there is virtually no change.
However, when an image is modified, the 8x8 cells
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Figure 6. “Old Spice” commercial (upper left), 88% of JPEG quality (upper
right) and Noise Analysis (lower, online tool “Forensically”)

We used Error Level Analysis by online forensic tool
“Forensically” and our analysis confirmed that the picture is
computer generated and presents a composition of four parts:
logo of “Old Spice”, actor Isaiah Mustafa, an elephant and
ingle.
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IV.

WAVELET TRANSFORMATION

While ELA is useful for identifying recent changes
relative to the number of resaves, resaving a picture many
times or using a very low quality JPEG can obscure ELA
results. However, changes to pictures can still be identified
through the use of wavelet transformations.
Wavelets are used for signal decomposition. A single
wavelet is a known and well-defined signal. This signal can
be scaled and added in order to create more complex
signals. Any real signal can be decomposed into a set of
wavelets that, when combined, approximate the signal.
Although wavelets can approximate any signal, some
signal types are more difficult to approximate. Square
waves, or areas with sharp color changes, are difficult to
approximate. Although the flat area of the square wave can
be approximated quickly, the sharp corners may require
many wavelets to properly fit the signal. Similarly, linear
transitions are approximated by a series of stepped square
waves. In addition, extreme values (black and white) are
difficult to approximate. In contrast, wavelets are very good
at approximating “natural” colors and noisy images, such as
those generated by digital cameras.

image sharpens. And even more wavelets fine - tune the
sharpened colors.
This property of wavelets – from blurry to sharp to
correct colors – can be used to identify image manipulations
[9]. In particular, the entire image should sharpen at the
same rate. If the picture components are scaled or merged
from different focal lengths, then the components will
sharpen at different rates [8].
The left image from Figure 7 was created by “redcard”
as part of an image manipulation contest. Rendering the
image with 5% of the available wavelets shows a crisp torso
and near-crisp arms and legs. However, the face remains
fuzzy. The fuzziness ends just below the chin. The wavelet
analysis suggests that the head is from a picture of Hillary
Clinton, the neck and torso comes from a second source,
and the arms and legs may be from a third source.
V.
CONCLUSION
Digital photography almost completely replaced analogue
pictures. As there are many techniques for counterfeiting
digital photography, several tools for multimedia forensics
have considered. In image forensics, researchers aim to
provide computational tools to support human experts in
deciding about the authenticity of an image. The process of
detecting image manipulation can be complex, thus there is
need for the concentration on the precious details in the
picture. The same tool is iteratively applied to observe
discrepancies between image regions, as a good forensics
tool.
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Abstract—High speed targets (e.g., aircraft, satellite) imaging is
crucial for air traffic safety and space surveillance. Based on
the target motion model, the characteristics of the multicomponent linear frequency modulation (LFM) signal caused
by the high speed motion are analyzed in detail. Furthermore,
a novel method based on the chirp Fourier transform and
Shannon minimum entropy principle for high speed targets
Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) imaging is proposed.
Firstly, according to the velocity scope, the chirp rate interval
is established. Secondly, the corresponding phase term is
constructed to compensate the quadratic phase term caused by
the high speed motion. After the range compression, the range
profile with minimum entropy is regarded as the optimal
compensated profile, and finally the required ISAR image is
formed by the cross-range compression. The simulation
experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can obtain
better ISAR images than the classic range doppler algorithm
and fractional Fourier transform algorithm.
Keywords-high speed targets; Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar
(ISAR); chirp-Fourier transform; minimum entropy.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Radar can actively transmit electromagnetic waves, and
then extract the target information from the received echoes.
In this sense, radar can explore targets in any time and under
any circumstance. Due to the limitation of resolution, the
targets observed by the traditional radars are generally
considered as point targets with position and motion
parameters. With the development of modern wideband
radar, the capability of radar has been expanded from target
detection, location, and tracking to target imaging, which
greatly improves the ability of radar targets recognition.
Therefore, radar imaging has become a research frontier in
the field of radar signal processing. Inverse Synthetic
Aperture Radar (ISAR), as a representative application in the
radar imaging domain, has the ability of acquiring target
image with electromagnetic information. In detail, based on
the scattering point model, ISAR obtains high range
resolution by transmitting wideband signal, and derives high
cross-range resolution from the Doppler effect produced by
relative rotation between radar and target [1].
As a classical imaging method in the domain of ISAR
imaging, the Range-Doppler (RD) algorithm forms a twodimensional high resolution ISAR image by using a twodimensional Fourier transform along the range and the crossrange directions respectively [2][3]. However, the RD
algorithm is only valid for the low speed moving targets and
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is not suitable for the high speed targets. The reason lies in
the fact that, within a pulse duration time, the moving
distance of a high speed target with approximately a few
kilometers per second (e.g., satellite, space station) will
exceed one range cell, which is in contradiction with the
“stop and go” preconditions required by the RD algorithm
and may cause the problem of range profile distortion
[4][5][6].
Many methods have been proposed to solve the problem
of range profile distortion of the high speed targets. Zhang et
at. [6] proposed a velocity compensation method， where
Wigner Distribution and Radon transform were utilized to
estimate the velocity of high speed targets in advance. But
the cross terms generated by Wigner Distribution made the
velocity difficult to estimate. Fractional Fourier transform
(FRFT) and Shannon minimum entropy principle were
combined for velocity estimation in [7]. However, the
multiple scattering points model has a great impact on the
peak search in FRFT, and may lead to pseudo-peak location.
A novel high speed motion compensation method based on
Keystone transform and FRFT was proposed by Li et al. [8]
in 2017. It should be noted that the numerous
approximations in the method may lead to a series of biases
in the results. In conclusion, most of the existing ISAR
imaging methods follow the strategy of ‘velocity estimation,
velocity compensation, range compression and cross-range
compression’, which complicates the imaging process and
magnifies the error propagation of the velocity estimation.
Since the velocity estimation is only an intermediate step
of ISAR imaging, this paper proposes a method to
accomplish velocity estimation and range compression
simultaneously by using chirp Fourier transform and
Shannon minimum entropy principle. After that, the Fourier
transform along cross-range direction is implemented to
obtain the ISAR image. This method can avoid the peak
search biases in FRFT and reduce the complexity of the
imaging algorithm, while maintaining the quality of ISAR
imaging results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
deals with the high speed target echo model and the origin of
range distortion. Section III is devoted to the definition of
chirp Fourier transform, the concrete process of velocity
compensation, and the range compression based on chirp
Fourier transform. The simulation results are demonstrated
and discussed in Section IV. Section V draws conclusion on
the proposed imaging method.
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II.

HIGH SPEED TARGETS ECHO MODEL AND RANGE
DISTORTION

The geometry configuration of a monostatic twodimension ISAR imaging system is shown in Fig. 1.
According to the electromagnetic scattering theory, when
radar works in the high frequency domain, the total echo
received from the target can be modeled as the sum of
echoes from different isolate scattering points within the
target.
Denoting that the radar transmits LFM signal with the
carrier frequency f c , bandwidth B, pulse duration time Tp ,
pulse interval Tr , and intensity  i for the ith scattering point,
then the mth echo received from the target can be modeled as
follows:
ˆ
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carrier frequency f c and chirp rate  as the transmitted
signal, the reference signal can be denoted as:
 tˆ   ref
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i
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The result of the dechirp process, i.e., multiplying the
conjugate of (2) with (1), can be written as:

Sif  tˆ, tm   Sr  tˆ, tm   S ref
(3)
tˆ, tm 
Then the precise echo model after the dechirp process
can be modeled as:
ˆ
ˆ t m )    i rect  t  
Sif (t,
 Tp
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4v  v 
K = m  1  m 
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c 

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

As for the low speed targets like airplanes, the moving
distance along range direction within the pulse duration time
does not exceed one range cell ( vmTp 

c
). Hence, the
2B

velocity item vm / c can be neglected. Consequently, (4) is
simplified to single-frequency signal, which means that
implementing Fourier transform along range direction can
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Figure 1. Geometry of imaging system

achieve the high range resolution. Nonetheless, as for the
high speed targets like satellites, their velocities no longer
meet the above condition, sometimes even vmTp 

c
will
2B

occur. In such cases, the velocity term vm / c cannot be
ignored anymore.
According to (4) - (7), due to the velocity vm , the echo of
the high speed target after dechirp process is a multicomponent LFM signal. However, since Rim0 changes with
different scattering point, the carrier f i of multi-component
LFM signal also varies consequently. Furthermore, since the
pulse duration time is very short (a fraction of a millisecond),
vm can be regarded as invariant within the pulse duration
time. Therefore, the chirp rate K in (4) and (7) can also be
considered constant. In view of the wide bandwidth of the
LFM signal, the direct Fourier transform makes the
spectrums of multiple LFM signals overlap, which is socalled range distortion. Consequently, the range resolution
will be degraded and the ISAR image will be defocused. For
high resolution range profile, multi-component LFM signals
should be changed to multiple single-frequency signals in
advance. After that, the Fourier transform along cross-range
can be taken to form the desired high resolution ISAR image.
III.

VELOCITY COMPENSATION BASED ON CHIRP FOURIER
TRANSFORM

Chirp Fourier transform is an effective method to
eliminate the quadratic phase term caused by the high speed
motion. This section will introduce the definition of chirp
Fourier transform and the velocity compensation method
based on it.
A. Chirp Fourier transform
Chirp Fourier transform is a kind of parameter estimation
method in signal processing field. Chirp Fourier transform of
signal s(t) is as follows:
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(8)

Denote s(t) as binomial signal:

1


s  t   exp   j 2  f1t   1t 2  
2




(9)

Where f1 ,  1 are the carrier and chirp rate of signal s(t)
respectively. Plugging (9) into (7), the result of chirp Fourier
transform of s(t) is:

1


F  f ,     exp  j 2  f  f1  t     1  t 2   dt (10)
2



When f1  f ,  1   , the integration result of the signal

s(t) can accumulate coherently to a peak at  f1 ,  1  . If not, the
integrated signal will be cancelled out, and the amplitude
after accumulation will be much lower. Therefore, after chirp
Fourier transform, a peak in the amplitude map will be
formed at  f1 ,  1  , which are the parameters to be estimated.
B. Velocity compensation based on chirp Fourier transform
As discussed in (4), the received echo from the high
speed target is a multi-component binomial signal. The
spectrum will be shifted as an entirety, although the carrier
frequency f i varies within the slow-time domain. Range
alignment and phase correction can eliminate the effect. It is
known that the primary reason for range distortion is the
quadratic phase term of the echo. As a result, compensation
for the quadratic phase term can avoid range distortion
effectively. The quadratic phase term for velocity
compensation is constructed as follows:

1

Scomp  exp  j 2  K1tˆ2  
2
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Figure 2. Concrete flowchart of the proposed method
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 , the quadratic phase
c
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As the quadratic phase term is compensated by chirp
Fourier transform over the entire range of the digital chirp
rate k, many range profiles are obtained. The entropy of each
range profile is then calculated, and the specified range
profile with the smallest entropy is considered as the optimal
one. The exact definition of entropy can be written as (15).
Through the above process, the high resolution range profile
with the optimal velocity compensation is obtained. The
concrete flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.
After chirp Fourier transform, the cross-range Fourier
transform and the Keystone transform are combined to form
the ISAR image of the target. The image entropy and the
image contrast are introduced to evaluate the quality of the
ISAR image. Larger contrast and smaller entropy indicate
that an ISAR image has better quality. Denoting ISAR image
as I  m, n  , the definition of ISAR image entropy and
contrast can be written as [9]:

After multiplying (11) with (4) and taking Fourier
transform within the fast-time domain, the range profile is:
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term will be eliminated efficiently, and LFM signal will be
converted to single-frequency signal, which means that the
range distortion is avoided.
After chirp Fourier transform, the range profile will focus
well. Additionally, for the sake of simplicity, the real chirp
rate is changed to the form of digital chirp rate k  K / f s2 .
Constructing the compensation phase as follows:

1

Scomp  exp  j 2  kn 2  
2




N 
 N
n    , ,  1 (13)
2
2



According to the velocity scope, the digital chirp rate
k

4 v
interval is determined by:
cf s2

Figure 3. Scattering point model
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TABLE I.

Target
parameter

Radar
parameter

RADAR AND TARGET PARAMETER CONFIGURATION

Real size

Flying height

Velocity scope

Ideal scattering point
number

15m ╳ 8m

100Km

（6100-6450）Km/s

64

fc

B

Tp

PRF

fs

16GHz

1GHz

0.1ms

256Hz

5.12MHz

TABLE II.

ISAR IMAGE QUALITY

Image quality/
algorithm

RD algorithm

FRFT algorithm

The proposed method

Entropy

9.7180

9.5759

9.0735

Contrast

5.4974

6.9348

7.7437

IV.

EXPERIMENT RESULT

To demonstrate the compensation performance of the
quadratic phase term with chirp Fourier transform, a simple
satellite scattering model with 64 scattering points is
established, as is shown in Fig. 3. Simulation experiments
are taken under Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) of 5dB, and the
parameter configurations for the radar and the target are
shown in Table I.
The concrete target scattering point model is presented in
Fig. 3. Fig. 4 illustrates the range profiles of the 50th pulse
obtained by the proposed method and Fast Fourier transform
(FFT), wherein the result of FFT is shown in red dotted line,
and the result of the proposed method is shown in the blue
full line. Owing to the wide bandwidth of LFM signal, direct
Fourier transform without velocity compensation will lead to
the spectrum overlap between multi-component LFM signals.
As a result, the range profile distortion will occur, as shown

Figure 4. Range profile of 50th echo
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in red dotted line in Fig. 4. Since chirp Fourier transform can
convert LFM signal to single-frequency signal, the range
distortion can be avoided efficiently, as is shown in
blue full line in Fig. 4. In conclusion, the range profile of the
proposed method focuses better than that of FFT.
Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are the ISAR imaging results
obtained by RD, FRFT and the proposed algorithm
respectively. In addition, the image entropy and image
contrast of these three methods are shown in Table II. The
image entropy and image contrast of Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
are (9.7180,5.4974), (9.5759,6.9348), and (9.0735,7.7437)
respectively.
Furthermore, as is shown in Fig. 5, the imaging result
obtained by the RD algorithm is severely defocused and the
scattering points cannot be resolved from each other.
Although the ISAR image of the FRFT algorithm shown in
Fig. 6 is better focused than that of the RD algorithm, there
are still many scattering points difficult to resolve in the
target model. Comparing to the above methods, the imaging
result obtained by the proposed method is better focused, as
is shown in Fig. 7. According to the energy convergence
level, the image resolution of the proposed method is higher
than that of the RD and FRFT algorithms. Therefore, through
qualitative analysis, the ISAR image obtained by the
proposed method is much clearer than that of the RD and
FRFT algorithms. It can also be noticed that the entropy of
the ISAR image obtained by the proposed method is smaller
than that of the other two methods, while its contrast is
greater than the other two methods. The quantitative
comparison on the image entropy and the image contrast
demonstrates that the image quality of the proposed method
is better than that of RD and FRFT algorithms. In summary,
the ISAR image of the proposed method has a higher level of
energy convergence.
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Figure 5. Image of RD algorithm

Figure 6. Image of FRFT algorithm

Figure 8. Image quality for different SNR

In conclusion, the simulation experiment results
demonstrate that the proposed method can compensate the
quadratic phase terms better than the RD algorithm and the
FRFT algorithm. Consequently, the proposed method can
obtain better ISAR imaging results for the high speed targets
Fig. 8 shows the imaging results of the three methods
under different SNR levels (0~20dB). According to the
curves in Fig. 8, the image entropy and the image contrast of
the proposed method are much smoother than that of the RD
algorithm and the FRFT algorithm, which means that the
proposed method is more robust to the SNR level. Especially
compared with RD and FRFT algorithms, the ISAR image
obtained by the proposed method has less entropy and
greater contrast at low SNR level, as is shown in Fig. 8. Thus,
the proposed method is more suitable to low SNR level
situation.
In conclusion, the imaging results presented in this paper
are superior to the classic RD and FRFT algorithms.
Meanwhile, the proposed algorithm is more robust to the
SNR level.
V.

CONCLUSION

The echo of the high speed target is a multi-component
LFM signal, therefore, the direct Fourier transform will bring
about range distortion, which leads to a blurred ISAR image.
This paper proposes a novel imaging method based on chirp
Fourier transform and Shannon minimum entropy principle,
which can eliminate quadratic phase term caused by high
speed motion and achieve range compression simultaneously.
The proposed method can simplify the complexity of the
algorithm, while maintain the quality of the ISAR imaging
result. Additionally, the proposed method is more robust to
the SNR level. The simulation experiments show that the
imaging results obtained by the proposed method are better
than that of RD and FRFT algorithms.
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Abstract—In this study, we present a method to enhance the
quality of traffic light images captured by a webcam using
hardware filters for mobile robot applications. The images are
processed through pre-processing, detection, and recognition
steps to recognize the status of traffic lights. The results show
that the status of traffic lights is recognized successfully; the
overall recognition rate is about 99% while the recognition
time is about 41ms to 76ms per frame. By using the method of
support vector machine (SVM), the recognition rate is higher
with the cost of a larger processing time.
Keywords-traffic light; image processing; HOG; SVM; filters.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the growing concern about the traffic accidents
around the world yearly, the big auto industry set the goal of
achieving automatic driving by the year of 2025. However,
with the progress being made, now the target time is moved
forward to the year around 2020 or 2021. The ambition is
admirable and the challenge is by no means simple.
Researches on Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS)
are becoming deeper and more extensive in recent years. A
tremendous amount of efforts have been put into developing
related techniques. Among them, real time recognition of
traffic lights in the street is of a necessity. Automatic traffic
light recognition plays an important role in traffic safety and
traffic flow smoothness. However, traffic lights are hard to
detect just by image processing in urban driving conditions
due to the complex backgrounds and different illuminations.
A worse situation is that some objects may even have visual
features similar to traffic lights. Therefore, it is difficult to
develop a universal real-time and robust traffic light
recognition system for different environments, illuminations,
and weather conditions.
Because of its importance, various traffic light
recognition algorithms based on image processing have
been proposed in the literature [1]-[6], even with machine
learning [7] via Adaboost algorithm [8]. In general,
researchers are usually divided into traffic light detection
and traffic light recognition for the whole recognition
algorithm of traffic lights. This is because traffic lights are
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very small as compared to other objects in the road
environment, which may have street lights of similar
geometric shapes. Thus, it is necessary to detect the region
of interest for traffic lights first to exclude unnecessary
background objects to verify the status of traffic lights more
easily.
Since the goal of this study is traffic light recognition for
mobile robot applications, all of the information has to be
processed by the on-board computing facility without relying
on external extensive computing powers. That is, an onboard notebook computer was used for all of the image
processing task. The images were captured by a webcam
(Logitech C525).
Following this Introduction section, Section II describes
the methodology, Section III presents the results and
discussion, and Section IV draws the conclusions. Details are
as follows.
II.

METHODOLOGY

As mentioned above, Logitech Webcam C525 was used
to capture the traffic light images for the present application.
Its resolution is 1280 by 720 pixels with a frame rate of 30
frames per second. In capturing the images, two types of
filters were applied. One is a Circular Polarizer (CPL) filter
and the other is a Neutral Density (ND) filter. The CPL filter
was used to enhance the color contrast and to reduce light
reflection to improve the image quality. The ND filter [9]
was used to avoid image over exposure and to remove the
halo around the traffic lights due to improper background
lighting conditions, especially in the evening situations.
The effects of CPL and ND filtering can be clearly
observed from the photos shown in Figures 1-4. The former
two for CPL filtering; whereas the latter two for ND filtering.
By comparing the original and the corresponding filtered
photos, it is clear that the CPL filter enhances the color
contrast to make the objects in the photos more
distinguishable. For the ND filter, both light effect and halo
around the traffic light are removed; the traffic light shows
its complete round shape. Thus, by these two filters, the
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image quality captured by the webcam is improved greatly to
ease and facilitate subsequent image processing.

Figure 1. Original photo without CPL filtering.

Figure 2. CPL filtered photo of Figure 1.

a traffic light, its status is further determined. All of this
processing was performed by using Visual Studio C++ and
OpenCV function libraries, executed by the notebook
computer on the mobile robot designed for validating the
recognition methods.
As shown in Figure 5, the traffic light recognition from
the images captured by the webcam consists of mainly three
steps in sequence: One is the pre-processing, the second is
the detection of the traffic light, and the third is the
recognition of the status of the traffic light. For the first step
of image pre-processing, the red, green, and blue
components (referred to as RGB colors hereafter) of the
color image captured by the webcam is converted into H
(hue), S (saturation), and V (value) color space as the latter is
less sensitive to the environmental lighting conditions. Then,
the region of interest, which contains the traffic light, is
selected to increase the speed of processing.
For the second step of traffic light detection, typical
image operations were conducted, including erosion/dilation,
open/close operations to remove the noises embedded in the
image. Thus, connected regions of interest can be deduced.
Then, morphological operations taking care of the geometry,
size, and aspect ratio of the traffic light were performed to
segment out the traffic light for its status recognition.
In the last step of the recognition, the method of
histogram of gradients (HOG) [10][11] is used to extract the
features of the traffic light. A database of red, green, yellow,
and non-traffic light was also established using the HOG
descriptors. This database is constructed mainly for the
recognition of using the approach of support vector machine
(SVM) [12], which is also trained by the information in the
database. That is, recognition is divided into two parts: one
for daytime and the other for nighttime. For daytime traffic
lights, HOG is combined with SVM for the recognition. For
nighttime traffic lights, only features in the color space are
used to recognition. If we detect zero or more than one
candidate region, the loop will break back to the beginning
of the input images for restarting. The image processing
algorithm is verified by experiments using a mobile robot

Figure 3. Original traffic light photo.

Figure 4. ND filtered photo of Fig. 3.

After the image was filtered and captured by the webcam,
it is processed to determine whether it is a traffic light. If it is
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Figure 5. Flow of the traffic light algorithm.
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In this study, SVM was selected for enhancing image
recognition with HOG. The reasons for this choice are two.
One is that the environment around the traffic light is fairly
complex, especially at night when lighting sources around
the street become the noise of traffic lights. The other is that
SVM guarantees a convex space for classification, which can
effectively avoid the trapping of the recognition algorithm to
local maximum as compared to other classifiers.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental environments with traffic light images
are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 for the red lights at
daytime and nighttime, respectively. It is evident that in the
daytime, surrounding objects are all captured in the image;
whereas, at the nighttime, the lights have halos around them.
The recognition process and result are shown in Figure 8,
taking the green light recognition as a typical example. The
result shows that even under a fairly complex background
and illumination of the traffic light, the detection and
recognition are successfully achieved.
In order to understand the details of the recognition
results, we record every experimental result in different
environments and the computation time from traffic light
recognition. The results indicate that for the sunny daytime,
the recognition rate is about 99.7%, for cloudy day about
99.8%, and 99.1% for nighttime. For the process time, it
takes 76ms/frame and 41ms/frame for the daytime and
nighttime, respectively. Most of the time is spent in the
process of detecting the traffic light while recognition by
using SVM also consumes about the same amount of time as
the detection process. That is, it takes less time for the
method through color recognition, but the correct rate is also
slightly lower due to difficulties in distinguish the red from
yellow lights.

IV.

A notebook computer based algorithm for real-time robust
traffic light recognition using images captured from a
webcam is developed. The goal is to design a traffic light
recognition system which can conquer influences from
complex backgrounds and different illuminations for mobile
robot applications. Thus, mobile robots can recognize traffic
light signals automatically and work in an appropriate way.
This algorithm adopts filters to enhance the captured images
for detecting traffic lights.
Overall results show that the developed method
performs well for image detection in a general environment.
The SVM method combines with HOG feature extraction
not only can reach real time but also has high accuracy for
recognition. Although the recognition method with color
feature takes less time than that of the SVM method, it is
not efficient to recognize the difference between red and
yellow lights. The experimental results show that our
algorithm can detect and recognize circular lights in
different environment robustly and in real-time with
recognition rate around 99%. Further studies are being
conducted to improve this recognition rate.
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Abstract—This paper presents a new method to get real time
hyperspectral images using time modulation of light and
demodulation by means of General-Purpose computing on
Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU). Three different Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) implementations of real
time hyperspectral images demodulation are presented. These
methods are compared using a numerical simulation. The
results show an execution time as low as 18 µs per wavelength
and per frame for the Custom-made proposed implementation
for a 512x512 pixels frame.
Keywords-hyperspectral imaging; GPGPU; C CUDA; real
time, FFT.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of hyperspectral imaging is to obtain more
information on the scene (objects, samples) by adding a
spectral dimension. This additional information may be
useful in many applications ranging from microscopy [1] to
astronomy. Among these applications we can quote
geosciences [2][3], medical applications [1][4], food quality
and safety [5], art work [6] and many others. To address the
specific constraints of those applications, from the infinitely
small to the infinitely large, several methods have been
developed over time. In terms of instrumentation, these
methods are commonly classified in 3 main categories [7]:
(1) methods based on the dispersive elements (grating,
prism, grism) which deviates the light differently according
to the wavelength, (2) the methods based on filter elements
that allow to get one wavelength or a spectral band at a time
makes use of a filter wheels or tunable filters to get all
spectral information and (3) interferometer systems based
methods. Alternatively, it is possible to classify the methods
in 3 other categories depending of the field of view:
whiskbroom, pushbroom and framing [7]. The whiskbroom
category refers to a point system using one of the
aforementioned instrumentation methods and that requires
to scan the entire scene to get the hyperspectral data. The
pushbroom category is usually composed of several
whiskbrooms that each acquires a line by scanning the scene
in the opposite direction. Finally, the framing category, built
around a whiskbroom or a pushbroom, is able to scan an
entire scene at a time. It may use filters to acquire spectral
information over time or be designed by stacked detectors,
sensitive to different incident radiation spectrum. Most of
these techniques are nowadays integrated into systems and
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many manufacturers offer both sensors technology and
hyperspectral cameras.
In this article, we propose a new method to get real time
hyperspectral images using time modulation of light and
GPGPU processing. The proposed method allows using a
classic monochrome camera to acquire several wavelengths
simultaneously. It is robust to noise, does not require a
complex optical or mechanical system and offers at the
same time a very high spectral and spatial resolution.
The details of this method are described in the following
sections. First, the operating principle of the hyperspectral
method is introduced in Section II. Section III presents the
Graphics Processing Units (GPU) implementation of the
wavelengths extraction algorithm. The testing methods are
reported in Section IV and the obtained results are presented
in Section V where the advantages and current limitations of
the proposed method are also discussed. Section VI
provides some final observations, as well as future work
required to improve reliability, robustness, efficiency and
practicality of this hyperspectral imaging method.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

A. Principle
The principle of the method is inspired from amplitude
modulation and demodulation used in telecommunication
[8]. As shown in the block diagram “Figure 1”, the typical
system is composed of a camera, several modulated laser
sources, a projection system, a high speed acquisition frame
grabber and a GPU.
The approach is composed of two consecutive steps. The
first one consists of time modulation of k laser sources with
different wavelengths k in a sinusoidal manner at different
frequencies Fk. The chosen frequencies are exact
frequencies in the discrete Fourier domain given by the
formula (1): they depend on the camera framerate (fps), the
number of images (N), which will be used later for the
demodulation and the spectrum position (k) in Fourier
domain. In a case where a modulation frequency does not
match an exact discrete Fourier frequency, it will spread its
energy on the two adjacent modulation frequencies, leading
to possible crosstalk, as illustrated in “Figure 2”.

Fk =

k × fps
N

(1)
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In the second step, the spectral contribution of each
wavelength can be isolated by using discrete Fourier
transform during a demodulation process on a computer. In
order, to keep a high framerate at the end of the process the
temporal demodulation is performed by using a GPU
processing.

A.

Modulation frequency

A.U.

Projector Camera

0
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f

0
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f

A.U.

Laser source
modulated at
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modulated at

...
Laser source
modulated at

B.

Subject
Acquisition

Precise Fourier Frequency
Figure 2. Sample of good/bad Frequency positioning in Fourier domain arbitrary unit (A.U.).

Temporal
demodulation

And the amplitude value of (4) is the spectral
contributions of the wavelength modulated at a given
frequency.

y
I

...

N−1

Xk =
n=0

x

Time

High speed
frame grabber

I

GPU Processing
(CUDA)

Figure 1. Real time hyperspectral acquisition and processing setup
(A: Projection system and camera, B: Acquisition and processing system).
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xn cos −2π
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xn cos −2π
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xn cos −2π
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e−i2π N = cos −2π
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n=0

(5)

n mod N k
+ i
N

n mod N k
=
N

N−1+1

xn sin −2π
n=1

N−1

xn cos −2π
n=0

n mod N k
N

(6)

n mod N k
N

(7)

0 mod N k
N mod N k
−x0 cos −2π
+ xN cos −2π
N
N
N−1+1

With

+

2

nk
xn sin −2π
N

Depending on the application, a windowed step or rolling
window is used. According to our experience, the best way
to extract a hypercube data is to use the rolling window
method. Indeed, the next pixel in time is given by (6) and can
be rewritten with (7) and (8):
N−1+1

B. Spectral information extraction
In order to get the spectral contributions of each
wavelength, a discrete Fourier transform is used from the N
acquired images referred in (1).
The discrete Fourier transform of one pixel in time is
given by:

N−1

n mod N k
=
N

N−1

xn sin −2π
n=0

n mod N k
N

(8)

0 mod N k
N mod N k
+ xN sin −2π
N
N

(4)
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Figure 3. Demodulation algorithm applied to all the pixels of the images
from the high-speed camera.

This technique, depicted in the “Figure 3”, where I is the
number of acquired frames, replaces N multiplications with
the subtraction of the contribution of the first sample of the
rolling windows and the addition of the new sample
contribution, resulting in a significant gain of resources since
processors use more resources for multiplication than for
addition or subtraction.
III.

GPU PROCESSING

Each pixel being totally independent in time from its
neighbors, the method is perfectly adapted for General
Purpose GPU computing, because GPU is particularly
useful for operations on arrays thanks of its massive parallel
architecture.
In this section, we present three different ways to
implement the temporal demodulation on the GPU and their
important operations are illustrated by CUDA code snippets.
Two of them consist of using CUDA Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) library of NVIDIA based on one
dimension cudaFFT real to complex (R2C) function. The
third one consists of a custom-made implementation
inspired by the equations shown previously.
A. Implementation using cuFFT 1D
The first implementation starts with the initialization
where the GPU resources are allocated for the N images of
the FFT.
A ring buffer, having a dimension N corresponding to the
number of images, is used for this purpose. It also requires
resources for the output images of the function "cudaFFT 1D
R2C" and for the amplitudes of the images, which represent
the spectral contribution of each wavelength. Once the
allocations have been made, it is necessary to configure the
execution plan of the "cudaFFT 1D R2C" function. The role
of this operation is to provide information on how the data
will be read and stored and how many FFTs shall run. In our
case, the function must find pixels in time in a cube of N
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images before executing the FFT and then reform the
images. The loop processing follows the initialization. In the
loop, once the buffer is full and for each new image, the
function "cudaFFT 1D R2C" executes the temporal FFT. The
call of the "cudaFFT 1D R2C" function is followed each
time by the function that calculates the amplitudes. These
amplitudes must be calculated using custom functions,
because the "cudaFFT 1D R2C" function only returns
complex values. “Figure 4” summarizes these different steps,
starting from the creation of the plan, the transfer of the
image to the GPU, the execution of the function cudaFFT
and the calculation of the amplitudes by our custom function.
cufftHandle plan;
cufftPlanMany(&plan, 1, N, 0, (Size_X * Size_Y), 1, 0, (Size_X *
Size_Y), 1, CUFFT_R2C, (Size_X * Size_Y));
cudaMemcpy((d_image + (Size_X * Size_Y * position)), h_datain,
Size_X * Size_Y * sizeof(cufftReal), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
cufftExecR2C(plan, d_image, d_outdata);
amplitude_function << < grid, block >> > (d_outdata, d_ amplitude);
cudaDeviceSynchronize();
Figure 4. A part of cuFFT 1D (Direct) C CUDA code.

B. Improved implementation using cuFFT 1D
The idea behind the second implementation with the
"cudaFFT 1D R2C" function is to reduce the time taken to
perform pixel search and alignment by directly controlling it
with a custom GPU function. The function created has the
role of temporally aligning the pixels by respecting the ring
buffer setup. This implementation requires a modification of
the code for the function that calculates the amplitudes
allowing the reconstitution of the images after FFT
execution. The resources needed for this operation are
allocated as before and the execution plan of the function
"cudaFFT 1D R2C" is configured. In loop processing, as
soon as an image arrives, the pixels are aligned in the buffer.
As described in “Figure 3”, when the system has received at
least the N number of images needed by the FFT, the
"cudaFFT 1D R2C" function executes. The amplitudes are
then calculated and the images reformed. “Figure 5” is
given below to summarize this improved implementation.
cufftHandle plan;
cufftPlanMany(&plan, 1, N, 0, 1, N, 0, 1, (N / 2 + 1), CUFFT_R2C,
(Size_X * Size_Y));
cudaMemcpy(d_image, h_datain, Size_X * Size_Y * sizeof(uint16),
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
alignment_function << < grid, block >> > (d_image, d_image_
aligned);
cufftExecR2C(plan, d_image_ aligned, d_outdata);
reformation_and_amplitude_function << < grid, block >> >
(d_outdata, d_ amplitude);
cudaDeviceSynchronize();
Figure 5. A part of cuFFT 1D (Improved) C CUDA code.

C. Custom-made DFT 1D Implementation
This last implementation is inspired from the equations
shown in the previous Section. As usual it needs to reserve
the GPU memory spaces necessary for processing: (1) a
memory space is reserved for the sin () and cos ()
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coefficients needed for the calculation of the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT), (2) a ring buffer with a dimension
of N+1 is setup for the camera output images, (3) a memory
space is reserved for the images after treatment, and finally
(4) another memory space is allocated to store intermediate
results of real and imaginary parts. After accomplishing
memory allocation, the coefficients for the DFT are then
calculated on the CPU and they are transferred to the GPU.
Once the initialization is finished, the processing loop
can begin “Figure 6”. In this step, each time an image
arrives it is stored in the ring buffer of size N+1. The
function of the “Figure 7” is then called to compute the DFT
as explained above. This function directly returns an image
for each demodulated wavelength.
cudaMemcpy((d_image + (Size_X * Size_Y * position)), h_datain,
Size_X * Size_Y * sizeof(uint16), cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
DFTcomputationGPU << < grid, block >> > (d_image, d_amplitude,
Reel, Imag, Cos_coef, Sin_coef);
cudaDeviceSynchronize();
Figure 6. A part of DFT 1D custom implementation C CUDA code.
__global__ void DFTcomputationGPU(uint16 *d_image, float
*d_amplitude, …) {
unsigned int id = (threadIdx.y + (blockIdx.y * blockDim.y)) *
Size_X[0] + (threadIdx.x + (blockIdx.x * blockDim.x));
…
for (int i = 0; i < N_lambda[0]; i++) {
…
if (Num_image[0] < N[0]) {
Reel[idx] = Reel[idx] + (d_image (id + Present_idx[0]) *
Cos_coef[ind]);
Imag[idx] = Imag[idx] + (d_image (id + Present_idx[0]) *
Sin_coef[ind]);
if (Num_image[0] == (N[0] - 1)) {
d_amplitude[idx] = (sqrtf((Reel[idx]^2) + (Imag[idx]^2)));
}}
if (Num_image[0] >= N[0]) {
Reel[idx] = Reel[idx] - (d_image (id + Past_idx[0]) * Cos_coef[ind])
+ (d_image (id + Present_idx[0]) * Cos_coef[ind]);
Imag[idx] = Imag[idx] - (d_image (id + Past_idx[0]) * Sin_coef[ind])
+ (d_image (id + Present_idx[0]) * Sin_coef[ind]);
d_amplitude[idx] = (sqrtf((Reel[idx]^2 ) + (Imag[idx]^2)));
}}}
Figure 7. Custom-made DFT 1D computation function.

IV.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

A. Measurement simulation
In order to evaluate the performance of these three
CUDA codes, we measured the execution time considering a
one dimension DFT on stack of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256
images of size 512 x 512 pixels. These images allow
extracting respectively 5, 9, 17, 33, 65 and 129 wavelengths
by demodulation. The numbers of images have been chosen
so that functions based on the cudaFFT library produce
optimal performance [12]. The images used in this
experience are created using Matlab (MathWorks)
calculation tools by addition of multiple sinus signal for one
pixel and then simply duplicating M times to obtain the
desired image size.
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B. GPU configuration
In GPGPU computing, the processing time depends
strongly on the configuration. For our implementation, the
major configuration we chose is related to the number of
threads and their organization for the execution of the
written functions. In our study, since we have been working
on 512 x 512 pixel size images, and the pixels are
independent in time, we chose to create one thread for each
pixel, which implies 512 x 512 = 262144 threads that we
broke down into 4096 blocks of 64 threads.
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measurements of the different implementations
depending of the number of images used for demodulation
were performed. These measurements were performed with
two configurations; one with the GPU Quadro K2200 which
has 640 CUDA cores and another with the Geforce GTX
1080 Ti with 3584 CUDA cores. The obtained results are
shown in “Figure 8” and “Figure 9”. As we can see, the
implementation "Custom DFT 1D algorithm" is the fastest
in execution time followed by the two implementations
"cuFFT 1D (improved)" and "cuFFT 1D (direct)". The
relatively long execution time of the two last
implementations (compared to the Custom implementation)
is explained by the many matrix transpositions they
performed. Indeed, the performance of matrix transpositions
is strongly limited by the bandwidth and the memory
accesses [9]. For the fastest implementation, the Quadro
K2200 took 11400 µs for the demodulation of 129
wavelengths, corresponding to 88 µs per wavelength, and
the Geforce GTX 1080 Ti took 2250 µs for the same
number of frames, or 18 µs per wavelength.

Histogram of 3 methods implemented
for DFT 1D on Quadro K2200
DFT 1D algorithm

cuFFT1D (improved)

cuFFT1D (direct)

Time in µs
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90000

75000
60000

45000
30000
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32

64

128

256

Number N images for DFT

Figure 8. Histogram of 3 methods implemented for DFT 1D on
Quadro K2200.

The first conclusion drawn from these results is that the
execution time is inversely related with the number of
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CUDA cores: here multiplying the number of CUDA cores
by 5 results in dividing the execution time by 5. This leads
to suppose that we can still reduce the execution time and
therefore increase the acquisition frame rate with additional
GPU cores. Another important point is that the custommade implementation has the particularity to allow the user
to just compute the chosen modulation frequency.
Nevertheless, this method also has some limitations. A
first limitation is the constant delay due to the first number
of images needed to execute the first demodulation.
Depending on the application, such a delay may be or not a
drawback. This delay also implies no motion of the sample
during the acquisition, or at least motion that is much slower
that the time needed to acquire N frames. A way to mitigate
this issue consists of reducing the number of wavelengths
wanted by taking fewer frames for the FFT. A second
limitation is the number of wavelengths that can be
acquired, a direct consequence of the dynamic range of the
camera. Indeed, the bit depth of a camera is generally 8, 10,
12 or 16 bits. Consequently, the higher the number of
modulated wavelengths, the more the dynamic will be
subdivided. And with low modulation amplitude the
demodulated image quality will decrease due to a low signal
to noise ratio. One solution to circumvent this limitation
would be to use one or more camera with tunable or wheel
band filter at the cost of a more complex and expensive
system.
VI.

Histogram of 3 methods implemented
for DFT 1D on GTX 1080 Ti
DFT 1D algorithm
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Abstract— Over the past decade, a huge increase in production
and operation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been
present on a global scale. To maintain the required level of
safety and to accommodate the expanding traffic, the
governments worldwide have implemented regulations to
operations of UAVs. Nonetheless, in recent years there have
been numerous safety and security incidents with UAVs, which
prompted an increase in research of surveillance and
interdiction methods tailored for UAVs. Detection of UAVs
using acoustic camera, which is the primary topic of this paper,
is possible due to UAV’s propeller noise which is predominant
noise source, at least in multicopter UAVs. We performed a
detectability test of a commonly used custom made UAV type –
multirotor with 6 motors. We concluded that small multirotor
UAVs can be detected with acoustic camera, a human
interpreter is necessary for detection due to the background
noise, maximum detection range can be greater than with
visual detection, and UAV detectability depends on UAV noise
spectrum, its ratio to background noise, the dynamic range of
acoustic camera, and its frequency resolution.

however, a new regulation was proposed with the purpose
of regulating all categories of UAVs in European Union
(EU) and it is expected to be adopted during the 2018 [4].
Notwithstanding the attempts at regulating the UAV
operations, the increase in number of operations alone has
increased the probability of incidents. In [5], UAV sighting
reports published by FAA dating from December 17, 2013
to September 12, 2015 were analyzed. FAA reports were
organized in two categories: Sightings, which included
incidents where a pilot or an air traffic controller spotted an
UAV flying within or near the flight paths of manned
aircraft though not posing an immediate threat or collision,
and Close Encounters, where a manned aircraft came close
enough to an UAV that it met the FAA's definition of a
“near mid-air collision” or close enough that there was a
possible danger [5]. They have analyzed 921 incident
reports and deduced that 35.5 % of recorded incidents were
Close Encounters and that over 90 % of all incidents
occurred above allowed maximum altitude [5].
For safety and security reasons, it is necessary to
develop methods for detection and monitoring of UAV
operations in predetermined areas. Conventional methods of
UAV detection are using radars, visual detection, and
thermal or acoustic sensors. Radar detection of UAVs based
on differentiating Doppler signatures of various UAVs was
successfully performed and described in [6] and [7].
However, there are obvious difficulties in using this method
in urban areas. Visual detection method by analyzing
images from cameras with image processing algorithms was
proven somewhat successful, with shortcomings typical of
visual identification systems, namely false positives in case
of other flying objects (e.g., birds) [8].
Another method of UAV detection is thermal imaging,
which can be used for ground-based detection or for
airborne collision avoidance during night-time operations.
To prove that UAV detection using thermal imaging can be
used as a viable detection system, thermal images obtained
via FLIR Lepton micro thermal camera mounted on a
Raspberry Pi processing unit were analyzed [9]. UAVs used
for testing were DJI Phantom 4, Parrot AR.drone 2, and one
custom made hexacopter.

Keywords-UAV; acoustic camera; surveillance; detection.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, a huge increase in production and
operation of UAVs has been present on a global scale.
According to Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Aerospace Forecast for fiscal years 2017-2037, there are
currently over 1.1 million registered UAVs in the United
States (US). By the year 2021, in the US alone, the number
of registered UAVs is expected to reach 6 million units. Of
these, three quarters will be hobbyist UAVs and model
aircraft in the 0.25 kg – 25 kg category [1].
To maintain the required level of safety and to
accommodate the expanding traffic, the governments
worldwide have implemented regulations to operations of
UAVs. In 2012, US government regulated operation of
UAVs by publishing Public Law 112-95 - FAA
Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 [2]. Operation of
UAVs in Europe has been regulated by the act of European
Comission in 2008 with Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 for
UAVs heavier than 150 kilograms, and with national
regulations for UAVs lighter than 150 kg [3]. In 2017,
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Beside conventional methods of detection, possibility of
detecting UAVs controlled via wireless devices (such as
Parrot AR Drone) was successfully tested [10]. Authors
have successfully detected and gained control of targeted
drone as third party users. One shortcoming of this detection
method is requirement for a wireless receiver installed on
UAV.
Detection using acoustic sensors relies on sound
emission of different units. Authors in [11] state that UAV
detection with acoustic array, unlike radar detection and
visual detection methods, does not depend on the size of
observed object for detection, but rather on the sound of the
engine. For their method, however, a requirement is a
comprehensive database of UAV sounds.
Detection of UAVs using acoustic camera, which is the
primary topic of this paper, is possible due to their propeller
noise, the predominant noise source, at least in multicopter
UAVs. Propeller noise is composed of tonal and broadband
components. Tonal component contains basic frequency and
harmonics. The basic frequency f1 or Blade Pass Frequency
(BPF) is the product of propeller rotation speed and number
of propeller blades [12]:
BPF = NR NB 60-1,

(1)

where is:
BPF - basic frequency of tonal propeller component,
NR - propeller rotation speed (rotations per minute),
NB - number of propeller blades.
Besides the base frequency harmonic components also
appear [12]:
fN = f1 N,

(2)

where is:
fN - frequency of the n-th harmonic,
f1 - basic tonal frequency,
N - number of particular harmonic.
Besides propeller noise, UAV's noise consists of
airframe and structure borne noise. Airframe noise is the
result of air flow (wind around airframe). It is of the
broadband flow mixing type, except where a resonant cavity
is formed. Its main characteristic is a great dependence on
UAV's speed. In multirotors, this type of noise is quite low.
Structure borne noise results from airframe vibrations.
Various vibration modes excite structural modes. Acoustic
space again has its acoustic modes that are excited by
structural modes. This noise is quite complex and in UAV
operations it does not have a great importance.
The primary scope of this paper is detection possibility of
UAVs using acoustic camera. In Section 2 of the paper, we
describe the methods and apparatus used for the test. In
Section 3, we show and interpret results of the test, and in the
Section 4, we draw conclusions and suggest ideas for the
future work.
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II.

METHOD AND APPARATUS

A. Test track
In order to test the ability of acoustic camera to detect
small airborne UAV, we flew custom built UAV over a 170
m long test track (Figure 1). The goal was to determine at
what distance the UAV could be detected without trying to
identify it. UAV was flown at the approximately 15 m – 45
m above ground level and at a steady velocity of around 2
m/s. The test was performed on a relatively cold winter day
(4 °C) with little to no wind. The terrain of the polygon was
grassy, without significant noise sources and without any
sound sources with predominant tonal components. The test
was performed in the early afternoon. Equivalent Aweighted residual (background) noise was 42.5 dB with 41.3
dB exceeded for 99 % of the measured time.

44°

2m
170m
Figure 1. Test track

B. Acoustic sensor
For this test, the acoustic camera produced by The
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering from Ljubljana, called
SoundEye, has been used. SoundEye consists of a
microphone array and an optical camera in the center. It can
work in two different configurations, basic (Figure 2, left),
with 30 microphones equally distributed on the circular disc
carrier, and extended, with 54 microphones – 3 flat
extensions with 8 microphones each attached to the basic
circular carrier at the angle of 120° to each other (Figure 2,
right). The camera has fixed Field-of-View (FOV) angles,
horizontal FOV of 58° and vertical FOV of 44° (these are
angles at which the scene is covered by both optical and
acoustic camera). Detailed camera specifications can be
found in Table 1.
The working principle of an acoustic camera is based on
the microphone array’s properties to form a highly
directional beam. The signals from the microphones are
acquired simultaneously or with known relative time delays
to be able to use the phase difference between the signals. As
the sound propagates in the air at a finite known speed, a
sound source is perceived by the microphones at different
time instants and at different sound intensities that depend on
both the sound source location and the microphone location.
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TABLE I. SOUNDEYE ACOUSTIC CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS
Specification

Description
Imaging device used to locate
and characterize sound sources
Faculty of mechanical
engineering, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Basic and extended
30 (basic), 54 (extended)
20 Hz – 20 kHz
800 Hz – 12.5 kHz (basic),
100 Hz – 12.5 kHz (extended)

Function
Producer
Configuration
Number of microphones
Microphone frequency range
Mapping frequency range
Sampling frequency of AD
converter
Sampling resolution

to be computed. The algorithm to obtain acoustic picture
used by SoundEye acoustic camera is Cross Spectral Matrix
Beamforming. The working principle is presented
graphically in Figure 3.

48 kHz
16 bit/sample
Cross Spectral Matrix
Beamforming
1/1 octave, 1/3 octave, FFT
± 58° horizontal, ± 44° vertical
30 fps
>5 m
USB
0.4 m
1m
10 kg

Figure 3. Two configurations of acoustic camera

Sound Pressure

One of the methods to obtain an acoustic image from the
measurement of the microphone array is to use
beamforming. By delaying each microphone signal relatively
to each other and adding them together, the signals coming
from a specific direction are amplified while signals coming
from other directions are canceled. The power of this
resulting signal is then calculated and reported on a power
map at a pixel corresponding to the specific direction. The
process is iterated for each direction where the power needs

Sound Pressure Sound Pressure

Time

Time

The dynamic range of acoustic image (the ratio of the
largest to the smallest intensity of sound that can be
presented, measured in decibels) depends on the frequency
of the sound source. For the frequencies above the 1000 Hz,
dynamic range is 24 dB, while for the lowest frequencies is
smaller – at the frequency of 100 Hz it is about 2 dB. This
understanding is crucial for interpretation of acoustic images.
Figure 4 - Figure 6 present examples to better understand
the interpretation of acoustic images. Directivity function of
acoustic camera for a certain angle depending on the
frequency is presented in Figure 4. For this theoretical
example extended configuration of camera was used and the
source that emits white noise (random signal having equal
intensity at different frequencies, giving it a constant power

Signal Delay
Δ1

Signal Delay
Δ2

Sound Pressure

Sum of Signals

Signal Delay
Δ3

Sound Pressure

Sound Pressure Sound Pressure

Time

Time

Signal Delay
Δ4

Time

Signal Delay
Δ5

Time

Signal Delay
Δ6

Time

Sound Pressure

Analysing spectrum
Optical/acoustic covering angle
Optical camera frame rate
Operating distance
Mains supply
Disc diameter
Extension length
Weight

Time

Sum of Signals

Sound Pressure

Algorithm

Time

Figure 2. Working principle of the acoustic camera
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spectral density) is situated right in the middle of the
camera’s FOV at the distance of 100 m (far field). Figure 4
shows the ability to distinguish the emitted sound levels of a
single source at a selected frequency. The range of angles on
the vertical axis is chosen to correspond to the horizontal
FOV of acoustic camera and is equal to 58°. The angle of
90° is situated at the middle of the axis. Based on the
calculation, the camera would show the acoustic image of
the same size at a given frequency as presented in Figure 4.
For example, at the frequency of 1000 Hz the red area
(highest level) will be slightly larger than the red area at a
frequency of 10000 Hz, although the noise emission at both
frequencies is the same. The ratio between dark red and dark
blue color is 24 dB. At the frequency range between 1000 Hz
and 12500 Hz, the dynamic range of the acoustic image is 24
dB. This does not apply to a frequency range below 1000 Hz.

As can be seen, dynamic range is much narrower than
that in Figure 4, especially at frequencies lower than 200 Hz
(for the same sound emission at all frequencies). If the
source would emit a sound at 100 Hz (source location right
in the middle of the camera’s FOV and at the distance of 100
m) and if the camera would have image dynamics (scale on
the right side of the characteristics) 5 dB, the algorithm
would calculate the acoustic image, which would be shown
in red over the entire picture.
If the dynamic range would be reduced to 0.5 dB, the
algorithm would calculate the acoustic image with
characteristics as shown in Figure 6. A large red circle would
be displayed in more than half of the image.

Figure 6. Directivity function of acoustic camera in the frequency range
100 Hz - 1000 Hz with acoustic image dynamic range of 0.5 dB

Figure 4. Directivity function of acoustic camera in the frequency range
1000 Hz - 12000 Hz with acoustic image dynamic range of 24 dB

Figure 5 shows directivity function of acoustic camera in
the frequency range 100 Hz - 1000 Hz with acoustic image
dynamic range of 5 dB.

The results of the calculation of the acoustic image by an
acoustic camera algorithm at frequencies lower than 1000 Hz
and especially lower than 500 Hz should be considered only
conditionally, both in terms of the range of noise level and in
terms of the exact position of the noise source. At these
frequencies, the dynamic range of acoustic images, some of
which are presented in the results at the next paragraph, is set
to lower values - from 0.1 dB to 2 dB.
C. UAV
A custom built hexacopter was used in this test. The
specifications are available in Table 2.
TABLE II. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE HEXACOPTER USED IN
TESTING

Figure 5. Directivity function of acoustic camera in the frequency range
100 Hz - 1000 Hz with acoustic image dynamic range of 5 dB
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Parameter
Size (w/o propellers)

Description
75 × 75 × 37 cm

Weight

4420 g

Number of motors

6

Motor power

480 W

Motor type

Outrunner

Battery

LiPo, 6S, 5000 mAh

Propeller type

2-blade

Propeller size

12”
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The most important parameter which determines UAVs
acoustic footprint is propeller rotation speed. This UAV has
6 motors and their rotation speed varies within certain limits
to achieve a satisfactory control and stability of the UAV.
This rotation speed range is unknown so we did 1/3 octave
band premeasurements of its noise to define a frequency
band where basic frequency of tonal propeller component
and its harmonics are situated.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we did 1/3 octave band measurements of UAV’s
noise to define a predominant frequency bands. The noise
was measured by means of Nor140 Sound Analyzer with an
extensive set of functions available in its expanded version.
UAV’s noise was recorded in time period of 5 s at the
distance of 20 m at stabilized UAV flight mode. The noise
levels were calculated and the characteristics are presented in
Figure 7.

Figure 8. Measurement results at the distance of 20 m

UAV is visually clearly visible. It stands out as the
dominant noise source within the overall sound image. The
overall spectrogram highly expresses frequency components
that come from the UAV. By using the selected part of the
spectrogram, after signal processing, it is possible to
determine the location of the UAV very well.

Figure 7. One-third octave band measurement results of UAVs noise

Residual noise is presented in blue color and the UAV’s
noise in green color. It is obvious that the UAV has
broadband noise with basic frequency of tonal propeller
component in 1/3 octave bands of central frequency of 125
Hz or 160 Hz. The difference of UAVs noise and
background noise is at least 20 dB for the frequency range
100 Hz – 20 kHz.
Next four figures present the most interesting results of
UAV visibility measurements using acoustic camera. All
figures consist of four parts. At the top left side is situated a
black and white photograph with the indicated position of the
UAV. At the top right side is the overall spectrogram with
the indicated part of the spectrogram (frequency components
which originate from the UAV) used for calculation of
specific acoustic image.
At the bottom left side is the acoustic image calculated
from overall spectrogram and at the bottom right side is the
acoustic image calculated from indicated part of the
spectrogram. Measurement results at the distance of the 20 m
are presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 9. Measurement results at the distance of 60 m

Results of the measurements at the distance of 60 m are
presented in Figure 9. UAV is discernible visually. It stands
out as the dominant noise source within the overall sound
image. The spectrogram shows frequency components that
come from the UAV. By using the selected part of the
spectrogram, after signal processing, it is possible to
determine the location of the UAV.
Measurement results at the distance of the 100 m are
presented in Figure 10. The UAV is visually noticeable.
Within the overall sound image it does not stands out. In the
spectrogram, the frequency components that come from the
UAV are poorly visualized. By using the selected part of the
spectrogram, after signal processing, it is possible to
determine the location of the UAV.
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• Basic four parameters on which detectability depends
on are: UAV noise spectrum, its ratio to background
noise, the dynamic range of acoustic camera, and its
frequency resolution;
• Due to background noise, human interpreter is
necessary in the detection process;
• Maximum range of detection can be greater than visual
detection;
• Due to necessity of human interpreter and time for
processing, it is questionable whether the acoustic
camera can be used for air traffic surveillance purposes.
In the future work, we will test detectability of UAVs
against noisier background conditions. A more rigorous test
of detectability will be performed with UAVs appearing
from unknown directions. Finally, we will test methods for
reducing the noise signature of an UAV.
Figure 10. Measurement results at the distance of 100 m
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Measurement results at the distance of the 170 m are
presented at Figure 11.

Figure 11. Measurement results at the distance of 170 m

The UAV is visually hardly noticeable. Within the
overall acoustic image, it does not stand out. In the
spectrogram, the frequency components that originate from
the UAV are poorly visualized. By using the selected part of
the spectrogram, after signal processing, it is possible to
determine the location of the UAV with uncertainty. This is
the detection limit based on the existing background noise.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a detectability test of commonly
used custom-made type UAVs. Our goal was to determine
whether an acoustic sensor could be used to detect multirotor
UAVs for the purpose of air traffic surveillance or collision
avoidance. To achieve this, we have flown a custom-built
UAV over a test track and recorded its movement with the
SoundEye acoustic camera.
We concluded that:
• Small multirotor UAVs can be detected with acoustic
camera in some conditions;
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Abstract—This paper presents a method to shape by design the
electromagnetic spectrum of any event-driven circuits.
Contrarily to synchronous circuits, which are driven by a
clock, event-driven or asynchronous circuits can be tuned to
adjust their computation instants by setting appropriated
delays in their local synchronization mechanisms. Thanks to
this prominent feature, shaping their electromagnetic
spectrum is feasible. For that purpose, a mask in the frequency
domain is defined to constrain their electromagnetic spectrum.
Thanks to a genetic algorithm, well-suited delays are computed
to be compliant with the mask. This approach has been
evaluated on an event-driven micropipeline circuit. We observe
that the resulting spectrum fits within the mask and does not
present harmonics as its synchronous counterparts. Moreover,
the highest peak of the event-driven circuit is 3.2 times smaller
than the highest peak in the spectrum of the synchronous
design.
Keywords-Event-Driven
Electromagnetic Spectrum.

I.

Circuit;

Micropipeline;

INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) specifications are
established in order to ensure the correct operation of
different equipment in a common electromagnetic
environment. Indeed, the unwanted generation, propagation
and reception of electromagnetic energy in integrated circuits
may cause unwanted effects, such as electromagnetic
interference (EMI) or, even worst, physical damage. A
device that emits, whether deliberate or unwanted, electronic
emissions in its environment is referred to the aggressor. On
the contrary, the circuit that is made malfunctioning or
destroyed by the emission is referred to the victim. These
kinds of issues are well-known by the circuit designers when
they implement on the same die a RF transceiver and a
baseband digital controller [1]. Indeed, the digital baseband
controller tends to generate huge electromagnetic emissions
disturbing the operations of the analog RF part of the circuit
[2]. The clock signal of the digital circuit especially
generates strong periodic current pulses on the power supply,
producing a wide spectrum able to make inoperative a
*

2
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sensitive analog block [3].
Techniques for shielding the sensitive parts of electronic
circuits are developed, for a long time, by designers in order
to develop immunity against electromagnetic aggressions
[4]. Techniques for hardening the circuitry have also been
developed in order to make the circuit more robust [5][6].
Several techniques exist for synchronous designs to reduce
their electromagnetic emissions [7][8]. Nevertheless, the
clocked activity still produces periodic current pulses that
pollute the electromagnetic spectrum. Contrarily, the
asynchronous designs, also known as clockless circuits,
show a spread electromagnetic spectrum. Philips Research
and Philips Semiconductors developed an asynchronous
version of the 80C51 microcontroller for a contactless
smartcard application [9]. In comparison with the 80C51
synchronous version, the asynchronous one consumes about
four times less energy and its spectrum does not have clock
harmonics [10]. In this example, the advantage of
asynchronous design for EMC has been presented but no
strategy has been developed to control the electromagnetic
spectrum by design.
The first attempt to control the electromagnetic emissions
by design is made in [11] using asynchronous circuit and the
Force Directed Scheduling (FDS). Their method has been
applied to a finite impulsion response filter. This study
shows a 9dB reduction of the highest peak component of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there does
not exist efficient strategy for shaping and controlling the
electromagnetic spectrum by design.
In this paper, we present a genetic algorithm approach,
for asynchronous circuits, not only to minimize the
electromagnetic spectrum peaks but also the way to respect a
spectral mask, like for example the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) spectral mask.
Section II of this paper describes the micropipeline
event-driven circuitry used to apply the method. The current
modelling is introduced in Section III. Section IV describes
the genetic algorithm for shaping and controlling the
electromagnetic spectrum. The simulation results are
presented in Section V and a conclusion is given in
Section VI.
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II.

MICROPIPELINE

In order to shape the electromagnetic emission, using
event-driven circuits is required. In our method, the
Micropipeline class [12] is used, but other classes, such as
Quasi-Delay Insensitive, Speed-Independent or Burst-mode
circuits [13] for instance could be easily used.
Sutherland introduces first the Micropipeline in
1989 [12]. In the micropipeline architecture, the data path is
kept from synchronous circuits and the global clock signal is
removed. The synchronization between the registers, in the
control path, is made by local controllers using a handshake
protocol [12]. The controller sends a request signal when
valid data are at the inputs of its registers and an
acknowledgement signal to notify to the previous stage that
its registers are ready to receive new data. To be valid, data
have to be captured after their processing by the
combinational logic. In order to ensure that the timing
assumption, given in (1), the request signal has to be delayed
of a value at least equal to the critical path of the
corresponding combinational logic (see Figure 1).
DCapture > DLaunch
(1)
Our method keeps the architecture of the micropipeline
circuit and uses the set of delays to shape and control the
emitted electromagnetic spectrum. This approach can be
considered as a generic method.
III.

CURRENT MODELLING

As far field EM measurements are targeted in this study,
the EM spectrum directly depends on the circuit current
consumption [1].
In synchronous CMOS circuits, the modelling of the
current consumption is based on the following
considerations:
- Gate switching produces the current consumption.
- The clock tree and the clock switching activity of the
flip-flops produce an important part of the current
consumption.
- Most of the gate switching activity is localized in
time just after the clock edges.
Figure 2 shows a CMOS circuit current consumption
with peaks on the clock edges. Therefore, current pulses may
simply model the consumption of a digital CMOS circuit.
In synchronous circuits, because of the clock signal, all
the registers capture data at the same time producing a
uniform distribution in time of the current peaks and strongly
impacting the electromagnetic spectrum by generating

Figure 2. CMOS current consumption with peaks on the clock edges.

harmonics. In asynchronous designs, as the global clock is
removed, the peaks distribution is no more uniform. This
helps to reduce the harmonics. Therefore, the memorization
instant of the registers can be seen as an event that introduces
a peak in the current signal. These events could be
distributed in time in order to shape the electromagnetic
spectrum. To simply evaluate the current consumption a
current pulse is placed on the current waveform when
registers capture data.
Figure 3 illustrates the architecture on an n-stage linear
micropipeline. The request signal of each stage n of the
micropipeline is delayed of dn. The total current consumption
of this design is modeled as in Figure 4. The current
consumption is seen as a sum of current peaks, which are
distributed in time in function of the circuit delays.
Once the current curve is obtained, a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) is performed in order to evaluate the
electromagnetic spectrum.
IV.

GENETIC ALGORITHM

A mask in the frequency domain is used to specify the
targeted electromagnetic spectrum and to evaluate the circuit
spectrum. A genetic algorithm (GA) is used to find the
delays of micropipeline circuits to fit within the spectral
mask.
The GA is a technique dedicated to optimization
problems. Introduced by Professor Holland from the
University of Michigan [14], this algorithm is inspired from
the biology and natural phenomenon as the reproduction and
the mutation. GA manipulates populations of individuals
where, originally in biology, individuals are considered as
chromosomes that evolve and mutate. This evolution can be
interpreted as solutions to an optimization problem. Each
chromosome is composed of genes that are the binary
encoding of the parameters. The algorithm process (see
Figure 5) begins with an initial population composed of N
chromosomes that are candidate solutions to the problem.
For each given chromosome x, a cost is evaluated with a
fitness function f(x). Then, they are classified from the
stronger to the weaker, so that the rank increases from the
best to the worst chromosome. Afterwards the parents of the
next generation are selected among the current population.
To select the parents, a line is created where each
chromosome is a section of the line. The algorithm moves
along that line in steps of equal size and allocates parents.
The first parent is selected with a random number smaller
than the step value. This method is called a stochastic
uniform selection. During the selection, a chromosome can
be selected more than once as a parent. In this case, its genes
will contribute for more than one child. In the selection

Figure 1. Architecture of a micropipeline circuit.
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Figure 3. Architecture of an n-stage micropipeline

process, the chromosomes that have a better cost function are
privileged. Then, the next generation is created in three steps.
Firstly, the elite children, the individuals with the best
fitness value, in the current generation, are automatically
selected. A proportion of the population has to be kept
because there is no guarantee that the children will be better
than the parents.
Secondly, the crossover children are created by the
combination of two parents, this is similar to the
reproduction in biology. A random binary vector is created
and when its value is 1 the gene is selected from the first
parent otherwise it is picked up from the second parent.
Finally, mutation children are created by applying
random changes in a single individual. The mutation adds a
random number chosen from a Gaussian distribution to each
entry of the parent vector. The amount of mutation, which is
proportional to the deviation of the distribution, decreases at
each generation. This mutation step allows to explore
different solutions and avoid to be locked.
To finish, the new generation is evaluated with the fitness
function and the process of the algorithm is repeated. All the
generations must have the same size to avoid the death of the
population. The GA allows to find solutions for an
optimization problem but not necessarily to find the best one
(if it exists!).
In our case, we used the GA to find the delays that
distribute the events in time in order to shape the
electromagnetic spectrum. Therefore, the delays of the
micropipeline are the genes of the individuals. The number
of stages in the micropipeline defined the number of genes
for the individuals. In our case, each gene has a minimal

Figure 4. Shape of the total current consumption in time.
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value corresponding to the critical path of the combinational
logic associated to the stage. A maximal value is also
determined by the designer in order to hold the expected
speed performances of the circuit. The initial population is
randomly chosen.
For each individual, we are able to determine the shape
of the current when data are processed by the micropipeline
circuit. Then, we apply a Fast Fourier Transform to have the
frequency spectrum corresponding to this individual. The
matching difference between this spectrum and the
frequency mask is evaluated by the fitness function. When
this difference is positive, the value is added to the
chromosome cost. The algorithm is stopped when the best
chromosome has a cost of zero. This last solution is chosen
for setting the delays in the micropipeline circuit.
V.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulations have been performed using the Matlab
genetic algorithm function with the matching difference
between the spectrum and the frequency mask as a fitness
function.
We applied our method to an asynchronous circuit and
then compared its electromagnetic spectrum to the spectrum
of its synchronous counterparts. Both of them have one
hundred stages. For the test case, the synchronous design has
a clock period of 10 ns. The asynchronous version is
designed in micropipeline [12]. We constrained the GA with
delays covering a range between 5 ns to 10 ns with a
resolution step of 0.1 ns. The upper bound, for the delays,

Figure 5. Genetic Algorithm Process.In our case the initial population is
randomly chosen.
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ensures that the total latency of the pipeline is maintained
during optimization. The lower bound is the length of the
critical path.
Figure 6 represents the architecture of a micropipeline
stage where dmin is equal to the delay of the critical path in
order to ensure the capture of valid data. Then, dGA is the
delay found by the genetic algorithm in order to fit the
spectrum of the circuit within the spectral mask.
A mask is chosen as an electromagnetic spectral template
in order to control the magnitude of the emissions in the
frequency domain. The blue curve in Figure 7 is an example
of spectral mask. In our example, we want to reduce the
amplitude of some low frequencies. As already mentioned,
the genes are delays selected in the range of 5 to 10 ns by
step of 0.1 ns. The result of the simulations is showed in
Figure 7. The green curve represents the electromagnetic
spectrum of the synchronous design with a period of 10 ns.
As expected, the spectrum presents harmonics every
100 MHz. The blue curve represents the spectral mask used
in the fitness function to evaluate the individuals. The red
curve is the resulting spectrum obtained by applying our
method on the micropipeline design. Its magnitude now
matches the spectral mask as expected. Moreover, the
spectrum of the asynchronous design does not show
harmonics anymore and its highest peak is 3.2 times smaller
than the highest peak in the spectrum of the synchronous
design.
To enhance the spectrum quality and ease the result
convergence, the architecture of the design can be modified
to add delays [15]. Indeed, increasing the number of stages in
the design facilitates the search of delay solutions. The range
and the step of the delays are also two important parameters
that can be tuned to more easily fit the spectral mask [15].
VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a design method for shaping the
emitted electromagnetic spectrum by an integrated circuit.
With such a strategy, fitting within a spectral mask should
become a specific step in the integrated circuit design flow.
In order to apply this approach, event-driven asynchronous
circuits have to be targeted. We chose for this purpose
micropipeline circuits because they offer an event-driven
behavior and an easy implementation for most of the circuit

Figure 7. Simulation results, where the blue curve is the spectral mask and
the red curve is the resulting spectrum of our method. The green curve is the
spectrum of the synchronous version.

designers. We can notice that this design strategy can be
applied to any kind of asynchronous designs.
Once the event-driven circuit is designed, the designer
has to determine the minimal and the maximal values for
each delay and the spectral mask. Then, the genetic
algorithm is performed. The GA determines the value of the
delays so that the electromagnetic spectrum of the circuit fits
within the spectral mask.
Finally, we are able to obtain with event-driven circuits
an electromagnetic spectrum fitting within a spectral mask
and without harmonics in comparison to the spectrum
emitted by their synchronous counterparts. Moreover, we
obtain a significant reduction of the electromagnetic spectral
peaks with this strategy.
A test chip has been designed and fabricated. The latter is
under validation with real EM measurements. Moreover, we
emphasize that our EM shaping technique can be fully
automated and a specific design tool should be implemented.
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Abstract—Capturing and storing samples only when needed is a
way to ensure a drastic reduction of the data to be processed,
which is a crucial issue in many applications, such as autonomous
and communicating smart devices (Internet of Things). This leads
to nonuniform data for which specific processing chains have to
be designed. In this paper, we discuss the issues to be address
to generalize Infinite Impulse Response filters to the nonuniform
case. We illustrate the performance of the constructed filters on an
electrocardiogram signal, for two ways to obtain the nonuniform
samples, and select linear decimation and the bilinear scheme as
a good combination for this application.
Keywords–Nonuniform sampling; Infinite Impulse Response
Filters; Asynchronous and Event-Driven Systems; Electrocardiogramm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For many applications, a way to drastically reduce the
number of data in order to make their processing tractable
with light platforms such as autonomous and communicating
smart devices (often named Internet of Things) is to only
capture and store samples when needed. For instance, analogto-digital converters capture samples only when events occur
or signals vary significantly. This induces data that are sampled
irregularly in time, also called nonuniform data. The subject
on how to sample the right data for a target application is out
of the scope of this paper, but is an active research subject [1]
[2].
Usual signal processing chains strongly rely on the fact
that samples are taken regularly in time, or are the output of
decimated regular data. When addressing genuine nonuniform
data, we need to rethink the whole processing chain, in
particular filtering devices.
Two main directions have been explored for constructing
nonuniform filters: 1. the use of existing filters, originally
designed for uniform signal and adapted to nonuniform signal
[3]–[7]; 2. the design of specific filters [8]. Here we explore the
first direction, and more specifically Infinite Impulse Response
(IIR) filters. The case of finite impulse filters is somewhat
simpler since the coefficients of the filter in the time domain
can be directly used and there is only the need to interpolate
correctly both the signal and the filter [3]. As will be shown
in this paper, IIR filtering has to stem from a continuous
representation of the filters in the Laplace domain, then in
the time domain, eventually discretized at the sampling times.
Other approaches in processing nonuniform sampled signals
may also be found, e.g., in [9] or [10].
The design flow presented here has already been studied in
[11] and its performances illustrated on a toy signal, namely a
superposition of two sine signals. In particular, stability proofs
can be found there. In this paper, we are more precise on the
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strategies to implement IIR filters on nonuniform data and give
a more realistic numerical illustration.
The outline is as follows. In Section II, we describe the
filter and the signal representation, and define most of the
useful notations for the sequel. We particularly justify the
choice of the state equation representation. In Section III, we
show various ways to discretize the state equation and recall
existing results on stability issues. In Section IV, we explore
the filtering of an electrocardiogram (ECG) signal, using two
types of sampling, level-crossing and linear decimation.
II. S IGNAL AND FILTER REPRESENTATIONS
In the usual uniform world, an IIR filter is often represented
thanks to a difference equation that links the new output sample
to previous samples of both the input and output signals. The
coefficients in this difference equation are the feedforward and
feedback filter coefficients. This representation of the filter
strongly relies on the fact that samples are uniformly spaced.
Another representation directly stems from the difference
equation using the Z-transform. Both these representations
are not possible to extend to a nonuniform context. A third
possible representation is the state representation, which makes
use of the representation of the filter in the Laplace domain. In
this representation the output signal Y is simply the product
of the filter transfer function H and the input signal I:
Y (s) = H(s)I(s). The filter transfer function can be written
as a rational function of the Laplace variable s:
PN
j
j=0 αj s
H(s) = PN
,
j
j=0 βj s
where N is the filter order.
Coming back to the time domain, this is classically cast as
a system of ordinary differential equations
dx(t)
= Ax(t) + Bi(t),
dt
y(t) = Cx(t) + Di(t),

(1)
(2)

where the state matrix A, the command vector B, the observation vector C, and the direct link coefficient D are expressed
in terms of the αj and βj , j = 0, . . . , N . The advantage of
this formulation is that it addresses a priori a continuous time,
and can be considered at equally spaced time instants, in the
case of classical uniform signal, or at irregularly spaced time
instants in the nonuniform case, which we consider in this
paper.
A uniform signal is described by a series of amplitudes, and
the time delay between two samples is implicit, or even more
usually renormalized to 1. In the case of nonuniform samples,
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time cannot clearly remain implicit and the samples consist
of amplitude–delay couples (an , dtn ), where the delay dtn is
the time elapsed since the previous sample was taken (see
Figure 1). This choice, compared to the choice of amplitude–
time couples has two reasons. First, it has been applied
to systems in which the samples are captured on the fly
thanks to an asynchronous technology where no global clock
synchronizes the whole system but where the synchronization
is implemented with local handshakes [12]. Second, as we will
see, the stability of the scheme depends on the values of the
delays and not the time instants themselves.

process. In the nonuniform case, the set of eigenvalues varies
through time, since it depends on dtn . Therefore, we have to
find a scheme which is uniformly stable for a range of time
delays.
For the discretized scheme, the condition is that the eigenvalues lie in the unit circle of the complex plane. This can
be easily understood from the integral representation of the
solution to (1), namely
Z t
At
eA(t−τ ) Bi(τ )dτ.
(3)
x(t) = e x(0) +
0

Indeed, the eigenvalues of A lie in the left half plane, if and
only if the eigenvalues of eAt lie in the unit circle.

amplitude
an−1
an

a(t)
dtn
tn−1

tn

B. A simple example: the Euler scheme
The simplest example to illustrate this principle is the Euler
scheme, although it will not prove to be a ”good” scheme. The
Euler scheme reads
xn − xn−1
= Axn−1 + Bin−1 ,
dtn

time

Figure 1. Non-uniform data.

(4)

or equivalently
xn = (Id + dtn A)xn−1 + Bdtn in−1 .

In [11], the samples were collected using a level crossing
algorithm. This gives extra information on the signal, but this
is not an important feature for the application of a filtering
scheme. In the world of nonuniform signals, we have to assume
at some point that the right samples have been taken for the
targeted application. In view of (2), it seems natural to define
and compute the state signal x(t) and the output signal y(t) at
the same time instants as the input signal. Another choice could
be made, but this would necessitate the interpolation of signals
and introduce interpolation errors. Hence, to an input signal
(xn , dtn ) will naturally correspond an output signal (yn , dtn )
with the same time delays.
III.

D ISCRETIZATION OF THE STATE EQUATION AND

If we compare to the integral form, we see that eAdtn is
simply approximated by (Id + dtn A), and even by Id in the
integral which is calculated with a left rectangle method. Here,
Tn (λ) = 1 + dtn λ.
We have two ways to discuss this. If we want to address
with this scheme all possible IIR filtering methods, with all
possible eigenvalues in the left half-plane. Then, we can only
say that Tn maps the left half-plane in an other half-plane (see
Figure 2) and certainly the Euler scheme will not lead to a
stable digital filter.
=(λ)
Tn

=(µn )

STABILITY ISSUES

Once the filter is chosen and written in the state representation, there are various ways to discretize the system. Stability
is the main issue to address, as well as the ability to implement
efficiently the algorithm in an autonomous device.
A. Principle
The stability of the IIR filter depends on two choices: the
choice of the filter and the choice of the scheme to discretize
it. The impact of the choice of the filter is already present in
the continuous time domain. The criterion is the following:
the eigenvalues of the state matrix A should have a negative
real value. These eigenvalues are solution to the characteristic
polynomial of A which only depends on the feedback filter
coefficients:
det(λId − A) = λN + βN −1 λN −1 + · · · + β1 λ + β0 ,
where Id is the N × N identity matrix.
In the time discretization of the state equation (1), the N
eigenvalues λ are transformed in the complex plane into a
set of N other eigenvalues µn = Tn (λ). For a constant time
delay, the new eigenvalues are the same for the whole filtering
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<(λ)

1

<(µn )

Figure 2. Action of the Tn transform for the Euler scheme. Eigenvalues λ
(left) and eigenvalues µn (right).

An other point of view is to compute the inverse transform
of the unit circle, which is also a circle for the Euler scheme,
as shown on Figure 3. If it contains all the eigenvalues λ of the
original filter, the discrete filter will be stable. This has to be
valid for all the values of dtn , i.e., for the maximum value of
dtn which yields the smallest inverse image of the unit circle.
This leads to give a maximal bound for the time delay, that is
to integrate these issues in the sampling procedure in a global
signal processing chain.
C. Review of other schemes
The discretization of the state equation is either made on
its integral form (3) or on the differential equation (1).
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=(λ)
1
dtn

Tn−1

=(µn )

<(λ)

TABLE I. COMPRESSION OF THE ECG SIGNAL VIA
LEVEL-CROSSING.
number of levels
number of samples
compression

<(µn )

Figure 3. Backward action of the Tn transform for the Euler scheme.
Eigenvalues λ (left) and eigenvalues µn (right).

1) Discretization of the integral form: Some of schemes
are directly based on the integral formulation of the solutions.
This is the case in [5], where the only approximation consists
in replacing the continuous signal i(t) by a sample-hold or
piecewise linear interpolation on the time interval [tn−1 , tn ],
and compute exactly the integral. For example, for sample-hold
interpolation
xn = eAdtn xn−1 − A−1 (Id − eAdtn )Bin−1 .

(5)

Since eAdtn is not approximated, this leads by construction
to stable schemes. Another feature in this reference is the use
of cascading filters, splitting the original filter into second(or first-) order filters. This leads to a simpler calculation of
exp(Adtn ) and make possible the implementation on asynchronous architectures [3] [13].
2) Discretization of the differential equation: The first
example of this approach can be found in [6] [7] where they
use the bilinear method to approximate the time derivative in
(1):
xn − xn−1
in + in−1
xn + xn−1
+B
.
(6)
=A
dtn
2
2
For this scheme, the eigenvalue transform is the homographic
function
1 + dtn λ/2
Tn (λ) =
,
1 − dtn λ/2
which is well known to map the left half-plane in the unit
circle.
Other schemes have been reviewed in [11], backward Euler,
various Runge-Kutta schemes. The results are well-known
results when using difference methods to discretize ordinary
differential systems of equations. In particular it is possible
to construct unconditionaly stable implicit or semi-implicit
schemes, i.e., schemes that are stable whatever the value of
dtn . This is the case of the backward Euler and bilinear
methods. Explicit schemes, such as Runge-Kutta methods, can
be easier to implement but they will always have a stability
condition, and as for the Euler scheme an upper bound has
to be set on the intersample time. This has to be integrated
in the processing chain or, if no control on the input data is
possible, extra data has to be interpolated in very quiescent
parts of the signal. Practical implementations have shown that
the bound on dtn is not a crucial point and is not also a
practical technical issue for the asynchronous systems [14].
In [11], the complexities of the various schemes are also
compared. This proves not to be a crucial point either, if the
filters are decomposed in one- or two- order filters, to avoid
the computation of matrix exponentials.
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IV. F ILTERING AN ECG SIGNAL
To study the stability performances of the IIR filters in
[11] sine signals were chosen. These signals are always active
and no gain in the number of samples can be hoped since
even with a non-uniform sampling the Nyquist rate should be
ensured at last in average [15] [16]. If the signal frequencyrange is constant over the signal duration, no reduction of the
number of samples can be obtained, and since the processing
of the samples could be more complex when nonuniform,
the overall performances would be lower than with classical
uniform sampling and classical filtering techniques. Notice that
this point is not obvious and the processing is not always more
costly such as in [17].
Here we consider an ECG signal. Such a signal is interesting to address with nonuniform sampling, since it has quiescent
parts and for applications, such as pacemakers or disease
diagnosis, we very often want to isolate specific patterns in
the signal and not process the signal as a whole. The signal
shown in the next experiments has a 14.27 s duration which
corresponds to about 22 cardiac cycles. The initial signal,
sampled at 2000 Hz, has 28548 samples.
All the computations have been performed using the
SPASS Matlab toolbox [18].
A. Nonuniform sampling of the input signal
Two types of nonuniform sampling are explored, a levelcrossing sampling scheme and linear decimation, which can
be more or less assimilated to a slope crossing scheme.
1) Level-crossing: A simple and widely used way of
nonuniformly sampling signals is level-crossing sampling [19]
[20] [10]. It consists in defining levels within the range of the
input signal. These levels can be either equally spaced, for
simplicity or implementations reasons [3], or on the contrary
very carefully chosen in order to capture the important features
of the signal for a specific application [21].
Figure 4 displays the samples obtained of our ECG sample.
Here 8 equally-spaced levels have been chosen, which leads to
1377 samples, and hence 4.8% of the initial samples. To have
an idea of the compression obtained with this technique, we
give in Table I the number of samples and compression for 4,
8 and 16 levels.
2) Linear decimation: We propose here another way to
decimate the initial samples, which can be performed on the
fly, which is of practical interest for hardware implementations.
The principle of this decimation is shown in Figure 5.
It consists in defining a tolerance on the surface of the
polygon between the curve with all the initial samples and the
kept samples. Let us suppose that we begin with sample S1 . If
the surface of the triangle S1 S2 S3 is above threshold, then we
keep S2 and explore the next samples taking S2 as new initial
sample. If this surface is below threshold, then we consider
the surface of the polygon S1 S2 S3 S4 , if it is above threshold,
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Figure 4. 8-level-crossing sampling of an ECG signal.
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Figure 6. Linear decimation sampling of a ECG signal. range criterion, 916
vs. 284548 samples.

and the bilinear scheme (6). For this test case, both the Euler
scheme (4) and the Runge-Kutta 4 scheme are unstable and
do not yield any result. Other Runge-Kutta schemes, such as
RK23, are not unstable but give very distorted results.

S3
S4

S1

Figure 7 displays the filtering of the ECG signal after
level-crossing sampling with the backward Euler discretization
of the state equation (7). For the sake of clarity, we have
windowed the plot to see a small sequence of the signal.
Figure 5. Principle of linear decimation.
10 -4

we keep S3 and take it a new initial sample, otherwise we go
on exploring S5 , etc.
Figure 6 displays the samples obtained for our ECG signal.
Here we chose a tolerance equal to twice the width of the range
of the signal, which leads to 916 samples, and hence 3.2% of
the initial samples. Again, a few other choices for the tolerance
and the associated compression are given in Table II.
With less samples than with 8-level-crossing the description of the signal seems better. This will be confirmed by
the filtering results. Of course there is a drawback, although
possible, the hardware implementation of this type of sampling
is much harder.

initial
samples
filtered

20

15

10

5

0

-5

2

B. Filtering results
We use an order-10 Butterworth filter with a cut-off
frequency at 200 Hz. We have tested the various methods
described in [11] but only plot results for the backward Euler
scheme
xn − xn−1
= Axn + Bin ,
(7)
dtn

TABLE II. COMPRESSION OF THE ECG SIGNAL VIA LINEAR
DECIMATION.
tolerance
number of samples
compression
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Figure 7. Backward Euler Butterworth filtering of ECG signal after
level-crossing sampling.

We can notice two unwanted features: first, the filtered
signal keeps the memory of the sampling levels; second, the
P pattern is not captured. Indeed, physicians who read ECGs
want to spot specific patterns in the ECG signal to diagnose
diseases. These patterns are designated by the letters PQRST,
see Figure 8. The reason why P has not been captured is not
due to filtering but to sampling since no point has been set
in this part of the signal. This can typically be corrected by a
cleverer choice of the levels.
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Figure 8. Patterns in a normal heart sinus rhythm.
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Figure 9 displays the filtering of the ECG signal after the
same level-crossing sampling but with the bilinear discretization. The previous bad features are always there because they
were mainly due to sampling. They are present for all the
(stable) schemes, the worst one from this point of view being
the integral form (5). This is not due to the integral form itself
which is exact, but to the sample-hold interpolation. You have
to use piecewise linear or nearest neighbor interpolation for
this application.
The bilinear discretization does nonetheless a little better
than the backward Euler scheme. Indeed, the amplitude of the
R pattern is much better captured.
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Figure 10. Backward Euler Butterworth filtering of ECG signal after linear
decimation sampling.
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Figure 11. Bilinear Butterworth filtering of ECG signal after linear
decimation sampling.
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Now, we explore the simulations performed with a linear
decimated sampled signal. Figures 10 and 11 yield the results
for the backward Euler and bilinear discretizations of the
Butterworth filter. The unwanted features of the level-crossing
sampling are of course not present and the filtered result much
resembles the theoretical pattern of Figure 8. The bilinear
scheme is once more better than the backward Euler scheme,
since it captures better the amplitude and times of the points
of interest.

which representation of such filters is the more adapted to this
generalization?
We illustrate the performance of the constructed filters
on an electrocardiogram signal, for two ways to obtain the
nonuniform samples. We select linear decimation and the
bilinear scheme as a good combination for this application.
This discretization of the equation gives stable and accurate
results. We have seen on an ECG example that if the choice
of the discrete filtering method is important, the way the
nonuniform samples have been chosen is also a very crucial
issue. The method, we call linear decimation, seems to be
adapted to the ECG case, but there is clearly a lot of work to
be done in this direction to reduce more drastically the number
of samples and therefore the computational cost.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have discussed various issues which are important
when having to generalize IIR filters to the nonuniform case:
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Figure 9. Bilinear Butterworth filtering of ECG signal after level-crossing
sampling.
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Abstract — In this paper, we present a state of the art regarding
computer vision systems for the detection and classification of
human body postures. Although emotions conveyed by human
body postures are an important means of socio-communicative
functions in several contexts, a surprising lack of systems that
enable the recognition and classification of postures for different
emotional signatures, is acknowledged. The neglect of such
systems is most likely due to the complexity of the emotions
reflected in body postures, and to the wide range of variations in
postures, particularly when assessing groups of individuals.
Despite the existence of several sensors, allowing to obtain images
of various types, from color images to thermal images, no one
was yet used for this purpose. We propose the use of a recently
developed algorithm, which has presented optimal results in
several domains, to allow for the recognition of emotions from
human body postures.
Keywords - Pose Estimation; Digital Image; Emotions;
Skeleton Detection.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Emotions conveyed by facial expressions are powerful
non-verbal cues for functional socio-emotional interactions.
The study of body postures as another important non-verbal
means to communicate emotions and behavioral intentions has
been exponential in the past decade [1], particularly in the
fields of cognitive, affective and social neuroscience [2][3].
Although these studies have been showing that emotion
recognition performance depicted from body postures do not
seem to differ from those of facial expressions, research work
exploring the effectiveness of computer vision systems able to
automatically detect and classify emotional categories and
dimensions from human postures, are scant.
Herein, we present the state of the art regarding the
development of computer vision systems for detection and
classification of human body posture, including the type of
existing sensors to obtain images that feed such systems and
their operation, as well as human skeletal detection algorithms.
We discuss the implications regarding the development of such
systems for emotion detection from body posture in several
contexts, in which emotions are relevant for sociocommunicative purposes.
With the advancement in the study of emotions associated
with body postures, it is necessary to investigate,
technologically, how emotions can be extracted, noninvasively, from human postures. This is of high relevance to
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several areas of application, ranging from education, (e.g.,
posture of students in classrooms, denoting disinterest or
excitement [4], to teamwork [5] and mental health contexts
(e.g., postures associated with psychopathology, such as
unipolar depression [6]).
Our proposal is that, by using digital cameras and
algorithms that allow to extract human body postures, postures
associated with different emotional dimensions should be
mapped. We suggest the development of a system that allows
the detection and classification of these postures, in groups of
individuals, which are asked to freely interact in a dynamic.
Hence, unlike the previous studies, participants will not be
asked to perform specific postures that are expected to be
associated with different socio-communicative patterns (e.g.,
expansive or constrictive) [7][8][9]. This raises the following
questions: "How to use a PC and a camera to measure the body
posture of the human body?" and "How to classify each posture
as being associated with certain emotional dimensions and or
categories?".
This article is organized as follows: Section 1 gives a brief
introduction and presentation of problem, in Section 2 are
presented the existing computer systems for the presented
problem, Section 3 discusses the definition of digital image,
presenting the various types of existing image sensors, Section
4 are addressed some of the existing posture detection
algorithms and in section 5 a conclusion is made about
everything that has been said previously.
II.

EXISTING COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEMS FOR THE
PRESENTED CONTEXT

Some work has been carried out in the development of
systems for the detection and evaluation of the human body.
However, no system was yet developed to allow the detection
and classification to map emotions from body postures. This
lack of systems’ is due to the difficulty of classifying a posture.
Moreover, in real life settings, the variations in postures are
immense, making it difficult to infer emotions from dynamic
interactions between individuals.
In [10], in a classroom context, the authors claim to provide
important information to the teacher about their audience's
attention. This study focused mainly on the capture of data
through a camera system to detect movements, as well as the
head and its orientation, thus obtaining the most significant
patterns of behavior to infer this cognitive dimension (i.e.,
attention). However, the results failed to show a direct
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relationship between the movements of the students and their
attention.
In [11], a system for the recognition of human actions based
on posture primitives is described. This system, like [12], only
focuses on perceiving/classifying if a person runs, walks,
dance, etc. and not their emotions. In a learning phase, the
representative parameters of posture are estimated through
videos. After that, already in a classification phase, the method
is used for both videos and static images. In this system, 3
disjoint problems are identified in the recognition of human
action: detection of a person in the image, recognition of the
posture expressed, and attribution of a category of action to its
posture, the focus being the last 2 points. The results of this
system are promising, resulting in a highly accurate
recognition of actions, allowing us to conclude that the posture
of human beings contains enough information about their
activity. It is also mentioned that, the addition of other
information besides posture, allows for a greater precision in
the recognition of the activities.
In short, we were able to verify the existence of some
systems for the recognition of posture with specific
applications. However, no system is yet available to recognize
and classify postures according to the emotions they are
communicating.
III.

Figure 2. Gradient associated with a region of an RGB image [15].

IMAGE SENSORS

Typically, a digital image is represented by a rectangular
matrix of scalar vectors, composed by a finite number of
elements in each position and with a certain value. These
elements are called pixels [13].
A pixel is the smallest unit of an image and has an intensity
value and a location associated with it. Through the joining of
many pixels and due to the filtering effect of the human eye, it
is possible to create illusions, like gradients and shading.
Figure 1 shows an array of pixels relating to a digital image
and Figure 2 represents the gradient of a Red, Green and Blue
(RGB) image by merging pixels.

Figure 1. Representation of an array of pixels in an Image with Width X
and Height Y [14].

The most common types of digital images are grayscale
and RGB images. In grayscale images, the value associated
with each pixel is black, white or a shade of gray, which can
range, for 8 bits per pixel, from 0 to 255, where 0 is black and
255 is white. In color images, each pixel has associated with it
a red, green and blue value, which combined in different
amounts can generate any color. The values of red, green and
blue also vary, for 8 bits per pixel, between 0 and 255, with 0
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being the black color and 255 the maximum of the respective
color. Figure 3 shows an intensity matrix of a grayscale image
for a given area [16].
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Figure 3. Matrix for certain area of a grayscale image [17].

The resolution of a digital image depends on the size of its
array, that is, with increasing number of pixels, the resolution
increases. However, the processing of this matrix becomes
computationally slower.
There are several types of sensors able to obtain digital
images. In the next subsections, some of these types of sensors
will be discussed and their operation explained.
A. Image Sensors in the Visible Spectrum
For capturing digital images in the visible spectrum, mainly
two types of sensors are used - the Charge-Coupled Device
(CCD) and the Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
(CMOS) sensor.
Each of these sensors is composed by millions of
photosensitive transducers whose function is to convert light
energy into electric charge. They also have a photosensitive
surface, which receives a charge of light to capture the image,
so the larger the photosensitive surface, the better the image
quality [18].
However, these sensors can only measure the energy of the
radiation. To obtain color images, it is necessary to apply a
filter that allows to target specific colors to their respective
pixels. The most common filter is the Bayer filter. Figure 4
shows the operation of this type of filter.
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Figure 6. Example of CCD (left) and CMOS (right) sensor [22] .

Figure 4. Application of a Bayer filter to obtain a color image [19].

The CCD sensor exists mainly in compact cameras, while
the CMOS sensor is present from simple webcams and
smartphone cameras to professional cameras.
Figure 5 shows an example of a CCD and CMOS sensor.

Figure 5. Example of CCD (left) and CMOS (right) sensor [20].

B. Special Sensors
In addition to the sensors mentioned earlier, there are also
special sensors that allow to obtain other information besides
the color image. These sensors are especially used for image
processing in special cases, such as the measure of distances
and temperatures.
In the next subsections, the modes of operation of these
sensors will be explained.
1) Thermal
A thermal camera, unlike the cameras in the visible
spectrum mentioned above, are composed of sensors capable
of capturing radiation in the infrared spectrum, thus allowing
the creation of an infrared image [21]. Normally, when
displaying this type of images, a color table is applied so that
it is possible to easily distinguish between hot and cold zones.
Figure 6 shows a thermal image, obtained through a Flir [22]
thermal camera, with the respective color table. Although this
camera is commercial, it has a high cost due to its specific
market and technology used in its manufacture.
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This type of sensor can be used even in low-light
environments, as opposed to sensors, such as CCD and CMOS
[21]. There are several areas where these apply. From security,
where they can be used to detect intruders even in low light
situations [23], to the industry, where they can be used to detect
heating problems in machines, which are not detected by the
human eye [21], passing through the detection of people
through the temperature of the human body [24].
2) Multi/Hyper Spectral
The Multispectral and Hyperspectral sensors measure the
energy in various bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. The
spectral resolution is the main distinguishing factor between
the images produced by these two types of sensors. The
hyperspectral sensors contain a greater number of bands with
narrow wavelengths, providing a continuous measurement in
all the electromagnetic spectrum, whereas the multispectral
sensors usually contain between 3 and 10 bands with wide
wavelengths in each pixel of the image produced [25]. This
way, the images captured by a hyperspectral sensor contain
more data than the images captured by multispectral sensors.
In a practical context, images produced by multispectral
sensors can be used, for example, to map forest areas, while
images produced by hyperspectral sensors can be used to map
tree species within the same forest area [26].
Figure 7 shows the comparison between multispectral and
hyperspectral images.

Figure 7. Comparison between a multispectral (left) and hyperspectral
(right) image [27].
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3) Distance
There are several types of distance image sensors. These
types of sensors can obtain images where the closest and most
distant objects are perceptible.
There are three major types of sensors, the sensors called
Time Of Flight (TOF), Structured Light and Stereo. TOF
sensors work on the principle of sending and receiving a signal
by measuring the properties of the received signal. By
determining the flight time and, consequently, through this
time and the speed of the signal the distance to the object is
obtained [28]. Structured Light sensors work by projecting a
previously established pattern into scene, allowing the system,
by capturing that same pattern, to calculate the depth of each
pixel of the image received. This calculation is performed by
deformation of each point of the pattern projected in
combination with the original pattern [29]. Finally, the Stereo
sensors allow to obtain distance image through two lenses, at a
certain distance, so that the two captured images can be
processed and compared, creating a 3D image [30].
IV. ALGORITHMS FOR POSTURE DETECTION
There are many human posture detection algorithms, but
few do it dynamically and in poorly controlled environments.
The main existing algorithms focus on the area of vision.
This area has been increasingly explored as it allows
everything to be done in a non-invasive way for the Human
being. Thus, devices not directly in contact with it enable the
ecological validity of the actions, hence increasing the
accuracy and credibility of the algorithm. In this type of
algorithm, the detection is done using external objects such as
flags [9], or simply through the previous teaching of the system
for the intended postures [8].
A posture emerges as well as the set of 2D or 3D locations
of the joints, being possible, through these locations, to assess
the position and displacement of all limbs. However, the
problem that is common to these algorithms relates to critical
body positions, such as lying, sitting, shrunken, sideways, etc.
[8][31] and in situations that involving groups of people, where
some parts of the body overlap [31]. In this type of positioning,
the accuracy of these systems drops significantly.
All posture detection algorithms presented here are based
on videos or a set of images collected from digital cameras.
There are thus several types of cameras used with these
algorithms. As described in the previous section, these cameras
may differ in the type of image you can get. However, at
present, the Kinect is the preferred device of most of these
algorithms, since its own Software Development Kit (SDK) is
one of the most used with respect to detection of the human
skeleton. Kinect consists of an RGB camera, depth sensor, a
three-axis accelerometer, a tilt motor and a microphone vector
[32]. Thus, it is possible to obtain, with only one device,
different types of images. Figure 8 shows the various
components of a Kinect.
As mentioned previously, its software, Kinect Skeletal
Tracking, is widely used in the detection of the human
skeleton, which is carried out in three steps: In the first, an
analysis, per pixel, is made to detect and classify body parts; In
a second phase, a global centroid is found to define the joints
of the body; finally, a mapping of the joints is done, so that
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they fit into a human skeleton, through data previously known
about the human skeleton [34]. Figure 9 shows the steps
explained above.

Figure 8. Hardware Configuration of a Kinect Device [33].

Figure 9. Detection steps of the Human Skeleton through the Kinect
Skeletal Tracker Software [34].

In April 2017, the OpenPose library [35] was launched.
Using only RGB images, this library can detect and extract 2D
values from the main parts of the human body. In this library,
it is possible to perform a detection of body, face and hands, in
a total of 130 possible keypoints, 15 or 18 of them for body
parts, 21 for each hand and 70 for the face.
For body detection, one of two data sets are used: Common
Objects in Context (COCO) or MPII Human pose dataset, with
people images, annotated with the human skeleton, still being
used CMU Panoptic dataset during the development of the
algorithm, since it contains about 65 sequences of
approximately 5 hours and 30 minutes and 1.5 million 3D
skeletons available. This detection is done through the
approach described in [31], where a neural network is used to
simultaneously predict confidence maps for body part
detection (Figure 10b) and affinity fields for association of
parts of the body (see Figure 10c), this process being done in
several steps, so that this detection is credible.
Next, a set of two-part combinations is performed to
associate the body parts, where a score is used to define which
person belongs to the respective part and to make a correct
connection of the parts in each person in the image/frame
(Figure 10d). Through this approach, it is possible to detect
several people in the image and define their posture. Finally,
with a greedy inference algorithm, all parts are connected and
the 2D points are defined for each of the joints (Figure 10e).
In [36][37], are presented approaches of detection multiple
human skeletons in simple RGB images with efficient results,
however fall short of [31].
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[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]
Figure 10. Detection of the Human Skeleton through the OpenPose library
[31].

[12]

V.

CONCLUSION

In the presented state of the art, it is possible to recognize
the lack of systems for the detection and classification of
emotion systems from human body postures, as well as the
difficulties associated to the already existing systems.
However, there are many image sensor’s alternatives, allowing
to guide the system to several types of solutions, from skeleton
detection based on distance image to the detection based on
RGB image.
Finally, the Human Posture Detection algorithms research
work [31] presents the algorithm with better results at all
levels, which is possibly what will be used in the development
of a system to allow the recognition of emotions from human
body postures. This solution is not only optimal for its
simplicity in terms of image, but also for its good results in
detecting postures in groups of people. However, for this
algorithm to work properly, it is necessary to have specific and
expensive hardware, due to the parallel computing used and the
GPU calculation performed.
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Abstract—This paper describes an approach to detect and
classify human posture in an individual context, more precisely
in a classroom ambience. The posture can be divided into two
main groups: “Confident/Not Confident”, aiming for the
teacher’s posture evaluation, and “Interested/Not Interested”,
targeted for the students. We present some relevant concepts
about these postures and how can they be effectively detected
using the OpenPose library. The library returns the main key
points of a human posture. Next, with TensorFlow, an opensource software library for machine learning, a deep learning
algorithm has been developed and trained to classify a given
posture. Lastly, the neural network is put to the test, classifying
the human posture from a video input, labeling each frame. The
experimental results presented in this paper confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Keywords - Body language; Human Postures; Computer
Vision; Digital Camera; Machine Learning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The advancement of computers and new technologies
plays a key role in creating systems capable of better
interacting with humans, which leads to an increasing number
of systems that can analyze, classify and predict human
behavior. Emotions are at the core of most of our overt
behavior and plays a key role in socio-communicative
interactions [1]. Facial expressions are exceptionally
powerful nonverbal means to convey information about
emotions [2] and have been the focus of an enormous amount
of research for several decades.
More recently, studies have also been devoting a great
deal of attention to human body postures, as they also express
emotions, while adding important cues on behavioral
intentions, which is critical for functional social interactions
[3]. For instance, one may infer from Figure 1 that the person
on the left seems to be more insecure/less confident than the
person on the right.
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Figure 1. Body language differences: insecure to the left and confident to
the right [4].

The possibility to assess emotional and motivational
dimensions in educational contexts, by means of machine
learning techniques, was the main motivation of the current
work. More specifically, within a classroom context, our goal
was to test the feasibility of categorizing the speaker, either
as confident or non-confident (see Figure 1), and the
audience, with either interested or non-interested postures (as
depicted in Figure 2). An effective two-way interaction
between the audience and the speaker is deemed as crucial to
engage the audience, which is why implementing noninvasive technological tools may provide meaningful
improvements in educational settings.

Figure 2. Body language differences: Not Interested to the left and
Interested to the right [5].
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For the development of the proposed classifier, we used a
state-of-the-art algorithm to calculate human postures: the
OpenPose library [6][7]. Using a common RGB camera, it is
possible to obtain the main key points of an individual on the
scene. Then, after obtaining this information, we use a deep
learning image classifier to train the neural network based on
the TensorFlow library [8][9]. Later, we use the trained
model to classify each frame of a given video, frame by
frame, and label the posture of the individual. These
procedures will be described in more detail in the next
section. Finally, Section III presents the experimental results
obtained, followed by a conclusion in Section IV.
II.
PROPOSED APPROACH
This work was developed in well-defined gradual stages.
In this section, we describe all the phases and technologies in
detail. We begin with a brief description of the OpenPose
library [6][7], how it was used to extract the key points, and
the results obtained. Next, TensorFlow [8][9] machine
learning library is described, as well as another library, Keras
[10][11], which runs on top of TensorFlow and speeds up the
development of deep learning models. Finally, we discuss
how the generated models of deep learning were used to
classify postures.
A. OpenPose
OpenPose is an open-source C++ library for detecting key
points in human postures [6][7]. It was recently launched
(2017) and, due to its potential, has been widely used for
different purposes. In this work, in order to provide clear
images about the human posture to the deep learning
algorithm - that is, without noise or other elements that might
compromise the efficiency of the algorithm - this library was
used in order to obtain the best learning degree possible.
The library can detect 15 or 18 body key points, 21 key
points per hand and 70 face key points. It can detect multiple
individuals in one scene. However, with more than one
person in the scene, the speed of detection is greatly reduced.
It uses deep learning algorithms for better detection of the
person's key points, using the Caffe framework [12].
It can be used with command-line demo, C ++ wrapper or
C ++ API, and can receive as input images, videos, webcam
images or IP cameras. The output of this library can be varied
due to the number of flags that can be used, for example:
include hands / face detection, just represent the key points
(no background), save results to images (video frames), save
various
key
points
identified
in
files,
etc.
Consequently, this library and its features require a computer
with large computational and parallel processing capabilities,
as well as the installation of specific software. The computer
used for the development and test of the proposed approach
has the following characteristics:
Software:
 OpenCV (version 3.3.1);
 Caffe (version custom);
 CUDA (version 8.0);
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CuDNN (version 5.1).

Hardware:
 Nvidia 1080 TI (11GB frame buffer);
 32Gb RAM;
 Intel i7 with 8 cores.
B. OpenPose Results
The first step was to build the database of "Confident"
postures. For this, several videos were recorded in which the
subject showed himself with a positive and strong attitude
(see Figure 3). Quickly, and with the naked eye, it was
possible to detect some characteristics about the key points
that a posture of the type "Confident" returns, for example:
 The level of the shoulders forms a line perpendicular
to the line of the spine.
 The subject's head is always with a degree of 90°, or
greater, in relation to the spine.
 The arms are slightly further away from the body.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of key points provided by the
OpenPose library.

Three individuals participated in the video samples,
where each one recorded at least one video enhancing one of
the 4 labels. In total, 1002 pictures tagged "Confident" were
created. The same steps were repeated for a "Not Confident"
posture where 1220 images were generated.
The next step was to construct the "Interested / Not
Interested" type database. Several videos were recorded in
which the subject enhanced positions that showed interest like a more advanced posture, arms on the table or the head
in the alignment of the body.
In this type of posture, the key points of the face and
hands are quite expressive and quite strong indicators of the
subject's posture. Hence, with the use of --hand and --head
functionalities, the OpenPose returns the key points of the
face and hands. The main goal was to obtain the best accuracy
possible in the deep learning algorithm (see Figure 4).
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results were experimentally obtained when using 25 epochs
and a batch size of 100 images.
When training the "Confident / Not Confident" model, the
precision results obtained were about 93% for validation and
87% for the test phase, which were quite satisfactory. Figure
5 shows the performance of the classifier when trained.

Figure 4. Representation of the key points: “Interested” above, “Not
Interested” below.

In many generated frames, the position of the hands was
not correctly determined. Therefore, to obtain the best
possible precision in TensorFlow, images with only the -head functionality were also extracted. In addition, it was
decided to do another extraction but only with the basic (18)
key points. This way, we studied 3 different cases for the type
“Interested / Not Interested" posture: basic points, face and
hands; basic points and face and only basic points. These
results were stored in different databases. The objective was
to study which case obtained the better precision values in the
classification model. 1270 images labeled "Interested” and
1335 "Not Interested" images were obtained, for each type,
one of the three cases that are about to be analyzed.
C. TensorFlow
TensorFlow is an open-source library for machine
learning, more specifically for deep learning, developed by
Google in 2015 [8][9]. This library was chosen because it
allows the development of classifiers in an easier way than
the other options considered, not compromising the quality of
the results. The Keras library [10][11] was also used since it
eases the workflow of creating a neural network.
Because our training set are digital images, we decided to
use the neural network class, i.e., Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN). The great advantage of using CNN is that it
does not require pre-processing when compared to other
image classification algorithms. Thus, it was possible to train
a network without prior knowledge.
The TensorFlow library is available in Python and C++,
whereas Keras is only available in Python. We developed our
solution in Python programming language to do image
classification.
The first step was to develop the classifier training
software, obtaining the model that would classify the images.
The biggest challenge was to find the most accurate
parameters that would lead to good classifier accuracy. Better
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Figure 5. Results obtained when training the "Confident / Not Confident"
classifier.

Then, the models of "Interested / Not Interested" were
trained, for the three different cases, in search of the best
results.
For the case with face and hands, the results are presented
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Results obtained when training the "Interested / Not Interested"
classifier, for the head and hands case.

As shown in Figure 6, the precision values were steadily
increasing, reaching a maximum validation value of 94%.
For the case that only considers the hands, the results
obtained are presented in Figure 7.
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that frame. The program returns the subject's posture
classification, not only based on the current frame, but also
with the previous frames.
Since the posture of an individual does not change
frequently in a short period of time, and to eliminate false
positives, we decided to create a filter that rules out false
positives. First, we implemented a sliding window that
follows the behavior of the subject in the last seconds. For the
attribution of the final label, we considered the average of all
postures analyzed in this time window. Then, to eliminate
cases in which the model does not have a high degree of
certainty about the analyzed frame, a threshold was created
that only considered frames that contained a reliable degree
of certainty. After some tests, we decided that the certainty
percentage of a given label should be greater than 65% to be
considered.
Figure 7. Results obtained when training the "Interested / Not Interested"
classifier, for the hands only case.

Finally, for the database of images with only the basic points,
the obtained results are presented in Figure 8.

III.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of the developed classifier for
the "Confident / Not Confident" postures, a new video was
recorded in which the subject initially presented himself with
a more contracted posture. This video was not used during
the training phase for the deep learning algorithm. Any
assigned ratings were based on already existing databases.
Throughout the video, the subject changed his posture to
a more expansive posture, reflecting a more confident
attitude. Finally, it changed again to a more contracted
posture. It was expected that the label assigned to each
change was the correct one.
Observing the obtained output (see Figure 9, 10), we
conclude that the developed classifier properly labeled the
subject's posture. In the first seconds (2-3s), while the sliding
window is not filled - and there are no certainties of about the
posture - no label is assigned.

Figure 8. Results obtained when training the "Interested / Not Interested"
classifier, for basic key points case.

It is possible to conclude that the model with face and hands
obtained a better precision when compared with the others,
obtaining a final precision of, approximately, 94%. Thus, this
will be the model used for the classification phase.
The next step was to develop the classifier that allows us to
obtain a label - “Confident / Not Confident” or "Interested/
Not Interested", with the input of a video and a previously
trained model. This program is described in the following
subsection.
D. Classifier
The developed classifier loads the classification model
and opens the provided video. Then, frame by frame, the
program questions the model and gets the posture label for
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Figure 9. Results obtained for a "Not Confident" posture. In image to the
right, the label assigned is at the upper left corner.
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Figure 12. Results obtained for an "Interested" posture.

Figure 10. Results obtained for a "Confident" posture.

Due to decisions taken to prevent false positives, the
classifier became quite robust. It took some testing to adjust
the correct size of the sliding window so that the program did
not become too strict and did not require a lot of time to
obtain the posture confirmation. At the moment of this
writing, the sliding window had a size of 25 frames.
To test the detection of sitting postures, i.e., "Interested /
Not Interested", the same procedure as the previous classifier
were followed. A video was recorded in which the subject
enhanced a less interested posture (looks at the sides, up, has
the head rested in one hand) (see Figure 11). As the video
continued, the subject's posture changed to an "Interested"
posture (see Figure 12) and after some time this posture was
changed back to "Not Interested". In this test case, the
classifier also labeled correctly the posture presented
throughout the video.

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The comprehension of body language is an area that is in
great development. However, despite the positive results
obtained in this work, this is a very complex research domain,
mostly because human emotions and their body language
can’t be classified in a binary way. It is not certain that a
person who is speaking to an audience with a "bad" posture
is less confident or less relaxed. There are other indicators
that are important to this classification. This work can be used
as a small increment to this theme. In future work, this type
of posture classification can be used simultaneously with
other parameters of a person’s behavior (ex: voice placement,
movement in space, etc.), in order to provide more effective
emotional categorization from postures.
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Abstract—In the past few years, face recognition has received
great attention from both research and commercial communities.
Areas such as access control using face verification is dominated
by solutions developed by both the government and the industry.
In this paper, a face verification system is presented using open
source algorithms for access control of large scale events under
unconstrained environments. From the type of camera calibration
to the algorithms used for face detection and recognition, every
stage has a proposed solution. Tests using the proposed system
in the entrance of a building were made in order to test and
compare each solution proposed.
Keywords–Face Recognition; Face Detection; Access Control;
Unconstrained Environment; Camera Calibration.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

As one of the most successful applications of image analysis and understanding, face recognition has recently received
significant attention and many new techniques have been
developed, especially during the past few years [1].
Most face recognition techniques have been developed to
be implemented in biometric-based systems and appears to
offer several advantages over other biometric methods. An
important advantage appointed by [2] regarding these type of
systems is the lack of interaction of the user. In a fingerprint
system, for example, the user needs to place his finger in a
designated area while in a face recognition system the face
images can be acquired passively.
Areas related with security, surveillance, access control and
multimedia management are some of the fields with an increase
demand of face recognition systems. However, there are some
levels of complexity regarding these systems as there are some
stages that are needed to execute in order to achieve a system
with a good performance. These stages are presented in Figure
1.

Within each stage, there are specific operations that can be
added in order to achieve better performance results. Right
on the start, the image acquisition is a crucial step where
there is room for improvement. Later, the face detection and
recognition can be performed by some specific algorithms,
which are presented and studied. Finally, two of the face
normalization (also known as preprocessing) algorithms, which
are mentioned on state of the art articles are also analyzed for
this specific project.
State of the art face recognition systems are dominated
by industry and government using large scale datasets. There
is a large accuracy gap between todays publicly available
face recognition systems and the state of the art private face
recognition systems [4]. However, this gap is closing up as
it starts to appear better open source algorithms and datasets
with more and better images.
Despite the success and high verification or recognition
rates, there are still some challenges such as age, illumination
and pose variations. Most of these systems work well under
constrained conditions (i.e., scenarios in which at least a few of
the factors contributing to the variability between face images
are controlled), however the performance degrades rapidly
when they are exposed to conditions where none of these
factors are regulated [2].
In this paper, towards exploring this field, an access control
solution for unconstrained environments is proposed using
face recognition with open source algorithms. An introductory
section is presented that provides a brief introduction to the
face recognition system. In Section II, the proposed solution
is described. Later in this section, the major problems for
a face recognition system for unconstrained environments is
explained. These problems are some of the challenges that
will achieved and solved in this paper. Section III presents
the hardware used in the system. The several implemented
algorithms are described in Section IV. In Section V, there
are provided experimental results showing the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithms and the comparison between them.
Finally, a summary of the work done, comparison of the
different experiments, concluding remarks and the future work
are featured in Section VI.
II.

Figure 1. Configuration of a generic face recognition system. [3]
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P ROPOSED SOLUTION

The project consists in the creation of a face verification (1:1 match comparison) system using open source face
recognition and detection algorithms. The main goal is the
implementation of this system in large-scale events with access
control, such as sport infrastructures. An example of people
accessing a sports infrastructure is presented in Figure 2.
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•

Non-Controlled Illumination: This may be the most
difficult challenge to overcome as the cameras may be
installed in an outdoor environments and, therefore,
different lightning conditions according to the time of
the day and the meteorological circumstances.

All of these challenges are taken into account when choosing all of the hardware and software for this system.

Figure 2. People accessing a sports infrastructure through turnstiles with
manual security check. [5]

To access this type of events, it is usually through the
acquisition of a ticket/ID card. In order to improve the access
control, the ticket access/acquisition are complemented with a
face verification system. In the project presented, at the time
of the acquisition of the ticket, face images of the person
are acquired and then sent to the database. When the person
attempts to enter the infrastructure through a turnstile, another
face images are acquired and compared with the images that
were taken previously.
The environment of these places are usually outdoors,
therefore the lighting conditions cannot be fully controlled. In
the light of this, a camera parameters calibration is proposed
for industrial cameras, which do not have a proper calibration
for these type of environments. It was also added an artificial
light, which helps to compensate the lack or the excess of light
in the scene.
The privacy of people using face verification systems is an
important factor in their implementation. The proposed system
must be optional, only those who wish to participate, or be
mandatory by law in the access control areas.
In order to build a face verification system with these
characteristics, an important factor is taken into account: the
unconstrained environment where the system is going to be
implemented. In a recognition point of view, there will appear
some problems related with these kind of environments that
are mentioned below.
• Head pose: At the time of the image acquisition, the
viewing direction of the subject may not be towards
the camera. These face images may not be the best
suitable for the face recognition system.
• Face Image Resolution: As the subject approaches
the camera, which he/she is still a few meters from the
turnstile, his/her face starts to be detected and tracked.
However, if the person is still at some distance from
the camera, the face images collected may not have
enough resolution for the system.
• Subject Motion: It is taken into consideration that the
subject is in movement and that may cause some blur
in the images acquired.
• Face Tracking: It is crucial that there will be distinction between different subjects specially at the time of
the ticket acquisition as if not done correctly, the face
images of different subjects may end up in the same
person database.
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III. H ARDWARE
In this work, there are used two cameras: the UI-1220LEC (Industrial Camera) and the Logitech C310 (Webcam).
The purpose of the use of these cameras is to compare the
performance between them in this specific system as the
Webcam does not allow to change its camera parameters
such as exposure or gain. On the other hand, the industrial
camera, despite not being the most suitable for this scenario, it
provides a Software Development Kit (SDK) that enables the
fully control of its different parameters. Additionally, as the
industrial camera does not have a lens integrated, an 4,5mm
lens with manually adjustable aperture is used.
Finally, an 168 LED illumination with adjustable intensity
is used in order to compensate the excess or lack of illumination. It also eliminates any occlusion that may be caused by
external lightning. Another major advantage is its use on darker
scenarios where the camera will have a substantial exposure
time. If the illumination is turned on, the scenario will have
more light and the exposure needed will be lower thus, the
blur captured by the person motion in the image will be far
less than with no illumination.
IV. S OFTWARE
The software developed obeys to some specific steps, which
are exposed on Figure 3. The head pose estimation block is
not mentioned as it was explained in a previous work [6].

Figure 3. Main steps of the software developed.

A. Proposed Calibration Method
In this section, a different type of calibration is proposed in
order to acquire the best digital image for the face verification
system.
When using the automatic calibration of the parameters
provided by the camera, which is done for the whole image, the
Region of Interest (ROI) can be affected by the light intensity
that there is in the background.
In order to get a ROI (in this case the face) with the
best quality, a calibration focused on this ROI is created. The
algorithm proposed is a mixture between the calibration of
exposure and gain.
Since the system will be installed in an uncontrolled
environment, an initial calibration is done using the auto
parameters calibration provided by the camera in order to adapt
to the light and environment conditions and to detect the first
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face for the use of the proposed calibration. At this point, a
timer is set to wait a few seconds, so that the parameters of
the camera have time to be internally changed and established.
Exposure time, gain and white balance are the parameters
changed automatically by the camera software.
Using the auto parameters calibration provided by the
camera, the state of art algorithms used for face detection work
well for this type of environment. However, this is not true for
face recognition algorithms.
When a face is found, the auto parameter calibration is
disabled and it continues to the next steps of the calibration.
1) Mean Sample Value: Introduced by [7] in order to create
an autonomous setup of the most important parameters of
digital cameras for robotic applications, the Mean Sample
Value (MSV) is used to set the exposure and the gain of the
camera. In this stage, the MSV is calculated through the gray
level histogram of the face region with the equation described
next.
P4
M SV =

j=0 (j + 1)xj
P4
j=0 xj

(1)

where xj is the sum of the gray values in region j of the
histogram (in the proposed approach the histogram is divided
into five regions). A range of values is set for the MSV. If the
calculated MSV is within that range, the camera parameters
(gain and exposure) have acquired values.
This method has the main advantage that, if the same
person appears on different parts of the day, the face images
acquired will have very similar intensity values as the gain is
calculated in order to have the same intensity values between
a certain range.
2) White Pixel: This method addresses the situations when
the face of a subject is partially directly exposed to sunlight,
which causes that part of the face too bright. In order to solve
this, if a region where the intensity pixels have the maximum
intensity is found, the camera parameters values are decreased
in order to reduce the brightness of that region of the face.
Figures 4a and 4b show the comparison between parameters calibration provided by the camera and the proposed
calibration, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Comparison between the automatic calibration and the proposed
calibration.

B. Face Detection and Recognition Algorithms
As for algorithms, there were studied and implemented the
following ones into the system. These algorithms are state of
the art where the use of neural networks is prevalent, which are
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trying to close the gap between the performance of commercial
and open source of face recognition solutions.
•

•

Face Detection:
◦ Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG):
Dlib’s [8] implementation based on the algorithm presented in [9] that it is used for the face
detection stage. Specially useful as it provides
68 face landmarks that are further used at the
recognition step for pose estimation.
◦ Multi-task Cascaded Convolutional Networks [10]: Deep cascaded multi-task framework which exploits the inherent correlation
between detection and alignment to boost up
their performance. It provides 5 major face
landmarks instead of the 64 of Dlib. It is,
however, more immune to light variations and
occlusion.
Face Recognition
◦ Deep Metric Learning (DML): Implementation also provided by Dlib library where the
network implemented was inspired in [11] that
does the face verification. The model trained
achieves an 99.38% in the benchmark Label
Faces in the Wild (LFW) [12]. The input data
of the network model for training were two
datasets: the FaceScrub dataset [13] and the
VGG dataset [14] with about 3 million faces
in total.
◦ OpenFace [4]: Face recognition with deep
neural networks, which achieves an accuracy
of about 92% on the LFW [12] benchmark.
The training of the neural network was done
with the CASIA-WebFace [15] and FaceScrub
[13] containing about 500k images.
◦ DeepFace [14]: Algorithm inspired in [16] and
[17]. The CASIA-WebFace is used on training. In LFW benchmark, it achieves 99.2%
of accuracy. The implementation used of this
algorithm can be found in [18].

Noteworthy to mention that the OpenCV[19] library was
used in the image processing and transformation.
C. Preprocessing techniques
1) Gamma Correction (GC): Gamma is a very important
characteristic in any digital system. In the world of cameras,
it defines the relationship between a numerical value of a
pixel and its actual luminance. The GC enhances the local
dynamic range of the image in dark or shadowed regions
while compressing it in bright regions and at highlights [20].
However, this operation is still affected by some level of
directional lightning as pointed by [21].
Given a certain gamma (γ), the relation between the graylevel image with gamma correction (Ig ) and the original one
(I) is given by Ig = I γ .
Figure 5 presents three images acquired with different
gamma values. As it possible to analyze, the image with a
higher gamma is more uniform regarding light. The ambition
then is that using an appropriate gamma value, the images
acquired will not be as susceptible to lightning variations.
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Figure 5. Images acquired with gamma of 1, 1.6 and 2 respectively.

2) Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
(CLAHE): CLAHE is an adaption of Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (AHE) [22] that was first introduced for contrast
enhancement for both natural and non-visual images [23].

Figure 7. Set up of the system for the experimental results.

Figure 6 shows a face image before and after the application of the CLAHE.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Face image without and with the application of CLAHE

The tests were done in three distinct days where the first
and the third day were sunny and the second one was cloudy.
People who were entering the building were asked if they want
to participate this study. If the person agreed, he/she posed
himself/herself in front of the camera and the registration was
done (if it was the first time that the person presented in front
of the camera). As for the next times that the person appeared,
the comparison between the face images made on registration
and the ones acquired at the time was made. Figure 8 displays
some of the face images acquired in the different days.

This variation that introduced the limitation of contrast
started began to be used in the face recognition field [24],
which improved the contrast in face images.
Later, it began to realize its utility in the facial recognition
field and a variation entitled of contrast limited adaptive
histogram equalization (CLAHE) was started to be used. In
this approach, the face image is divided into small blocks,
also called tiles, and in each of these blocks the histogram
equalization is applied. However, if any of the histograms
calculated is above of the predefined contrast limit, the pixels
are clipped and distributed uniformly to other bins before
applying histogram equalization.

V.

E XPERIMENTS

In order to test both software and hardware for the proposed
system, an access control system was simulated with face
verification at the entrance of the research unit, Institute of
Electronics and Informatics Engineering of Aveiro (IEETA),
where this work was developed. In these tests, the participation was optional, where the data retrieved from the people
remained private.
The system consisted in both industrial and webcam
cameras acquiring images with the artificial light, a laptop
processing all the software and showing a interactive message
to the people who would agree to try to participate in this study.
A NFC card reader was also connected to the laptop that would
help to register/compare the face images to the NFC number
tag provided by the card that the users presented. Figure 7
presents the system set up.
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Figure 8. Example of face images acquired in different days with different
meteorological conditions.

About 50 people (a big majority of Caucasians from both
sexes) participated and all the participants entered the building
at different times of the day, which caused different types of
directions of lightning in the face images acquired.
The comparisons between the face images registered in the
database and the ones acquired next gave output values, which
were used to construct the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves. In total, about 2500 comparisons values with
both false and true positives were used to construct each curve
presented next.
As for the processing times measured, the CPU Intel Core
i7 8550U was used for the processing of all algorithms.
A. Camera Calibration
The first test analyzes the performance between the webcam with its automatic calibration and the industrial camera
with the calibration proposed. Figure 9 presents the ROC curve
as well the Area Under Curve (AUC) for this comparison.
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The HoG and the Openface algorithms were used with both
cameras for detection and recognition respectively.

Figure 10. ROC curve presenting the performance of OpenFace using
CLAHE, Gamma and no preprocessing technique.

Figure 9. ROC curve comparing the WebCam and the Industrial Camera
performance using the same algorithms.

B. Face Detection Performance
In this section, the performance of the HoG and MTCNN
face detection algorithms is presented. It was first measured the
time that it takes to detect faces in images with dimensions of
752 × 480 pixels. Posteriorly, the accuracy of each algorithm
was tested using a video recorded at the time of the tests.
Table I provides the results for both algorithms.

Figure 11. ROC curve presenting the performance of DML using CLAHE,
Gamma and no preprocessing technique.

TABLE I. P ROCESSING T IMES , T OTAL D ETECTIONS AND FALSE
P OSITIVES FOR EACH FACE DETECTION ALGORITHM .
Processing Time (ms)
Total Detections
False Positives

HoG
60
592
1

MTCNN
121
740
8

As it can be seen in the table above, both algorithms
presented a good performance. The MTCNN algorithm detects
more faces, since subjects in profile view are detected.
Figure 12. ROC curve presenting the performance of DeepFace using
CLAHE, Gamma and no preprocessing technique.

C. Face Recognition and Preprocessing Algorithms Performance

Table II shows the processing time that takes each face
image to forward pass the neural network of each algorithm.

Results of the performance of the recognition algorithms
tested with and without the preprocessing techniques of gamma
correction and CLAHE are presented here. As all of the
algorithms are based on neural networks it is important to point
out that, despite using a specific preprocessing technique, the
network was not retrained. The results might improve if the
preprocessing technique is applied to the images that are used
to train the neural network.

The DeepFace is the algorithm with a lower processing
time for face recognition.

Figures 10, 11 and 12 present the algorithms performance
using no preprocessing algorithms and comparing its results
with the use of CLAHE and Gamma Correction.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a face recognition set up system and
studies, which software and hardware is the most appropriate

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2018.
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TABLE II. P ROCESSING T IMES FOR FORWARD PASS IN EACH NETWORK .
Forward Network Runtime (ms)

OpenFace
236

DML
293

DeepFace
110
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to use under uncontrolled environments. Regarding the camera
and its calibration, the industrial camera had a better performance comparing to the webcam as the calibration method
presented focus on the best face image that can be acquired.
As for software, both detection algorithms presented a good
performance. Despite that, MTCNN seems to have the best
performance as it detects faces where subject is in the profile
view. In relation to the recognition and the preprocessing
algorithms, CLAHE algorithm had a positive impact in all of
the recognition algorithms as for the gamma correction had a
negative impact. It is believed that the results would improve if
the preprocessing technique was applied in all of the face images used for the training of the neural network. Unfortunately,
the training of these type of neural networks took over a day
using powerful GPUs, which are difficult to access. Despite
that, the performance overall of the system was satisfactory
and, from now on and according to the experiments, the best
solution for these type of system is in the use of an industrial
camera, MTCNN for face detection, CLAHE for preprocessing
and DeepFace for the face verification stage.
The future work goes through the implementation of the
system in larger scales where more people would use it. Until
then, the train of new neural networks using the preprocessing
techniques presented and the study of new alternatives for
cameras are on the agenda.
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